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THE MINERS' strike has tTansfo'rmed the situation h, tnij
working class. U..lce an engine d"'ecp dov.TI ill the m()'vement agitating, churning, stirring it up. it has cr~ated z
new spirit in the labour movement.
After.theTUC's betrayal ofthe NGA hi December 1983,
the prospects looked hlea1l::. In June the Tories had won a
second term in offic:;e. in September the TUe Congress
ha.d approved the 'new realism' ........ a polky of negotiating
with the Tories over new anti-union laws. and therefore
implicitly accepting the existing anti-union laws. Now the
employing class and the courts had taken on a small but
powerful union - the NGA -- a.nd imposed those anti. union laws on it with the help of the TUC.
The miners' strike. however,has shown how wrong
premature and one·sided exaggerations of'that defeat
were.
The strike was provoked by the Tories in 'early March
because they thought that the time had come wf1en they
could take out the NUM. But the fight back. has heen mote
than they bargained for.
As we go to ,ress - in mid-July -- a second froot has
jus.t been opened'clp by the national dockers' strike. This
- on top of the solidarity by railwotkers and the nU'!lerous
re1!ional days of action - is additional '&>tidence that the
labour movement has been roused and revived to the vOlnt that it could be capable of a general strike. J..ny one- of a
number of moves by the Tocies. the police, or the l.'Ouns,
cou~d trigger such a mobilisation. The job of so..:: -lists is to
, do all we can to argue, explain, and ur.ganise for a gener-al
strike.
.

ers

We should not pose 'kicking the Tories out' as the aim
of the general strike. The slogan 'general strike to kick: the
Tories out' is amblguous -- to most workers it will mean
.generalstt1ke to force a general election', while the revolutionaries who usc the slogan privately i~erpret it as
•genera~ strike for revolution' - and it would leave us
endorsing in advance the 'ballot box trap' which a
beleaguered governmettt could use to end a potentially
revolutionary general strike and regain control of the
situation. We should link the general strike call to
im~ediate demands (support the miners, stop the cuts
and closures, smash the anti-union laws), While explaining
that the general. strike once underway is in. its essence a
challenge to state power.

ANTI-UNION LAWS

Since the June 198j elections and especially since the·
September 1983 conference of the iUe. the Tories and the
bosses have gone on the offensive over anti-union laws.
So far they have refrained from using the laws decisively
in th~s dispute. ~ut David Owen of the Social Democratic
Party and John Hoskyns of the Institute of Directors have
publicly attacked the government for its failure to get the
nationalised industries to use· these
At any tum in
the struggle now, the balance of Tory and ruling-class
opinion eouid shift in favour of using the laws.
The issue of the rights and freedoms of the whole trade
union movement is also raised by the massive, nationally
coordinated police operation in the coalfields. A National
Riot Police under centralised command has been created
in aU but
Ponce accountability is therefore now a burning political
question, So is the danger that this militant class-struggle
~i'ory government will use troops against the miners or the
dockers. .
.
. We should campaign in the Labour party for Labour
councils to. try to deny funds for the police operation .and to
demand the resignation of the Chief Const~bles responsible for coordinating it.

laws.

name.

SOLiDARITY

to

Every union must be committed boyCotting the move·
ment or use of coal not licensed by the NUM, or of alt.ernative fuels brought in to replace coal, Miners should make 9,
direct appeal at rank and file level to steel workeN, backed
up by mass picketing to stop steel production. Rail unions
should be committed to ~trike action in defence of workers
victimised for boycotting coal. We should d~mand that the
TUe adopts, advocates and fights fur a policy of boycotting coaUhwughout industry.
We should argue for aU workers with outstanding claims
alld grievances to bring them forwa£d and stri...'<e alongside
. the miners. A common working <;lass stt'uggte to save jobs
. in ali indfl!.tries is the best way to save steel jobs. This is
the time to fight!

·GENERAL STRIKE
A gener~l strike could stop MacGregor's pit cl.osmes
ptanand tip up the anti~l1nion laws. It can win this stc!!JSgle. And it can do more. It can make it imoossible for the
Tories to govern; and the level of rnobiHsatioil involved
would open up big possibilities beyond that. We should
call on the rue to organise for a general strike, while also
arguing for rank and file action which should not wait for
the TUC.

WORKING CLASS SELF-DEFENCE
At the same time we must argue the' right of world!!gclass self-defence against capitalist state violence. and
explain that orgamsatloft is the key to making picket lines
-able to hold their own against police brutality.
We reject the argument that the strike is invalid, unjustified or undemocratic because there was no national
ballot.
The NUM militants are right when they argue that
miners in relatively prosperous areas do not have the right
to veto the action of miners in areas facing dosure. To
have caUed a national batiot in the early stages of the
strike would have meant breaking the momentum of the
escalation of the strike from area to area. Whether the
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advll.n,agf5 of a n~tional ballot in perh;.'~;3 re~::.d1.ig the
number of scabs ·cl!.lt\veighed that pcoo;:em was a tactical
decision for the miners to take. They took a democratic
decision at their sPecial delegate conference in Sheffield
that the disadvantages of a ballot outweighed the advantages. They had a right to take that decision, and no press
baron and ,no scab miner has t.he right to condemn them.
Moreover, an individual ballot is not the most democratic method (even apart from the 550/0 rille which the NUM
had at the start of the dispute); Votes at mass meetings
immediately after .workers have heard and discussed aU
the issues are far more democratic and responsible.

Against the nm,down of coal, steel and rail lobs. we
need a socialist alternative to the vandal Torvisrn of Mrs
Thatcher and the inadequate policies of Neil Kmnock:.
• We need a siiding scale of hours. Divide available
work with no loss of pay.
• We need a 'worKers; plan for the energy industry,
transport and steel. Such a plan would have to be a plan
for energy, transport and steel t.l:lrougll0ut Europe. We
need to fight for Ii Socialist United States af Europe. '
Q' We
need training a.lld re-training under workers'
control.
.. We must open the books of the nationalised indust·
tries, expose the profits of the money-lenders and
sitppi1ers.

THE LABOUR PARTY..,

"We must nationalise the banks and financial institu, tions, and the supply industries, without compensation.
We need to relaunch and continue the fight to transform
the labour movement, to make it capable of creating a
'Labour' government accountable to the movement and
committed to such measures a. real I 'workers'

Neil Kinnock has shown his true colours as leader of

the Labour Party by his sniveUing equivocation on thf:
. strike. But local Labour Parties, together 'Nith Trade;;
Councils, etc., have built miners' support committees an
across the country. Socialists rrmst help develop these
committees - organise collections in workplaces and.
door-to-door; fix up accommo'dation and transport for
ing pickets; send solidarity delegations physkal1yto back
the miners on their picket lines; spread the argmnents for
a general strike through the working class.
We should argue for Labour councils to offer their
facilities (accommodation, communications. et~) to the
strikers, as several councils have done.

government.

.

ny-

KICK THE TORIES OUT

WOMEN iN THE STRUGGLE
One of the most important features of the dispute is the
unprecedented flowering of 'women ~gainst pit dosures'
groups. Women haYeorganised their own pickets and
demonstrations, and have also begun to challenge se:'l:isrrin miners' slogans and sexist attitudes which would retegate women to the role of running soup D1;chens ~nd looking after children. The women's involvement nas also
injected an extra dement of imaginative tactics into the
dispute. The tactics of the Greenham women have
obviously served as an inspiration.
The experience is a resounding ptOi)f that femL,ist
issues are relevant to and appreciated by working class
women. It opens tremendous new possibilities for out
perspective of a maM working c~ b~~ed women's

movement.
After four months on strike, iust the withdrawal of the
pit closures announced in early i.1arch (perhaps to wait ror
a better time to reintroduce them?) is not enough. The
NUM has put forvva.rd additional far· reaching demands.
Of these the most important are the scrapping of tfi~ ~a
incentive schemes which have helped to split off many of
the NOt"LS miners from the union, and the four-day wool..

J

We can make dritain ungovernable. In 1974 when the
miners forced him to 'go to the country' - which rejected
him - Edward Heath also had a qig, stable Parliamentary
majority. We must bring down this Tory govern'menL
Labour under Kinnock ca'nnot be relied upon to implement the working class policies we need. Nevertheless,
the Labour Party is the only c{)nceiV'abJe immediate alter.
native to the Tories. A general strike cou:Jd open up possibilities of quite new forms of government based on the
labour movement: as of now, however, we must fight for a
Labour government. At the same time we flust fight in the
labour movement to commit such a Labour government to
anti-capitalist measures. That means contLl1uing the battle
in the Labour Party for democracy and accountability and
ror socialist policies.,
,

KlNNOCK.
The labour movement must demand of Neil Kinnock
that he stand on the line four-square with the miners with·
out weaseling and without talking out of both sides of his
politician's mouth. And to those ~inets rightly disgusted
with Kinnock's performance so far. we say - come into
the Labour PartY, organise other workers to come into the
Labour Party, fight for a working-class takeover of the
Labour Party and a leadership which really speaks for the
working dass!
Kick the Tories out! Victory to the minersl Victory to the
dod:ersl

,
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'll'm SELEcTION @f OOcuments whicli roUeW!) is intended
to familiarise the readei' with the issueli and clrcumsi'moes
of the expulSion. of the itollP around Alan 'Thoml:tt from
the WSr.. which took pliiCc in Aprll this year and :was cc;;n·
firmed by 3 ·WSL conference on June3(}'July 1. .
Smne of the dOl:umtlltl.ts have ~n sUshtly edited. Some
pen-nsmes are used in them:~ 'Smith' is Alan Th9~m and
'Cunliffe' is John Listm.'.

p.

The documem:ts al'fl:

m

9~ 'E_1!41ih &;~' - ~ NC~~ u~
~
~~it~. Tnis was dmfted by Tuomas C&ro~ and

circulated in the WSL's Intema Bulletin cne weok before
the Ma.\.~h 10 NC, which vot~ to adopt it.
~ U. The raply ot~ T~ ~ t~ &il NC'fl, ~.
agreed at a national comerence of the

maium. This was

faction heid in London on Mi.U'Ch 25.
Faa" lliTh!& ~ of &a ~ti ~ t\'gt ~ W&3
~ hHlf (also adcpte!lon March ¥)~.
11: 'T!I9 ~ f:I:Y w mdty'. Written by Thooms
Carolan in l'eSPOmlC to the 'unityca:mp~'which greeted
the Ne's .ultimatum 10 the factioo on lvf~h 10. fbh{document e~wins why, in the opiniOn of the National Committee majority. W1i~, though desirable, was. not now
possible•..
~
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by tb NCeml ~ 31, 'J.'his mm
proposed by a groap of NC membe!:s to the s~ NC
meeting which had been called to consider the faction'!;,
respo~ to the NC ultimatu.m.
.

~U3 6Tlwhsbef~ o~Ia'ii~ ~iilkw4
~~p Glr ~ ~f' Tne~~ble diffet'{
en~ which had pro~essively de5troytld the fusion con;
c:erned not this 01' that po1iticat qUWQO&l but mdicsl1,r
diffe1-ent oonceptio~ of the revoluuoaUy party a~d ibf
relationship tc the working class. No less t1um three In~

title

ro .

·~'-&rnal Bu11e~llS !.meier the a'bQve
W~'e produced
. . explain bot.h the problems we h~ experielleed in trying ~

CoeXist with the TI'1omett group arid oUt oWn: View of what
the revolutionny party is and how it relates to its ~omnti
class members <md leMets. The piece here is a compar..
ativeiy brief st~tement of the issu~. Written 'by '1'homaS .
C.r..rolau. it was an introduction to the first lnte2,'na1 Bulle.;
tin under the tide, 'B. oollectic.1l of excerpts ·f~ Lenin and'
from James P Cannon.
.
~:age 18= $W"~ m:e th3 ~,) ~" Written itt
. Aprli. We repeatedly insisted that the dynamic of the split
did not come from these polltkal questions as such. The
differences would have been c:onta.mi.ble within a ~
. ctatic c~n:~alizt 01'ganV;ational framework - if we hazl
b.een able to establish democratic centralist normS of fun~
ctiomns. Nevertheless the potra~ disputes did of ~e
pla.y a Pll'..:rt. Tho ~er fln4Jwd bd this succinct survey~
vlIitteu by Ma£1i11 Kinnell. useful in forming an overview
of the present politic."ll chuacter of the· 1'homett aroup;
and mpartiC'I,.U2!' its in~H.nation to define warl4 polities m
terms of imperiaUst and anti·imperialist 'camps' rathet
than in class terms.
;

~en: ~ dmpm Oil ~ TOC. This article by 1h~
Carolan gives some picture of the way the Thomett group
wnducted t.heir factional struasle during tileR Jut months
ill the WSL. The issue of the ruC's role in the NGA·

Pilitical

.Vi!arrington dispute was formally the most
of the
.issues they campaigned on in that period. Yet even on tb#
their arw.!ment. was based on an l!bsurdcarica~of the
majority view.

P~e 24; ~ '!'bom1JU ~'6 ~, - as presented ~
WSL area meetings to which they were invited to send
$~efS. from April th..--ough to June. at the WSL conference-on June 30,
membef5.

~d in t\

bulletin clrcu1ated to

an WSL

'

p~ '%'I: 6~1iill_ ~'. This is an excerpt
from. 2 document written by Thomas Carolan in May in .

reply w the prc"'Tnornett group which remained in the
WSL until July. It deals with the central political.point of
the Thomett group's statement - the argument that the
WSL is 'sectarian' •

-.

ON MARCH 311984,the N~nd CoroDuttee'cfthe ne'~
. WSI: ~l,lSp~ded. Alan Thornett and 34 of hi'> supporterll
{:r9m member3hip in the WSL. The NC Wid them that th~
expulsion. wouJd be proposed !i.fter the twu weeks' notice
. required by...the CQfUitituticnhad elapsed. On April 14,
~fter the collapse of a Spar.. .~clsHike, but Webre. attempt
by 20 or 00 mem~ of the Thomett group to oocupy the
room where the NC was due to meet, IUld after tOO Me had
heard a lengthy presentation from Thoml3tt on behalf of
himself imd his racoon, they were duly expelled. It was 33
months lUte\" the fusion be~ the old WSL and the

WSLers in'L2icester~ who repre<>ented a more' utreme
sectarlant positi"n tba.."l Thomett but had l'lllied witil him
.agamst the majority, split to rorm the 'W«kern Jnternational Le,ague', whicb has ~rol1apsed•
After Apm1983 the Thomett gr'Oup were th\OS clearly in

a minority in the new WSL. T'hi.s position was oonfl...-med at
a further conference, in A.ug-..xst 1983, where the main
ls~ue in 'dispute was Ireland.
After August 1983 defined political issues disappeared
almo$t entirely from the Thomctt group's factional agitation, in favow: of organisat:Pnal·S!lal1lbbJe:s. In .fact, how.,
I-CL: _.
.
ever. another issue lay bemndall the previom dispu~.
Thus, what we de<'..crlbed in 1981 &1il the 'f;old e:meri-' - Falk1lUids/M:~vblfA:'O, ~ur Pmy, women, Irelandment' of fusion between the i-CL' Wld the' old wsi' has
1m-a explained the f1.Uy w~ili which they had b~n conducended in defeat., 'ine 'oo-!d eI<p~rlment' has been a fWlui:e.
ted. Th~t issue yvn... the position of Thomettlmd his f»>
The Thornctt /iTOIJP bad euUtf rejected a pro~ that· .thinker Jones wit.iW.i, the League.
. the best way to t'e$olve the~.;s which W~ p~ysing
ine oldWSL had been a peculiar CX'sanillation, built
and disruptin.s the new WSL, !U1d which in ~11 t~·
tl'H'ch more around the p~e of a couple of individual
ened to render us illc&pable IX f.mctioninr, dut'ing t.!-je
trace union militants t1wi around definite po1itics. In
miners' strike, was for Ute n-/O antt.:;ionistic ~..ap$ 'nithin
fact its politics had been developed largely t.~ugh l\
the WSL t() 'divorce' 3S amk:s.bly M poMible, 00 the bS5is
process of CQn~ilSu,,> and baI3ncing between different
of an agreed diviswa of tlw or.!J~u·s materi~
inputs, with tbe 'wOrker le&dership' as ar~'.er.
resources.
The 'worker leadership' WlmteC tp continue as. 'arbiter
But they felt it would best serVlJ their f~....cl interwt .
In the new WSL. Behind eaclJ. ;.&~n.~, the real issue for
for them to app.."'af to ~ist a spiit IU!ld to present them·'
them was not so m~ch their qutner.lU on tn(; Flilldands/
selves as tbe cbampions of unity. They w:mted to throw
Malvinas, or tile Laixmr Party, or whatever - th~ were
the responsibility for the splitcntirely Qnto QW' ~de of tlie
generallY primitive and unstable -- but the im~tiQ~s
organisation;
for
their own personal stattts. .
-..
, Now we did initiate the form~ sep~&:ll of the two
. 'That is why they were unable te~t the ~tion ora
groups. On March 10 w~ said tQ .,them, 'Enough is
minority - even 9> pmileg~ minority. They uC(aII1e
enough', and gave ttem the chcl«of e.greemg 10 coexist
extremely
alienated and rebelled against the WSL, blindconstructively with us {without renouncing t.!o;e right to
iy and IDC1Jherently.
argue their political criticisms', or of lesvmathe czganisaAVOIDING A SPun
tion, And when they .epHed to tbat, in effect: 'R will, be
bUsiness as usual' , we exPelled them.
Even durwg ana after Marclll984
did not actua!ly
But that is just the end of the story. PO1\' the {lr1;-ra>u.s 12 , .deny that a split W:il.5 iuevitable. "Nor do we regm a split
months at lea!!t, the split drive had come not from Oll!' '!l;de , as inevitable - certminiy not 1'.-ithout a decision of the
. bU~ from Thornett's ~£llf-desi~lilted 'worker leadersh,ip'
membership", WW'~ Tharnett t'Z his appeal ~st the
expulsion. In ot.1)er words, the'; wew not ~ to Jive as a
.~up.
ml..ii.orlty in the 11t."W WS.t, but they wanted a rxmfenru:e
.rather than g N~tional Committee mcetina u the areu for
their split•
. The fuSion was inG:ecd a bold, ~rhips foollia.rdy,· exper•,A split eould n<1ve been avoided - and still COILId be",
iment. The roots of the old WSL were in th\; SLLt'WRP of
declared Thomett ~ the s~ ag&inst the e~u!sion.s
Gerry, Healy, from which AIm T'nom..m WQ a group
whkh he ma.de w WSL ~a mm:tings across the ~,
around him had b~n expelled in ~-ece~ 1914. Alit
wocld
requ.ire
,;1
'fundamental
though they had moved somedl.smnc<l from ~yis.<l ·"hut
duinge of attitude by K!nacllMd CalCian to the oia" wsi
.since then, this movement ViM pieC'lIlmew, not worked out
side of the fuzicm :w.d to the fusi.~ itself. They would have
. theoretically, .md, as it turned Otrt. \l.tlstWle.
to recognise us lMi revolutiona..ry Manist..... Thill 'dum;e
, Some nine months
the fusion, m M..y 1~, ti!.ey
of attitude' war> ~ot tQ be e~'SSt!4 in defWab!e minority
formed an OppositiOll tendenty within tlle ~....rWSl. The
.issue was the Palldan&/M31,<IDil>S war.: ha!fri'~Y tJ.JrOugh ' rights - thiolY bed hl\d all th~, and more ~ 'but in a
wanner appreciation of them. It' was an unenforceable
that wgr tqey had ch.,.nged their position from the one they
dem:;;,ud - "Kinnell
Caroian", cr, more to the point,
shared with ~1tc new WSL majority, ofoppomtg the vnu- on
the ~ atioD.al Committee majority, eowd have h&i definboth sides, ~ one of.supporting Argentina. 'I'll,:,! took the
able rights for mm~ties impc5ed on them apinst their
. organisation to a ~a1 ~nierence Qn that issue in
wiH (if that were the issue), but they cowd not have thcil:
. Sepa:mber 1982. .
.. .
poh'tical aasessment .of the 'fOOmett groUp cilaIl$ed by
Immediately afterwards,t.ll!;! cpel!OO up motha' .faction
any other means than convincing them.
figJ1t. pressing fol' m secta.rilm t'.. m. on the uoour Party
In fact tliis question-'of ~hCther .~ not we ~ed them'
and on women's work. Th~y did not furmaU)' decliU"e a m:w
'Ms.."'l:i$t~' w~ entirely I!lpUl.'ioWl. We never rested,any·
faction until April 1983: but it was cl~iU
~y bed an
thing Q!1' 'such genmillriea. We argued wsues on their
informal faction based on thf core oil th~ old WSL, mostly
merits, and pci.ri~ Gut where OX! our oplniop) they
in Oxford.
depart~d from ~m as the ~ssiondemanded it.
Two furthe\" WSL conferelU':es, in FebrlllU}' and April
As a factiol1;u ploy during the split they tried to compel .
1983, ,showed that Thomen and his tillies were clearly iII a.
. us to say -. thr.-tt.~cY
were ·"Ma..-xist3"; and when
said
mino~ty. Aftert~; Ap~ l~ oonfere~ .a_~up of old.
... .
.
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that such generallabelUng was beside the point and irrelevant, they replied. 'There, that's the root of t.lte problem.
An these months you have secretly believed that we werl:
not Marxists!'
The fuss they made about our" alleged description 'of
them as centrist emerged in the same 'flay - wrJ1 even
less justi."icatlon. In fact we didn't and don't characterise
them as centrist. Though such a d.:scription of ~ein wmdd .
not o.utrnge 9ur theoretical consciences, it is not very useful. They are a group'af once very sectar-'.rot r-~ol!..-tion
aries undergoing Il. prolonged process cf .r;cOOtical disintegration. P.;n}'WQy, as a matter of met and ~ to tOO!e
who build ~n interpretetkm of tt'le failure of L'Ie fusion cn
it, ~e nevercaRoo them centristl
Thornett's f»othink=r Joh~ Lister put it more candidly:
"given... a change in the majGriry contr.JI ajleague leailing bodies. it would be possible to unite in 11 demottatic
centralist relationship and a common party with the expel<led 35"_ The root of the split w~ the Thornett STrOUP'S
. ina~iJity to accept any sta.tus in the WSL except dIat of a
. majority. But they were only about 25 ~ «;nt of the
organisation.
.

nmcowsPUT

.::

For months they brUt been ope:ranng &2 'internal ~e-3·
sion' anu cold split in the League. TItey:hM retired from
all organisational, responsibll.:ty in the u1!gue:. Thomett
had never perfo.m1ed the work of industrisJ organitler,
and .their representath-e as joiirt editm of the w~tiy pf:per
walked out of the job at the beginning of JanUM"j 1954.
They had for ~~Y. months operate!! as an ememely
hostile - indeed, a.lmost Spartaci...st-like, if it were not fOr
their lack of pcH~ drive and s_lf-amfidence -: iutenuit
faction.
.main buWie$s in the le::g-.re was G,,-:tatioo
and denunciation of the majority b the sty1!'l m,~ notorious on tl>..e broader left in the '60s and "lOs b"y their
mother organisation, the SLL/V·lRP. p..~ ~JU'impJe, they
denounced the majority leadettlhip as ,HW~...e ~1W1 the
~ trade union bureaucracy"• .
~
.
. This agitation, and
break.~(l·.vu oipr~~k-ll c:Jl1aborati~n;'escalitted decisively from December lC}:::3. From Jr.n-

Th*

the

uary they c3mpaigned fot' the Leagllll to

t'''::":i

on

ariol1. 'The major demand was fur~.te emnU"",nces-

or 'aggregates' which could 'Ott de~ be tU..-ned into
comerences - e'-Iery th...-ee mo1!ths.
The substance of the sgitatWn about the 'im:emaJ situation' was grievanCes that t'tey bad been ~ about
fox months, like the cl&im that Thomett ~ being 'supp~essed' when he was asked to cut & pres~"ation of his
mmortty view of the roc and the NGA cr'.sis from fout'
full pages of the weekly paper down to two fun page:d
All the normal rights of a minority - access to the Intertlal
Bulletin and to internal meetings, representation on leaa·
ing committees, e~c. -:were and had been theirs' without
dispute. And T'nomett had never had Ulyifiing rejected
for the We1f:kly pa~r. Essentially, the CHttrge that they
werl< being 'suppressed' expressed !harnett's ~ntment
that others had tbe right to reply to Md critk.-ioo Ids ·views'
in the wt"2fdy paper. Here, as on sn-o:.rt ia~ in diSpute,.
the core demand ofThornett and 'Jones' wss f01'privileges and It recognised special status.
'.
.
They had DO ebanceofwinubig 'anyth~g important at '"
special co"reten<:e, and they didn't think they would win
.

pot boiling and to keep .their people together. Many Of
Thornett's suppe:rters wbo took his wild denunciations seriously, and were thereiore extremely alienated from the
League. httd dr-"pped o'!t of the orgMlution in 1983.
Clearly the" Thomett group pieced their internal faction·
al concerns above the Lu~ue's ~ty to function in the
class Strugiie. .
.
.
..
But the dectsion by the majority that
had to ~
sorted out wF..b them one w y or another transformed
them overnight into sili.ning champions of 'unity' and 'the
fuston". On that baSis they rallied a 'few people ol$ide the
r~~s of their f£ction and launched & 'lUiity camP.'• .

thinKs

nmonaI

On M!t!.'cll 25 they met as a f&et!on in a
conference and decided Vthat the faction. wonl.d do in the next
period. They decide:! thet they could do it best by formally
dissulvmg as a fac\'ion, while of course the Thornett group
would e-;mtW.ue ttl exist. Then, jointly, with a few of the
faL1:iOfi'S fellow-travil:lUers and c$ers who werem general
politics opponent.. of the facticn, they launclterl the unity
campaign.
At thrr; same nIne they amalgama.ted into the unity cam-·
paign a serle~ of propooals for the;specW cenference. Iu .
noted a;ove. though mn¢dily formub.ted, these proposals
meant transforming the organisation into & too$!! feden~on. There would be three or four 'national toggregates' a'
year. There would be :l constitutional right (~ something
very close to it) of ae..--ess to the public p~ fur minorities'
- combined with reccgnition of II. specicl status fur two
'i::ey issues on whicb Thoroett was in a minority, Afghanistah and the theory of imperielis~. On these not even the
majority could publish its views in the publk I.lte5s1
n fact, 8e,cording to the custom UQ practjce bIOugbt'
into the new ViSL by the I-CL, minorities nonnally Could
put their ..-ww in the pnblic Pres~. ThIs practice was res~
e~ end opposed by the Thomett group before they became
the mhtorIty, blrt it,en,toted and
used it h'berally. How·
ever. to gi".. m~cdtie5 a constituuonm. or quasi-constitu·
tional, righ~t(fsuch access would be to destroy the possibilit-:r of the w.gue s~a!iug with one clear voice whenever the lei;mng oomnili.-tecs thought it necesfllXY-

theY

mwm-ds to

hold itsflfth conference in 13 montl'n: {the ~lou.$ Olle
was in August 19&3). 'Thi~ carnpman cl'lmID~:J(', m:i':t the
mine·rs'str'.ke had st.arted, in the calJfol" a :§peciJ1 conference 'on the internalsituation'- ..
'.'
When Thomett was asked
tbe &ecll'iiv"e Committee
what propOsMs they wished to pu.t to t.1ris s~'icl conference,.ne replied that they bad not decidOO ~1 in t>.IlU C'W:
would not tel) as. Some tWo W\."'eb Jster ~1 ca..~~ out
with their pr-<»posals - vague snd uncl~~r. but e:;senfuilly .
proposing to.tum the OI'g!l.nls!!tinQ into some tort {}I f<r:der-

';

anythUi~. They needed a conference to kee"pthe 'factional

the

The 1;'hornett group rlld not. to be fair - and
careful
way they e:xptes!~!! t~emselve3 showed it .;.... senously
deny t~at l> spE~ wu CClavddsble. They based their agitation ag:dn.st a split <m the proposition that only'a full
conference of the Les£ttc c')uld d~--ide to expel them. But
the co:1stmition they hM belped drclt smd otherwise, and~
the N :ltlOn1U Committe~ choac to eurcise its constitutional •
'right to, deal with them. The altemm-..e would have been
for .the NC to sbd.~te its.elegated respo-uSibillty and let
the League dis-solve mt07- factionAl chaos - just as the
miners' swe was ~ up ~e b~ working class
.battles in Brl-...Jn for many years" Such a culmination. of the
fusion - l'Hil'Wysis in the miners' strite - wtmJd inevitably bav~ resulted 'iii the unayoidable split by ariOtber
route.

.

Th-e iast posmble basis for Ii salvaging of the fusion
agreed in Jllly 1981 had been the,terms laid down to thefaction by the NC on March 10. As far as the majority was
concerned, they would either agree to~tfu:tse terms -or'
.part company with. us. By the~ collective decision to pretend to disso!veimd to become u underaround (and

therefore ill~Sal) faction, they gave a d~ar collective
answe~' to.the NC,
And so we ;;;jected the Thornett groupf'rom the WSL. It
. was an expulsion in name only. In sobst~ tb~ fusion
'ha'J iong ago broken down, .Ieavins two i.tteooncllable·
groups within the framew-ork of the WSL. The Junt: 30July 119M conference of the WSL, after ~ to
Thoweu llnd- -'JoneS' spe-&k and imswer
questiom-for-an
.
.. -- -- ... . . . . . ,--.

j'ageS

.~

hour, endorsed what the NC bad done. Had the votes of
the expened group been thrown into the conferena: there
would still have been a clear majority fat ~~g from
the Tbomett group. ,
, ' It is a sad ve~ on tJ:1e fusion of 1981 and ~ the
hopes we bad of it. But the alternative - for the organisation to be paralysed until such time as the Thcmett group
chose to leave, and especially during the miners' strike - ,
would have been a 1St' more damning verdict on the fusion
t"ao re~nitionoffailure, and s~paration. could ever be:
The NC expelled the whole fa.ctlon, but only the faction.
This meant that a number of ~ple long associated with
the Thomett gtOup were not e~11ed - Jllhn: Lister, for
example. Neither- was the 'Parsons' group. This group,
based mainlY on the right wing of the f)Id WSL, was in
terms of formal, general politics poleli a.part from ,the
, Thornett group. but allied with it cn the basis of deference

to the 'workerleadership'.

'

way'

an attempt was being made hy the utterly demoralised

DEMOClUTIC CENTJtAL!STFACfiON
These people CM'glU1iseQ a faction which' alsO included
some former i-CLers -the Democratie Centralist Faction.
They continued in the organisation until a week after the
J unelJuly conferenCe. woon they resigned.
This faction eonduet...-d It camplliip inside the organisation based on tile idea that we tuld e~ Thcmett for
his politics - though the continued membea"Ship of many
of,the nCF members themselves proved that this could
not be true - that it was undemocratic for the Me to expel
them; that it ~ undemocratic to expeHne faction as an
entity rather fuM consider individual. C3SeS, etc.
They based t."lemselves on the document drawn up'on,
March 25, mainly by the Th.omett group, 35 t..'le basis for
their 'unity and federalism' campaign.
This group was a spiinter of the Thornett organisation,
and it was ohviously working in collusion with the Thomett
group. The MC nevertheless chose to leave it in the organ-

isation until after the eoDference becau.se,

But atl the talk about 'deniocracy' and 'the CODSdtu1iOo' ,
and 'bureaucratic expulsions' is beSide the point and irrel·
evant. The short answer to it is that, rather than let the
Thomett group reduce the organisation to a bearaarden
indefi1'litely, and in particular during the miners' strite.
we would \
have
broken \fith them
by whatever meaDS we
'
,
found n~ssaryto free ourseJ,"es with the least cost.
When it became clear to the National Committee majOrity that the Thornett group rejected our terms for continued coexistem:e in one organisation as iaid down in the
March 10 NC resolution, we knew we had no att,errlati!C
but to split with them, and that it should be done in the
most economical and least messy
possible in the
circumstances. There were two O'tganisations within the
WSL, and the progressive ,breakdown of the fusion siIIc:e
May 1982 (when the division in the organisation oveithe
,Falklands war began) had nOW' led us to a .situation where'

unlike the

Smith faction, it did not have the weig.ltt to puilyse us

in 'the miners' strike. dd, more irnport:.antly, because its
existence in th~ organisation, puttina; the case fur Thornett, helped ease tIle trauma ,of the split as well as serving
as a foil to'help the orgmusll:&n cla-tify itseH'. '
'
The best they could have hoped to do in the WSL was
tC) get enough votes that they could say that th...»re was a
majorit'j for the ell:ch15ion of the 1'OOrnett ~up at the
WSL romerenc-e only because that group's 3S votes had
first b~en excluded. T'ney Med even in that, despite
conducting So pretty filthy Heslyit~ CL-npaign of misrepresentation and slander ~ the NatioiUl Committee in a
situation where some oollU'adet'were ~ about the
split and it was easy to disguise the fad that the split
drive had come from the ThCffiett groUp. even though tll€i'
National Committee majority hM finany d~ed to bring
it to a conclusion.

Thomett. \w.d ~ DcF' s~~ who reeently left,
hue and cry, ~bout 'demo,the! WSL, have raised a
cracy', about 'bureaucmtic' expulsion,
&bout oor

and

alleged 'ripping u~ofthe constitution'. onIy·accmerence,
they said, could expel Thornett, not the NC: If the NC
eicpelled them, the olrtraged heavens woill.:! shower
thunderbolts on us, md the rest of the Left would see us A$

C'rlminals "worse t.han He-lily"•
,.TI1ometl, Jones lUld Lister have prommed to "make the
WSL's name stink" in tne labour movement for it... crimefii
against the 'worker leadership', and to do to us what they
'did to the WRP'. Tnis expwsion, JQnes wid'the r...~t
Wsr; conference, was wopse than any eri.me ever commit.
ted by the WRPl
In fact there was nothing undemO¢fat!c, blk""eaucratic,
,?l" unconstitutional &bout the expulsio~.

Thomett group to tum -the League into a pre-conference
battleground. They wanted two montHs' prig, warfare
leading up to a conference 'on the intemal situation'
that could hope to solve nothing,;- unless it produ~ a
split. And they wmted this just, as the miners' strike was
,taking off! Inevitably the organisation would be paralysed.
Whatever about the COliStitutionai legalliles. there waS
no way that they were g<Y.ng to get us to ~ to this or let
them impose it on llS. And we
it was not some freek• ish aberrauM on their part, but the latest episode in an
unrelenting factionll.l campaign. Tneir i1'respomibillty to·
wards the WSL's work in the miners' strite was ttie logical cxWn!lron of their prostrate pessimism over
the TUC's sen-out of the NGA: in March Thomett probably still did not believe that 11 development like the
miners' st.like was possible_
. Even before the miners' strike it had been our opinion
thnt we bad eithl;!"'to get agreement from them to coexist
according to tJre' nomud rilles of an organisation With a job
laid down in the COtllltitmion we jointly
to do - the
adopted in 1981- or else split with them. The proposal to
devote t'-NO months of th~ organisation's fune and energy
to a re·ru.n of the internal bickerlngs that had paralysed
, the leading committees for months, istead of turning tQ
the miners' sttl..ke - that waz a prop.,w tbatwoUld have.
put the League fkmiy In the' raJiks of the self..aeluded
onanistic seet&r'.lll.l1s.
.

mew

'nues

an

Thornett said sOmewhere in In~ BWlewnhat his
fate '!;tad been to suffer a 'l:mre&w:ratk expulsion while
fighting the democratic fig~ for a specla.l conference. It'
wouki be More
to say that the l"homett group had
their lic~noo to agitate within the WSL :evoked while trying to 'put: the argB.'lWation into the Guhmess Book: of
Records '.vith Ii fifth conference in 18 mont!is.'{We may
han m&de it anyw<ly: the regular ~e in June!
July made it fi....e in 21 months).
There was M way that we were Soing to remain yoked to
these hopelessly demoralised and d.isorle.nted people and'
let them Otll.ji us down with them into another full.sca1e
round of utterly pointless squabbling. We lwIbetter and
more usefu! things 10 do. So we brob the, yoke. Om"
responsibilities ill the minm' sttl..ke made it imperative.
on the one hud, 'to sort the ~atrlsatiott out. IWO on the
other energi~-ed us to face up ~o the IOflg-evaded task.
It happened that Wii had the majority and tnerefore
could do everything aetO'tding to the constitution: we did
not even violate w.anding orders, That was good and use.
ful, and it m-eans that anyone who says 'lire behaved
undemocratk:aUy or unronstituticnailly must lie to substan-'
tiate it. But it is not essential: whatever about the ~nsti.
tl1tion, ~e would bil"~'C done what .was n~i to free '
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ourselves from· being yoked and spancelied to these
peopie.
A constitution regulates and orders the relations
between individuals and gioups within ~ common organisation: .a split registers the· fact th~ coexistence is no
longer I=-ossible, and the rules in .the constitution ·can no
longer mediate between groups itt conflict. Concretely,
constitution and the leading bcdies set uP under it plainly no loni1le> bad the power or authority: m· re !!late relations within the new W'SL in conditioM \'lhew the T'homett
mi~ority were not prePared to ~. the verdict of tbe
three 1983 confe-fences. accept ~inorlty sta..twl, and allow

the

the U:2sue to fI..mdion normally.

..

In g--nerai. to niake a fau.sh of con.~UiiOnanties in
discussing a split is to misunderstand what is happening.
A 'constitution~J.' split is like ~ 'C03sUt'"tional' civil W1!.r. In
realii:y, the constitution, which has brok~i1 down, becomes
·a. we&pon on on,e side or the oth.z:l'. Thii< is usei'.u to one
side. but not fundamental to e%thca-. !n tili:i< C£ise the consti·
tutional legality was on out side, &s h: happens, but it
would not matter too mu..:b if it had not ~n: "'liS would
still have split the organisation.
Such a split can only tv.3 judged politica!!y: was it necessary? could it have lreen avoided·? dC"..s it frre me healthy
part of the or~anisationto work and deve!~p? who, in the
light of the relevant PftlCecting period of tb.e organisation's
history, WI!.5 responsible. or mainly respo-..dible? Thes-e are
the decisive qw-..stions.
Nevert.~less. in vi~ of.the intention (If the Thomett
group to malign and defame the organisation, it is as well
to he dear that. it happened. everytkinll was dOM can-

I think Thor~ett an!J Lister are mista.lren- that they can
scandalise the new WSL, though .J do not underestimate
either tliek abilities as liars and fabricators, rir their will,
indeed their n~, to have a go.
But most non-malicious observers on the Left will
understand that divoree)s sometimes necessarY, aD.d in·
this case \hat it was much better than the 'unity' we bad
with Thomett. They will rec:0Jnise that, faced 85 we wet'e
in March with the lunatic prospect of an intensified and
pointless faction fight with Thomett rather than turning
to the miners' strike, those who satd 'enoUgh is en~ugh'
were the healthy side of the orglUlisation. We bslA a rig6t
to separate ourselves from those who bad become hopelessly disoriented.
May Tb:mett's and Lister's cAmpaigp to malign the
WSL prove therapeutic for them - and may it help restore
to th.em the capacity to do something more useful than
they h&ve been doing these two yelU'! past•.

PJlOSPEClS OF THE mOBNEt'T GROUP

What prospects does the Thornetl group have once it
has reconstituted itself? Very bad prospects.
Though of coone Thomett and-others have participated
in the rolidaiity work of their local Trades Council,
throughout the miners' strike their group has done no~
thing a political tende1scy e=ept give 'external' support
to the OCF. Their separation from the WSL freed us ~
their demoralised factionalism. bat evidemIy it did not
free them from theu- own demoralisation.
Thornett group will most likely fuse with th~ OCF.
claiming that together they represent 'the spirit of ~
fusion'. They may also manage to regroup wP.n a few of
stitu..~cm,ally.
the sect&lians who have separated from d:.e WSL ov.er the .
BmmAUCEATICEnU"'~Om
last 18 months. All ..'1eir nwtoeuvrlnp, regroupments,
It is difficult to know cartJy what the Thornett group
and fusions will no doubt be a«.'OD1panied by as much fan·
means bY. 'bu1;eQlu;rntic expulsions'. Unless it c;m be specfare as they can manage. None of it will matter much.
ified what precisely was 'bureaucratic'. tills is no more
They will at but have a fraction of the ~ they had
than .m emoiioiuilly-loaded .cant exp~ion vaguely. conin early 1975.N/lien they Separated from the WllP. There
. . noting bn...-tatity and the image of 1U1 e>.Jtrencned power
will be no ·bOOsting ~elcome for them in the USFl press
bearing down. on 1U1 opposition.
..
compa.rable to what they got in 1975 and &fter from people
'~'haf actually happened? The !nlijorlty acted unUater- .
eager to use them against the WRP. Above aU, they. themally against an en.trenched but V(~ :illenlit,ed ~"id ve1:"J'
selves are older and demoralisetl, and they have completehostile minority whose lellld~ ref'Used toU"e Elccwding to
ly lost the neo·Hell1yite verve ali1d se«-confidence that
the rules they ha4.li1egotmted at the 1981 f..L..ion or to agree
served them then.
.
to i;eparate from us 'amicably'• .
.
. The· famous Cowley group is important, and certainly
1§ every expwsion. not decreed by· ~ fiill cooferenC"
the new WSL bas lost a potentiallyvety valuable· industrial
burea~tic? Butthen everyt.1ili1s e15e fi111y minority does
nucleus. Sut nevertheless the.claims.for it
ieast'SO%
not Ute whkh is done by the Nat..4)Ua~ Q}mm!ttee is also
fictiona.L It was never integrated into the
WSL. and
'bureauC%"%uc'. Axly delegated authority 01' representative
in political terms scarcely into the old WSL either.
democracy is ·bttte:u.~;::ratw'.The lugic ~ 'points straight
In polilical terms they will be a ~ hodge-podge. Quite
to anarchi5m ("but the Th~tt groU!l rawly follow through
any question logkally).
.
a ft:w .of them on one sidfi of the Thotneit spcc:trum
Engd!! once SiOO thtit nothing is mCl'te !'l.ntht;-rita.rian than
seetaria.ns~ and others are com~d ~ the oJd-style
a revolution. Maybe, if 'bureauc:ratic~ is used to mean
Healyite pnlitics of literary &mU!1ciations. On the other
'authorltari&n' ami finsty, then lill erpYlsions are 'bureauside the group will include what used to be the ·~me
cratic' for those expelled. But this ~ mt what the ~'O'M
right wing of the new WSL (and of the old WSL):The right
'burea!lcrauc' ncnnally means for Milai£ts.
wingers include people who. in pra.."1iee at le~, disagree
So the charge of 'bureauCrfttic expWsioo' is meaningless
with t~ new WSL's opposition~orate rises.
emotional cant. But that was always Gne of the big probThornett himself is. I think. instinctively with the right
lems. Emotional denunciations of oU!' alleged 'capitulawing, but h~ remains half-imprisoned by mid-'60s SLU
tion' to refol.'mism or to imperialism. of om supposed
WRP formulas and' tied to people who are more thor'liquidationism'; and of otttclaimed 'utl.-ee.mmuniEni' on . oughly impt"son~d by those formulas, Uke his close .
·questions like Afghanis~ - all of it mGre or less devoid·
comrade-in-arms 'Jones', Symptomatic-- at the current
of serious political argument - thiS WIilS the Tnornett
politics afthe Thomett group was Thomett's vote against
group's smp1-3 until even that made wEi.y ror petty and
expelling or publicly dissociating from 3 member of the
usuaHy contrived organi.~llltiona1 grievaure-mongcrlng,
new WSL old WSJ..er - who is prominent iii local
from August 19$3. Theh' fuuAl daptrll.p about 'blUe"u- •
gtr\lermnentlmd
i.n tlU!it c"pl!lcity had sided ag.unst the
crstic cxpu'ision' is therefOt'e cDmple-rely .in ro:MOOOO1Ct'1
council
workers
in
.' pay dis{Ju~. (This member should
with all t.~at went before,
ha've been expelled long before: we waited until we bad St9
. .The NC decision to c%petthe Thomett faction was·
altemlilive because he is basicallY e. decent man with 20
· necessary, right and oonstrw:tive t.~e
way as
years in what he· tl'iought was the Trotsk)"ist movement
the i'.'emcr...at of a malignant orgmnism is c:mstructive fur
who has ooUapsed ideologically into municipal
the body aflUded· by it, if it suriives. ·And the WSL has
·.~ialism').
survived•.

as
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The central difference the Thornett group had with us
in the formal political disputes place them firmly within
the current of sc-cailed 'Tro1Skyists' who.see the main
conflict in the world as not between classes 'In_lit between
imperialism and the Stalinist bloc. Such politics flowered

in their group during the factloJl fight. But many of the
things they said· were said for factional effect, and as ·a
mechanicai negative respor.se to what we were sayhig (or
what they thought we were saying).
To try to map the Thomettgroup's future courSe by wa.y
of political extrapOlation from such positions would be to
misunderstand its nature. Besides. on this too the
Thornett/DCF fusion will include people whose formal
politics are very different from Thornett's - and, in· fact.

identical to ours.
'
The Thorneft group is prin'wily a. personal grouping,
whose governing polities are arrived at not by working
through any political logic but by way of a consensus,
averaging-out the varied views of those who at any given
moment are prepared tp. accept the arbitration of the
'worker leadership'. It is therefore unlikely that they will
go wh~re their main political differences with the WSL
point them to. the uncritic81 C~ite wing oithe USFI.

'BEYOND 'rB:E FRAGMENTS'
For the Th~ett group the general political questions·
are not decisive. They determine neithet' what they are noc
what they do.
. ,
'It it; the 'personal' ch&-acter of the group, with its selfdesignated 'worker-leadership'. which is decisive, As a
result of its distinct history, the Thornett group hss many
special fatures and aspects pea11iar to itself. But ·the

ett and 'Jones' more or less explicitly into the camp of
federalism and anti·Leninism, and made them arane
explicitly for wbat they had merety practised in the old
WSL whUe pa)'ing lip-service to Leninism and Trotskyism.
The revolt they led against the terms of the democraticcentralist constitution they a~ at fusion. and the
semi-federalism they u\;ocated for ~ WSL, place them
squarely in the camp ofthe anti-Leninists.

MISUNDEIlSTANDlNG·SECfAIIANJSM
·It·is richly ironic, but there is reason to believe that one·
9f tile misunderstandings that led them into the fuswn "t8S
their belief that the method used by the J-eL to 6ut togeth·
er broad alliances on the Left on the basts of'roughly adequate dass-struggle platfonns' bad for us rep/Q£lld the
. Leninist method of strict ideologiCal accounting
sharp
political definition ~ the work of building our own organisation. Secta..'ians lik~ Workers Power, whose politics. ... ., . :

and

~~

:consist ·50 largely of malice-blinded commentaries on other

people's activity, saw our broad labour movement work
that way, and Alan Thomett seems'to h~ve believed them.
'But where they put a minus sign he saw a plus. Two or
three of the few former I-CLers who now support Thom·
ett's version of the revolutiotia»Y party probably l1ad the
same false understanding of the tum the I-CL made in the
late 19705.
In his statement to the WSL area. meetings and the
ference, reprinted in this magazine. Tnomett grandly says

con- .

that fusion became possible beeall5e the J·CL had becoJite
'less sedaria,n'. The rer.det' who remembers that the old
WSL was still making bone·headed blanket denunciations .
of the Labour Left a few months before the fusion, and
who reads the account of the dispute between

WI

and.

Thorttett on the roc last December, will know how to
assess this self·a.ggrandi$g comment of Th~'5.,
tics whicb the 'worker leadership' needs to sustain itself
link it firmly to the general current of anti-l.eninist senti- . His underlying titought,however,probably refers to a
genuine misunderstanding of our attempt to combine poliment that has grown up on the Brit.i$h !Jdt in recent yeLPS
- most boldly expressed around the 'Beyond the Frag- .tical clarity withthc minimum of stylistic and organiUl-·
ments' grouping• .wd more discreetly in many·sections of tional obstacl~'to integration in the broader labour movement.
.
the Labour Left (which include quite a fuw ex-SUers UG
. ex,-SWPers).
.
For TIiornett, to be sectatian is ftOt needlessly to
counterpose oneself to the broad labour movement or to
'For Thornert's irresoluble basic difference with us was
on the nature. character. and methods of functioning of the .. the existing reformist Left. It is to think or to argue a
question throngh, to try to define matters dearly, to
revolutionary party which we jointly said the fumon Wl13 a
step towards btillding.
attempt sftlM'P definitions and concltWons. It is what Lenin
. On this que:-,~on the 1"homett group s;'..are with the
and Trotsky - and ourselves following after them as best
hroad anti·Leninist current a common toot: revulsion ag.
we can - would define as the elementary activity of Man·
ainst the bureauetstic 'fe\'\)lunonal"Y parties' Uke the SW
ist politicians.
WRP which they spent the best yeiU'S oftheit lives WOTR·
'!'lIE lFtITtJBE
ing for, combined with fliillw:e to a..nl'ilyse exactly what was
wrong With them from a Miuldst point ofvt~"
Such a grouping has no·pOUtlcal
Indeed it has DO
Those who in a decllde hl!.ve managed only a pWial wd
clear politics. It may exist for a long time, but it will do
unstable setttmg of 2CCOunts with the SLUWiW 00 the
nothing useful.
broad political question~ could hmdiy be .~~ to have,
"I have never put a low value on small organisations
,wotked ont exlW""Jy how and wby the Healy-regime differed
merely because they are small... The mass organisations
from the Leninist model. hltesd. they recoi!ed.agmnst it, . .have '!.alue preqsely because they are mass org8tUsatioDS•
. and turned its centtalisIra inside ol.tt. 'They mMtWn~d the .
Even when the-j are under patriotic reformist leadership
met.'lod of a med, de~ leadenhip, but comttucted
,one cannot discount them_ One must win. th~-masses who
. round it a loose OOOOGi1S'US regime in contrast to the VV1:\P's
'are mtheir clutches: whether from outside or from inside
authoritarianism.
depends on t.lite circumstance. Small ol'lanisatlons which
federalist. consensus. lowesto(»mmon-delilominat01"· pan-

future:

AND·~t
The old WSL was alwaYs to. a serioUs extent a loose
federation of disparate local groupings, ....l ith semi-auto· .,
nomous local chieftains, tied together by the prestige of
the 'worker leadership'. True, t.~is was sometbh1g thl1.t

happened to them rather than something they created.
But it was 110 good for wotting out Mar:rist politics: and itp
~neral liberalism could tlfrn into vicious intolerance ag·
ainst those who stepped outside the consensus - I!!l on~
member of the ohi WSL who was Dot even allowed ro pub· .
lish his minority opi..mon (on I.."els..nd) in the Intenw Bulletin folUlU out.
.
The exigencies of theThornett group's ~naJ strog. gle again~.the new Vl{SL majority ·fuuilly pitched Th0n'!.,_

refllard themselves

as selective. as pioneers. can only have

value on the strength of their programme and of the
schooling and steeling of their cadres. A smaH organisation which has no unified p~e lUtd no really tevoJu·
'donary will is less than nothing, is a negative quantity".
(Leon Trotsky, Open Letter to an English Comrade,
April 3 1936)..
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bro.ke with Smith aM Jones becatise S,mit,rs.nd Jone~ refuseo:'
to n~s~m'efti1l (Jr' n.is.'ltj~nal allionQ~'l:\.Y IX to accept that they
to draw the logic of their own slanderous d(",nunc.i~tions sf ~h'e
are 'a 'minority ;' "g tb'an epd, their partial secesSl0n, and,
WSL majority.
"
'"
,,~,"
~', , ' "
"
behave: as rqlisdp1ihed pat1t1.of tile WSLundel' the cOlltrolof '
The tlUtd wave of ex~Smith,~oup'forces'}\3sdropP!ld aw~y_:
the leadirig bodies. If they· choose the latter course, we W:.J!'of
one by one sincethe:'last confererice;betanse.like' me TtLC.,
course continue to upheld the'1'ighu of the minority to"
orientated YQU,th before them;they',took sencqst)' what Smith
present their views in internal debate and mparticipa1e iII the,
ngn'rlal'~divityofthe organisation".,'
,)
,and Jones say. ~b.our the organisation and jts rilajQrity., " ,',
TIlat, incident!illY, is the explanation fot th~ surprising fact
"The- simafib'rl'is untenable. TIle-way the Smith group js "
tha~ the organisation ph suffer ~e serious naem'orrhagirig,ir
now going, II split is inevitable.' ,
has had for a full year, now and still be'ableto ,~?"pretty mjldi
• Smith' and Jones, noldngeradhere to,the WpL in any
what it was .doingayearagb or "1 S or 24rtionths ago. Most of
posHive -sense: the faction -is a more Of less"\ilhony negative
1he hEtemonhagiri~ has been of people '\Nho, were neve~
, "
forc'e within; the GrgarusatiO!1F)t is not clear Why Smith and'
really integrated'Cmtot,tie organisa~ion and its·work anyway.
Jones have'110 far failed to draw the same condusionsas those
The dearest ~xampleis youth worle
,', .
, ' , ;"
man}""wno"h,ave gradurited 'ffom their group out of-the WSL:
The whole history of the Smith group sh,}'w~ the unvi,ability , t.1;,:: oruyfjosSible re8.so'~ ,lUI:: the fact that tll!~~:have no better ' '
of trying to ,build a pol~tica1 organisation around Ii sW-desi.g·
alternative to the' wSt,'.'and/ota desire to do maXimum"
nated'w~ker lea,per$ip' rather tflan clear, P?litics and dear,
dainage to the 'organisation before they l%0" ,;" ," ',\ !,' f :,'
political ac:Counting, If we look ~J' the nine ,'y;eats since' Sl!".nh
"',
and Jones brokc'Withthe WRP, a graph pr¢sents itse'lfwhich ' , ' ,RESOLUTION'
shows at fltsta rapid asc.entand then a ca'tastroohic declliie.
'
' . , ' " ",' "
In H17S'Smith,was one offue best-known
in' This Nation31 Co~ttee decla~e$that L~e'sittiati6ri'!rri~st:be
Brltaili~ receiVing publicity from the b:ourge9is press on the'
resolved by the next NC'oneway or the (jt..hei"T'ne faction: • ,
scale',of 'faHq A.li or Jack Da~!). ~e wasal:so bO'osted to \\'ide~' ,must dec?de to,gO"ou,t of the WSL or 'come into'H"lt cannot '"
spread fame and' prestige in TrotslO'ist circles by the PSFI ' continue,the way it'is."
,
' , ,'"
,
<,
press, which was interested,bbfuin'courttng him, and in uslt}g' , ' "The NC deC1ar,es~thata split ne'ither' desirable norn.eces,.'" "
'him against H&1y;' Lots of people flocked tOlhe<WSt; ainong, sary, and that it can be avoided, if the fadion showsitselL '
them petty bourgeoi~ Lfltellettualsfrom'ofuet organisations.,;, willing iobuildthe or:ganiSa-tion and to acc'ept ~ foinow-,
At its peak it'came dosec to 200 members. Tnen-it declined;"
minority status,
,,: 1;,
haemorrhaged, was twice invaded by 'Spaiticfsts; l,ost its ne'o-"
,The following are the basicminimUtri' preconditions -for ,;'
He~yite verve an"d coherence.
. "
"
,..
'.
integrat'l!lg,the fac4,on into :theorga~at-ion. ' ,'-'. , " , '
.'
, 'a)thata.l1 members of the fuctiorrfulfl11:the1r basic obHga- '
tiqns as r~gards paper:sales, ques, etc."like.'aI,1'otliier members < '
, 'The decline"was intersected and seemingly -.nrested,by the
fusion in Jll1yl~81. ;P.otentia11y it,'might have been in' fact,' of the .org;lnisation not formally exempted:
".' .. ' ,
',
b)the fa~tionacceptsmlljonty'rule';
,'
.,
arrested,; But with Smith's attempt to regr0up the QldWSLon
the,Falkland$~war 'issu!,' the decline 'quickly ,resumed;"until
c):an end to-federalism; , ,
,;: ,'"
.
tpday th-erea:re about three dozen'in the 1action.
' d ) iliat the f:action accepiS a full share: both ,m decision.
Much, of the Smith:group's generalised diScontent'atld,ir,r.ea;-', making 'and--fu f?sponsihility 'witl'tin The Cirgaru$3.t!QI.. ~i9r
oncilability seenis to derive from a desire to have bac~ag\iin
accepts"exdusively majority,' decision-making. 'The factiGfl, ,',
their gqlden days <of th,e ·mid-1970s. But the, {ibsirec<1n:not 'be
leaders either work constructively rin the leading yoromi:tte¢s•.
satisfied.';
:
,-, "
,',
'
, ' or gehJff~them afld accel'tastibordinate role ..The c.C!mmittees "
lnfuemeantime,th~ organisatipn')mw·faC£:s't.·t~,aHernative , must be allowed-to function properly.
"',. '.' , " "
spelled Out in the declaration oflJ,lYSelf, Jopim, Parldnson~tnll,
e),that the fa:ction,leade~s cease irrespo,hsible a,pd disruptive
and Kinnell:to Un: EC 01' 5.2,.84. '
",.--<
,'.
"
agitation·','
", "", ' '
"'
"~The presenlsituation in the organiSation is imtc:fi.'ahk.As
The i~p~~itioll o( tt:ese'c~!lditi~ns,is:notrJng"mo're than
tJ1c enforcement of detnocratic-centraiist norms,
far 'as-V.{eare concerned ,the choi~e fac::in,g the minorit'j is. eitL~er
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HAVING been instructed by the EC majorii:y to respond
to the NC resolution of ?"farcb 10 on 'resolving the .situation one way or the other' by the neJo.'t Ne. we, a.s former
members
of
the
now
dissoI·,red
faction,
declare:..
1. We opposed on March 10 and still oppose the bureaucratic attempt of the resolution to prevent the special
conference which has been duly called by the required
numbers under the appropriate provisions of the constitution, but will now plainly be held if at aU .>nly after tlw
'nextNC'.,

he faction
We'declared ~ faction on Apri1211983 (ill 59) because we
.became a minority under cond.itions where it ·Has c1egr.
.that the majority was moving against us and we had to
protect our democratic rights. "Comrade~ Carolan, Hiil
and Kinnell, who now control the majority I,eadership of
the organisation, have a hardened factional approach to
those now in the minority. This is exemplified in IS 35, IB
58, their voting ~ relation to the Glasgow resolution
which called for the leaders of the IntemationaHst Tendency at the c<;mference to be expelled, and the far-reaching
'party building document' which they attempted to get on
the agenda without prior discussion. Amongst other
things, this document appears designed to outline the way
the new majority leadership will take control of the orga..'1·
isation over the coming months. This s!tuatign cannot be

2. We h:we' always made clear our willingness to carry
out cur constitutional obligations \"'tthin the WSL and that
remains our position. As far as the implicit insinuation of
clauses b, C, d, and e are concerned, they are deliberately
misleading suggestiollswhich have 'nothing . to do
with the real attitudes that the comrades have:
3. We in turn ask the NC of March 31 to state unambiguously whether or not it intends to carry out its constitutional obligation to convene a special conference within
two months and to uphold the right of political minorities
within the WSL during that period.

'diss~ V8S'

countered other than in an organised way" .
We formed the faction to protect ourselves under these
conditions and to advocate the politics 'of the conference
documents whkh were the political basis of the faction.
Events since then have more than confirmed all our
fears.
Now we are faced with probable expulsion (or steps
towards it) at the NC on March 31. Under these conditions
we have decided to disband the faction in favour of the call
for the conference and the draft document to be put to it by
the eight NC members and the 51 comrades who have
endorsed it. We wUl join together with any comrades who
are prepared to defend democracy in the WSL t?_tld hope to
create new conditions and a different regime under which
we can again argue for our politics.

':"".

he belated alylor
NOTHING was more predictable· than that the Nes vote to
sort out the problem of the faction one way or another would
lead to an upsurge ofuruty-mongering.
The faction are politically very isolated in the organisation.
They escape from their isolation OI1Jy when 'organisational
questions' are centre-stage - so they have been ignoring poli. tics and focusing on manufactured and concocted 'organisational questionS: for months.
The NC rd01ution was a godsend to t.'le faction. :;Jow they
could appeal for support and protection against expulsion.
They could appeal. to every good-willed, soft-hearted comrade
who hasn't been paying attention to what has been going on in
the organisation for the last six months (or the last two yea::s).
Smith and Jones have made t1l.e organisation unliveab:e by
their disfuptije factionalism and refusal to live by the basic
norms of the organisation's constitution. But now they could
bound forward as champions of unity. Everything is changed.
"All changed, changed utter~y··. A terrible nonsense is born!
But everything is not chan&~d. Unity is desirable - but
after over two years of mounting chaos the onl'S is on th::lse .,
the honest ones - who say that unity v,ith t!",,,, Smith-Jones
group is possible to show us how it is possible. The fusion of
1981 has broken down. It if. the unanir.auus vie," of those of l.ZS
who run the organisation from Cay to d2y - ard.. wn/) h::.ve

o

11111 J

tried conciliation again and again over two year~ to try tosa!vage allY hopes of unity - that all the hopes of 1981 are gone,
irrevocably. Unity does not exist at present. Instead we have
a faction bitterly hostile to the new WSL encased within the
same organisational shell as it - two organisations wthin one
structure. As far as I can judge the majority on the NC shares
that view.
.
S!Tiit.~ and Jones also believe that
fusion h3.s broken
down. Smith and Jones reached that conclusion a year befO!'~
we did, Their attitude is that they have "fundamental differences" with the WSL on "every major question", that no Trotskyist in the world "would touch us with a barge-pole"
because of aut politics, and moreover that those responsible
for the day-to-day central functions of the organisation are
"worse than the trade union bureaucrats".
They deciared a faction - not based on politics, for they
declared it just after the conclusion of the ·conference debate
on those politics, but based on the assertion that they were
going to be mistreated. They refused to discuss with us what
guarantees could be instituted against such mistreatment. They
adopted In open attitude of unbridled ilostility and hatemongering towards us. (They seem to have been running a
cOllert campa:g:n ag'linst Carolan from day one of the fusion Levy - a leadei· of the old WSL - commente<i on this cam.

the

paign at the Ee after the April conference). They allied with
the RWL and the RWL faction against us in the spirit of 'the
main enemy is at home'. Even after collaborating in dra~ing
llP the charges against the RWL faction, Lheyrefused to vote
to expel them - saying that 'Carolan was just as bad'. They
refused even to discuss a joint NC slate w~th tiS before the
April conference. They gradually withdfew from any practical
collabora tion.
'
.
WHAT SMI1'H AND JONES LVfEND
· The unity-mongering of Smith and Jones does not come
from a belief that the fusion has not broken down. They k.!lOW
- and have .said - differently. Their unity-mongering comes
from the. be~ef ~at the best place for their distinct and separ~t~ 9rgamsatlOn 1S, for now, within the WSL.
, The faction is not fighting against a split. Thevare fighting
!Jnder the banner of 'unity' to make L'1e split as favourable for
themselves as possible - that is, as damaging as possible for the
WSL.
, Is,there any reason. t? think Lllat the fusion can be repaired?
fh:tt. S a ~atter of opuuon. In our opini011 it can't be. And our
op~on IS based on nearly thiee years of try ing to make the
fU~lOn work, of attempted conciliation 'lfter attempted conciliatlOn, and of running the organisation despite the torrendous
problems created by the progressive breakdown of the fusion
over two years.
· Anyone who thinks differently has at least the obligation to
put forward deftnite proposals fOf·how the fusion could be
fepaired -' not iust to express the wish that it should be.
• In our opinion, the March 10 NC resolution was Lhe last
~ossibility of s.orting things out without a complete organisational break \'t'lth the Oxford faction. It stated the minimum
pasis. N?t 'the m,nu.mum basis on which we were prepared to
Ylork. WIth them' - we don't play parliamentary games like
that - but th~ minimum basis of agreed noDUS that would
allow the organisation to continue functioning despite t.~e

factionalism. '.

,..

-

Not honestly and openly, put nevertheless unmista,.l(eably
they rejected those conditions~
,
If they wanted unity. they would have accepted them. or
~t !east discu~sed them seriously. That they agitate for ufiity
lnslea.d of domg w~at Vo'0uld have secured it is proQf of the
of umty they have In mmd. They want, not unity to build the
WSL according to the fusion agreements, but unity such as
~ey have now - unbridled licence to function as a distinct
tthough now underground) organisation" hostile to the WSL
irresponsible towards it, but with special rights within it
on its leading committees.
~ On the basis of form~ politics unity is possible. It is an
JIony that despite the faction's attempts to maxIDlise differ¢nces, there is arguably more fonna! political agreement
between the two 'sides' now than at fusion! That is not decisive. Last December we had bitter rows - which had as consequences Cunliffe's fmal decision to I,vithdraw from work on
the paper - over our attitude. to the 'I'Ue despite having
fundamental agreement on the outline of what was, on the
Left, a distinct WSL position on the NGA dispute.
"
The factional dynamic and the dynamic of Smith' and lanes
js ind.ependent of formal politics.
, Trotsky evaluated the 1940 split inLhe S'IJ.'P·US thus:
, . "Question: In. your opinion \vere there enough political
~ferences between the majority and the miriOrity to warrant
!l split?
: . Tro~sky: Hece is it a1s? necess.ary to consider the question
~balectically, not mech.arucally. What does tIns terrible word
~dialectics' f!1ean? .It me~s ~o co.nsider things in their develop~ent, not In theu static situatiOn. If ·we take the political
differences as they are, we can say they were not sufficient for
!l split, but if lhey developed a tendency to turn away from
~e proleta~t i? the direction of petty-bourgeois .circles,
then the same dlfferences can have an absolutely different
value ..." .
The direction of movement is critical.

and

ONE LAST TRY?
~e idea that we shOUld make one last try f~r ur,itv will be
.espe~lally tempting. to comrades who have ;;nJy just oegun to
constder .the q~estlon as an urgent and burning one. H has
been an 1mmediate and burning question to the Ee majority

for many, many months. In fact the history of li1e post-July
1981 organisation is tha history of ou, attempts to make unity
(fusion) 'work',
'
u10k at the list of episodes (which incidentally will dispose
of the hostile myth that we have functioned in the organisation as a faction like Smith's. No, we hwe not!)
1. We proposed to give the old WSL a majority on the EC,
l-y adding Piggot, in late 1981, &0 that all its authoritative and
influential "oices could be heard on the EG.,{We had alre8dy
given the old WSL 11 majority on the OC). T'nis was vetoed,
.
after the NC voted for it, by the Oxford area committee!
2. We p;':Jposed changing C..e system of electing the NC to
give them guarantees that they would not get carved up. We
also proposed working out a joint slate - they refust'l: to dis-

cuss't.

:;. We have given them more or less free access to the public
~'1d th>ey have repaid us "'lith lying allegation.o; that
tlley have been suppressed.
.
4. In the working-out of documents for the April conference, we made several attempts to minimise po arisation and
get common ground.
S. After the April 1983 conference we gave the'faction fgr
mme than Lileir proportional share of the EC. W~ resisted a
proposal to exclude Jones.
6. PJter the April 1983 conference we continued joL'lt
editorship of the paper. Eventually the old WSL ed,itor walked

press -

outofit.
" '
.
7. We tried to lnvolve Smith. in central work. We in"ited
him to be industrial organiser. He. did practically nothing..~
late as the NGA dispute, we carefully avoided recriminations
and yet again tried to involv;:; him. We were repaid with no
cooperation and bitter polemics.

BAS1S FOR UNITY
Unity is not something floating in. the sky, like the star of
peac~ ~t !kthlehem. It has to be something real and tangible,
and 1t 15 tor a purpose - the purpose of building the WSL. The
real test of wheL~er unity is possible or not lies in such prac'
_tical details. At the time of the fusion, :the mutually agreed
test of u'1e fusion was whether we could cooperate in practical
work and discussion.
.
Those who talk of unity now do so when it is perfectly
clear that such real unity is not possible. If we could not create
or maintairl real unity given the goodwill of the immediate
post-fusion period and the high hopes we had of the fusion
(and we, at least, did bring a lot of good will to the fusion) t.~en what earthly reason is there to believe that we ~att do it
now? If the ultra-liberal conditions granted to the faction after
the April. 1983 conference did not satisfy them then, vht
re:-son is there to suppose that they can be satisfied new?
The areas of real collabration that we created after the
fusion have collapsed one by one. Today there is no collaboration. There is no goodwill. There is no hope of llUngs getting
better.
. If we "'tete formally separate organisations now, we w~uld
Mve relations of deep hostility. Anybody would be laughed at
who suggested t.hat two formally separate organisations with
the relations existing between the two formally united
organisations i..'1 the WSL should now fuse.
'
There was one ',vay to preserve unity. Though we cal1not
create either the goodwill or the hopes and illusions of 1981
we could establish and operate a framework of functioning
ground rules for coexistence in a common organisation. Goodwill and positiv~ attitudes could return as a result of work
over a. period for the common pumose of bUilding the WSL
according to the grou'1d rules unanimously agreed at fusion.
~at was the purspoe of the March 10 NC resolution. which
relt ~rated agreed requirements of the constitution.
.
We have had t.'1eir answer: business ,as usual, and proposals
which in a raL.~er incoherent way amount to turning the,organisation into ll. loose federation. The proposals bear no relation
at all to any attempt to recreate unity. If implemented, they
would simply make the situation worse and the eventual split
more messy; they would put the organisation into a state of
constant uproar and undercut any attempt at centralisation.
This is no basis for unity to build a revolutionary party. This
is no basis for unity.

.:

.,

UNITY AND SPLITS
All sorts of people 'who should know better are scared of
words like 'split'. In reality splits are the small change of
organisations like ours. Some splits are good, positive, libera~
ting. Genuine unity is better, but we do not have that, nor any
chance of getting it: we have two organisations, one largely
parasitic 01 the work of the ot~er, inside one fo~aJ structur~.
Splits are the c;:ommon com of the Trotsk.-Ylst and senuTrotskyist groups. What has distinguished the WF/I-CL tendency over the last 15 years on this question is not that we have
had splits - and' we have had many splits, big and small - but
that we have negotiated and carried through a series of fusions
unique in the history of tile movemetlt: in 1968 with IS; in
1975 with Workers Power; in 1981 with the old WSL We
have also initiated and built broad left unity campaigns.
We will negotiate other fusions and initiate other broad
1eft campaigns: But we do not make a fetish of unity. Splits
and fusiolls are both toots in the work of building the revolutionary patty, which concretely is the work of assembling,
educating and tempering the cadre of that party. Not a!1 splits
are bad, and not all fusions lead to good results, ViP/I-eL
gain.ed a great deal from the 1968 and 1975 fusions (by no
means all of Workers Power split). The 1981 fusion has been
a costly failure, which will have to be analysed and discussed

E I
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( The basic fact of life in the WSL - now as for many months
past _. is that the fusion has broken down completely. Within
the WSL there are now two organisations at war with each
other.
.
TIle Oxford faction Dossesses all the features of a distinct
and separate organisation - distinct 'poiitics (or what it thinks
are disti.nct politics), hostile to those of the organisation; a
leadership of its own; its own fmances; literature production:
and distribution network; a geographical segment of the organisation (Oxford) which is only notionally under the controi of
the League and is in fact entirely under the faction's control.
The Oxford faction has in practice refused to accept t.~e
political and organisational verdict of last year's three conferences, and refused to settle into the organisation as a disciplined minority.
.
It defilles the organisation as run by bureaucrats "worsel
than the trade union· bureaucrats" and itself as having "funda":
mental differences" with the majority "on every major ques~1
tion". ft believes that no-one in the world Trotskyist move·
ment "will touch us with a barge·pole" because of our politics.
It functioflS in the organisation to expose, trip up and
ambush the 'hureaucratic' .leadership, ceaselessly agitating
over largely contrived and &.tlyway petty grievances. Its
primary concerns, apart from its local work in Oxford, are this
internal scandal-mongering and agitation.
At the same time its leaders take no part in the responsibility for running the
They-have consistently re~used.
back the elected leadership i.il imposing elementary disCipline
on l.t1.eir supporters.
Since the 'August 1983 conferencea streaIn; of. potentially
valuable comrades have gone out of the orgarusatton becau~e
they believed what the faction leaders said about L1.e orgarusation, and acted on it seriously and logically.. For whatever
reason - general faintheartedness, the ~ac.k of~. better alternative, or that they don't Lhemselves entlrely beueve what they
say about jus - the faction leaders have chosen, to, remam
formally within the organisation. But Lhe only descnpuon that
fits the way tl).ey relate to the work of the Lea~e and to the
ieadi.l1g committees of t..'le League is internal sece:>SlOn.
.
lheir effect on the League is to sap its mor"Je; to make It
difficult and often Lrnpossible for its leading committees to
function· to dog up its internal cha.rL.'1els with the debris of
petty re~riminations, and make real p~:Jlitical discussion, impossible' to make its internal tife repulSIve to new recrUlts; and
syste~adcally to undermll1c the League's discipline.

League:

,;
at more leisure.
The task we attempted in 1981, of fusing two equal·sized
organisations, was a task that has never been done successfully
since the period of Trotskyist fusions in the 1940s, and before
that in the period of fusions to create the Communist Parties
after the Russian Revolution. We were trying to do it with t~o
organisations which had directly or implicitly been in political
conflict for IS years; in a not particularly favourable period
for the Left in general, in conditions where there was no dramatic shift in the world around us making the differences
those previous 15 years irrelevant; and where, far from a reill'
tively strong international movement playing a constructiye
role, the major international intervention was by groups delib.'
erately out to split us.
TIle probability was that we would fail. The evidence shows
that the main responsibility for that failure falls on Smith atld
Jones.
.
We should not sink into depression and mourning for the
fusion. It broke down long ago, and now we must recognise
t..'1at there is no hope of repairing it and face up to the consequences. Let the dead bury the dead, and let Smith and Jories
and those who want to go with them stew in their own
politics. We have the organisation we projected for ourselves
at fusion to build. We will build it.

to
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2. Prolonged, repeated attempts at conciliating the facqon
have failed completely.
Cunliffe as joint editor of the weekly paper; more or less
free a~cess f~their views to the, public press of the League;
diSproportionate representation on the EC; Smith as indu*ial
organiser; etc - they took these major concessions as less tli!.m
their rightful share, and also either didn't do the work (Snijth)
or walked out on it (Cunliffe).
.
After a year dUring which relations with the faction got
progressively worse, and a period of especially rapid deteqoration since u~e New Year, the March 10 NC passed a resolution
on the minimum basic rules of functioning for continued 'coexistence with the faction.
The faction's national conference of March 25 responded to
ti'Js resolution in two ways - wit..~ an evasive formal reply~and
by pretending to dissolve itself (though the NC didn't ask it to,
and has no constitutional right to tell it to). The formally
convened national conference of the faction decided 00 its
campaign for the next period, on demands it would try to iaUy
people round before the special conference and proposals for
the special conference, and then 'dissolved' so that it CQuld
more effectively pursue the faction's goals.
This utterly transparent manoeuvre is, in its own way, a
very clear response to the NC's resolution. It will be busil1~SS
as usual.
Instead of complying with the NC resolution, and on that
basis remaining in the League, they use its implied threat of
discipline against themselves as the basis for an utterly
spurious and unprincipled campaign for "democracy in· the
WSL." They use the constitutional provision which allows a
minority their size to call a special conference more or less at
will to try to compel the organisation to spend the next,two
months turne.d inwards, to consume its energies in petty
bickering over their alleged grievances - during me miners'
strike r Nothing shows their sectarian absorption in internal
League agitation above all else as clearly as this does; not11iJlg
shows their sectarian degeneration so conclusively.
.

3

3. The March 20 resolution was t.~e last chance to avoicl an.
organisational break between the faction and the League.
Their refusal to accept it leaves us only one option - the
expulsion of the (now secret) faction from the WSL. It is time
to put an end to this impossible situation - to recognise that

there are in fact two organisations- which cannot COi'lxist in
·one shell. and therefore tlmt we must separate.
We therefore indict the memoo!-'S of the faction fOI failure,
·to comply with the NC d~ion a:ld for disruption of the:
tea~e. and h e r e b y : .
.

a suspend them from all their functions, OffiOOil, and memo'
be '1' in the wZSlle;
. '
_
b) give them due constitutional notice th8t a motion fo~
their expulsion will be brought to the NC on April 14, at a;
special meetilig.
I
Any individuai member of t.~e faction who dissociates from'
the faction's reply to the He tes~lution, and indiet.tes ai
willingness to comply with that resolution, shall not be,
included in this decision. .
The NC mandates the Be to contact the faction leadm tol
negotiate over possible areas of practical collaboratimi follow-]

ing the separation of th~ two orgar.isatiol';il\..

.

. - .

4. The NC rejects the argument that it is obliged to call a
national conferenc:e before bJdng ~ur..h action. The purpose of
a cOl'.ference is to decide tile p{:ISIt~etives and poliC'J of a sirtg1e:
organisation - not to provide an ai'ena for battleh~tw~ t't"o
organisations within one fOrmal structure, especially when tlmf
battle is to be over petty recriminations utterly secondary to;
the real ismles between the two orgsniJations.. ~ conference is.
nqLa. sujtable method for OIgmWnt1 a_~1it. __ . _.
. ..
.
'The situation v-ith t!w faction is perfectly clem- cut. The NC
is wit.fUn its constitutionrJ powers to demand what ~t
OOm!illded of the faction on March 10 and to ta.ks disciplinary..
action when the faction refus..."S to comply. The. 3g1t~tion in·
the o~tion for a specW conference.is a ~a.~ and

separate matter. That a@tatlnn d(}~s not estabfuh that th(\
majority of the o!g.ar~tton 1:;eL;lWS that a sp~ conference
is necessary before the faction can be disciplined. OJ;Jy a pleb.
iscite or a speci!U ctr".uferenc<1: it&~lf ca.."1 decide that. The comti- i

mtion reject! plebiscit~, ntereiare only the wmuct of a
specicl. conference tr1llt the He s..1tould not act cQ:u!d-';verri«e:
the power to act whic.~ th~ colUtitution gi',re;l to llie NC. 11:lfl
decwott how to ?:oceed must b' t.b.e He's, and it has to be
taken with due re~lid to all the political c-lrcwnstances ir.£ide'
and outside the wgue, The Ne must <limer act (lit its own
authority and accQrding to its basic roandate to l~~d the
organisation lil'ld pr~t~t it fr(Yffi. Wsr.l.lptiOll:, or abdii,;1.~te its
responsibilities to lead fu~ orgrdrig.,'l.tiOEl and. ;!.!W: il. -:lonfer~ne{;
for guidance..
.
,
Nc to Choose to do thit'- to turn: the Q!Y'~!l.tfotf
inwardS' fu i!! futile mMner fur t.~ next ~wc mO£1t,1...: dTh.'ing the
~f3' iltrike - would b{;l to admit its own ba.n.~uptoy lmd lUl,
irre<.~nsibillty. tOWlUOs t.he work of the c:ga.rUi;:tloo in the.
class struggle on a F \1;1th. that ofthrle2d..·"'u of tb.e faction
and their fallow travellers.
.
Th.e NC therefOlt'i cli.C<l!!~ to exeroOO its CClt'.mitutiomU

-Por the

5. The comtituion stipulates that when 25% of the members·
want a special conference then it shall be held. This NC
believes that the spirit of-the constitution - the "spirit of the
class struggle and of revolutionary Bolshevism - :illows the NC
.•11 certsin Leamy. in interpreting the constitution to take
·account of major events in the class struggle' like
the
miners'
,
,
~1.

ZSUlK.e.

.__"

:

"

On the qUes"Jon of a conference, ·th.e NC therefore rea~ye$
ito bti.ng fOr"..JaId L'1e date of tpe regular conference (at whiqh
ll:l1y resolution, documents, etc., can be put, and a new NC w!J1'
·be elected), The 1984 conference of the WSL will be held-not

·more t1".&1 six weeks after the end of the minms'
not late! t.hM th..voo months after
·$..e soo~etrt,.

~ch

Strikt'f·

or

31, whichever falls

B·

·6. It expelled, tbe faction members have the comntutlonai
·right to have material relating to their appeals (If th~y Choose
to app~ to coofGxence) circulated witl:!;in the leaguE;. 'I1).e
Ee is 2lso mandated, after the next Ne, to or~ meetings
in each a..rea at which a reprerentative of the expelled faction
: ~!Wl b~ ~\f:r;1 tt.I~ oppottunity to put _their.c~. .

7. TI't6 Me r~l ita comnu~t to the dem~tic righ~
of }loUtica1 dis&ent within the WSL. Our objection t<lt'le
faction is not iii pcHtica1 views
MOUS questions. but Hs

on

dtwption of th~ work of tjle League.
.
Comrade:> ~1tbi.fl the WSL who disagre:;;. wifl th~ confer·
moo or N,}~jorltyhave t.lte right of I1ccess.. \o the Internd
J Bulletin; to put ,thl'l¥ v}ews ~ bmnch. are3 an~ C~tlOO
meeting& w.d in the fort..'1commg t'reo4}(}nferlmC~ discuwon; to
·Jonn fac1icl!.AS lA'ld tendencies; to prop(.\s~ alternative s!at~& ~(1
'lominanomo f;;:;'l the NC; to get repr~ntatiofi on the NC in
proportion to th~ ~tren~.h of support for points of vWw; el\c.
J.J1 these dftt7: have been exerci*d. Il.'ld vAll c~ntinue to t?e
l!va.iLl.ble. Tll~ orily Itnitation is tb&t S1'JC.lt. inttm'411l debate
:&hould 00 ;;;ood'.1cted in such Iii way as ;not to disrupt .the
~ p~c~ work of m@ olpsation. ..
.
..
'We urg.e. ccmtad~ who l!gre2 with the faction's polltics
·y@t ·:;;!e regpoonble about buildmg the Le3g'.1~ to remain with
· fu.~ O:r~tion on. the~ turra.
:.
..

-

....
--~._.

--
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authority and dL<lCh~ its duty'to act imm.edh!~yEigaW!lt the \
faction; to protect W org-U'!iootion rrom cmruption ncw;a"ldl

·to turn the I.eag-ol3 dW.slve1y toW"wds work wi.md th~ if'.me-rs"
~trike in the period a.\~ad.

.: -

.: '
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'Worke leadership' or
IN THE centre of much of the conflict we have had in the
organisation for over two years has been the question of
the place of workers and industrial militants in the
League, and particularly in its leadership.
One section of the organisation - Smith and Jones and
their allies - claim to represent the working class in the
organisation, and as industrial militants or recent exindustrial militants to have a special place in the leadership. They denounce much of the organisation as petty
bourgeois and not interested in the working class, etc.
Because we refuse to accept that the rest of the organisation's membership and leading committees are obliged to
defer to the self-proclaimed 'worker leadership' (Smith
and Jones), they spread the ludicrous slander that we are
hostile to the working class members in Oxford and elsewhere.
For a start, the facts tell a different tale. On the NC
formed in July 1981 there were certainly more industrial
workers and trade union militants from the J-CL than from
the old WSL. WF and the I-CL had published a sizeable
number of industrial newspapers (steel, hospitals, docks)
in the early '70s, and at the time of fusion was publishing a
number of regular factory bulletins.
The issue cannot be resolved by an appeal to individuals' ·credentials'. It must be discussed honestly, politically. and without demagogy.
It is common ground tht the working class is at the
centre of our historical perspective and our E,onception of
socialism. The industrial working class is at the heart of
our everyday concerns. We see the direct-action industrial
struggle as the lifeblood of socialist politics. Our central
immeditae project is the building of a revolutionary party
of, in and by the working class.
But that does not exhaust the question.
It is also central to our conception of the struggl(: for
socialism that the working class must be armed with'
Marxism and a Marxist party. The existing labour movement must be rearmed with Marxism. And it is a fact that
the ideas of Marxism come from outside the working class
and have for many decades now been divorced from the
mass of th& working class, the property of small, often
middle-class groups.
So the question arises of how Marxism is brought to
the working class, and how the existing mainly middleclass Marxist groups relate to the working class and integrate workers into membership and into leadership.
Many comrades bandy about Trotsky's 1940 comments
on the class composition of the US SWP as if Trotsky
were a vulgar 'workerist' who advocated that the party
downgrade itself, its aspirations, and its historic role.
Trotsky did write: "The party has only a minority of
genuine factory workers ... The non-proletarian elements
represent a very necessary yeast, and I believe that we
can be proud of the good quality of these elements ...
But ... our party can be inundated by nan-proletarian
elements qnd can even lose its revolutionary chara<:1:er.
The tas~ i!i naturally not to prevent the influx of intellectuals by artificial methods ... but to orientate practically
all the organisation towards the factories, the strikes, the
unions.
" ... The unbreakable condition should be: not to com·
mand the workers but only to help them, to give them
suggestions, to arm them with the facts, ideas, factorY
papers. special leaflets and so on:
.. I continue to be of the opinion that you

have too many petty·bourgeois boys and girls who are
very good and devoted to the party but who do not fully
realise that their duty is not to discus'" among themselves.
but to penetrate into the fresh milieu of workers. I repeat
my proposition: Every petty bourgeois member of the
party who, during a certain time, let us say thrc~' or dx
months, does not win a worker for the party, should :>e
demoted to the rank of candidate and after another thr~G
months expelled from the party .. :' .
("In Defence of Marxism")
But he also wrote:
"The trade unions always create a culture medium for
opportunist deviations. Inevitably we will run up against
this question in one ofthe next stages .. ."
And as a matter of histonc fact, the layer of the SWP
USA that Trotsky and Cannon based themselves ou L
1940 was the layer which deserted Trotskyism for 'Pablo·
ism'in 1953. To put the 1940 discussions into perspecti"e
you need also to read how that particular story ended. Jl1
1952 Cannon made a speach - 'Trade Unionists aqd
Revolutionists' - which is of immense value on this
~M.

•

The cardinal idea tl at the revolutionary organisation
does not "command the workers but .._. help them" is
central to the work of the League.
.
As we have seen, the I-CL/WF tried to follow Trotslty's
advice and put out factory papers and bulletins such 4"5
Trotsky suggested - starting with a series of duplicated
pamphlets on the Manchester docks, during the histor;c
tight against the r.eorganisation of th~ ports back in 19.J7.
In practice and not just in words we have always seen it ~s
central to the development of the organisation that' it
should give such 'help' to its proletarian members, a,nJ t.o
its non·proletarian members, to work around the factQry.
The idea that 'don't command the workers, help them'
means: don't vote down Smith and Jorres on .he leading
committees, defer to them', is self-evidently ridiculous.
But that's the message you are supposed to accept when
Smith and Jones refer to "what Trotsky said in 19~J".
Smith and Jones are not raw workers, and, for the
internal affairs of the League, the fact that they cr~ d.
ex-worker and a worker has no weight or importan~"
whatsoever. James P. Cannon put it well when the 'Pablo
ite' trade unionists in the SWP USA demande~ a spedl1l
status in the SWP in 195213:
., Still less did I expect to see a grouping stnlttitlg
around in the party demanding special con~~deratipn
because they are 'trade unionists'. What's excepf.o~at
about that? There are fifteen million trade unionists 1.
this country, but not quite so many revolutionists. But th~
revolutionists are the ones who count with us."
Cannon was referring to the central core of the SWP's
industrial workers - the self-same people whom he
together with Trotsky had championed and praised in
1940 against people like Burnham.
_
When he wrote about how to appru(l.ch new workers.
Trotsky was not talking about Smith amt Jones! They ate
political militants of many years star-ding (Smith joined
the SLLlWRP in 1966, Jones in 1963). The idea that such
part members have privileges inside the party has essen·
tially nothing to do with the relationship of the party to the
working class, nor even with the idea that special provi·
sions should be made for the education of workers recruited to an organisation composed mainly of pet~ bourgeoL;
or white collar workers.

If after aU these years Smith and Jones have not learnt
enough to be able freely to function in the organistion,
what reason is there to think that they ever will? No, their'
'de~and' here, if you think about it, is for themselves to
be the measure of ali things for the organisation - permanently.·
.
Their demand, supposedly grounded in what Trotsky
wrote itl 1940, translates in tIle world of real political
relationships into the demand that the League be organ
ised around themselves. That's what it all comes do'o\'U to.
Ar;. a matter of fact I;Uld of Smith's and Jones's own
experience over the last nine years, this. is .not the way to
recruit and organise workers into a revolutionary organisa·
tiOD, What is most remarkable about Smith's and Jones's
record over tham time is their failure to recruit workers.
Think of the publicity, the central part the comrades
played in· the big struggles and in the union, and the
failure to recruit workers is pretty remarkable.
Smith will never understand it. but the sort of worker- .
ism he stands fo·r appeals primarily to petty bourgeois
leftists and romantics. It has. a limited attraction for
workers. More, it will repel most self-respecting workers.
TI!e serious militants who come over to us will know unless they tire stupid, or disoriented by the flattery of
pe~ bourge.iis workerists - that they need to develop.
The notion ot' stewing in their own 'workerist' narcissism
will'tepel such workers. For them it will contradict the
whole point of giving their time and energy to the party to transcend the limhations, and Qutgrow the intellectual
toutiliation, which capitalist society imposes on workers.
That is done through the organisation, which is the
heaier of working class Marxist politics and culture.
Workers will, of course, rightly expect and demand that
the. organisation does. not waste their time m endless
inconclusive talk, that in the course of educating t.~em it
con'~ucts its affairs so as not to make things more difficult
forihe not-yet-educated~that no effort is spared to involve
them in the affairs of the party; and so OD.
..

Smith's notion of how the worker relates to

the party

will for most serious working class militants contradict the

verY point of being in the party both from the collective
class point of view (buildh"lg a revo!utionary Mar-.idst
party) and from their immediate person,,! interest in learning and developing.
When you have ideas like Smith's and ~'ones's do.dnant
i.n the organisation onthis question, it is those workers
who do come into the organisation who pay for it. The
CoWley group is the proof of it. Many times over the last
2Vi years various of us have tried to get these comrades
involved in writL'1g for the paper, speaking at meetings,
etc. Each time Smith has blo-cked it: no, he says, L,at is
too difficult for them.
the comrades are left Hving III the shadow of the superstars. Tney do not. on the whole, relate directly to L;e
organisation, which could educate them Illld integrate.
th~m. They relate to Smith and Jones WhaeaIl do
ut4ther. Whose conception of what it's all about cuts
against them. 'Who flatter the Cowley workers, poison
them against 'the fun-timers, intellectuals end pseudointellectuals', and at the same time stand squarely across
these comrades' paths of development, blotting out the
light of Marxist politics from them.
.
Smith's sod Jones's 'workerism' is for the petty bourgeois. It repeis most serious workers, and it has stunted
arid will stunt the development of those it does not repel.
,privilege and arrogance at the top are lllevitably nccompanied by subservience and submission at the bottom as:the other side of the regime they demand in which the
test of us should have to defer to the 'worker leaders;dp' .
The notion that someone who spends her or his life
working for the organisation at sub-poverty wages, is so
,norally inferior to the proletarians Smith and Jones 'that
s/he (together with all League petty bourgeois, and With
working c!nss professional revolutionaries, like myself)
has t~ defer to them on political questions about which

slhe may know more tban they do - that is a grotesque,
anti· Marxist notion.
With such ideas it is impossible to build a revolutionary
party. Trotsky's end Cannon's attacks on intellectuals
like James Burnham give no encouragement to such
~otions. Quite the opposite: Burnham was attacked for -his'
lack of seriousness'ani."!' h,s dilettantismJ6"'at:4~ the organ-.·
isation. Cannon reproaches Burhham with not committing
himself sufficiently to the organisation - not with putting
too much into it. or for daring to defend his O~'11 opinions
against the proletarian professional revolutionary Cannon:
The truth of the matter is that Smith is the nearest
thing to James Burnham in the leadership of the organisa··
tion. He is not a university teacher, but that does not
alter the essence.
.
Forget the tags and names, and think of the psychology
and the actual political and. personal relations. Smith
relates to the organistion and its leadership as a dilettante.
He has been out of the factory nearly 18 months and
instead of party work he chooses' instead to' ·...vrlte .his
memoirs of Cowley. The organisation was not even consulted. Smith demand deference and has an arrogarit attitude
\.
towards the organisation.
. The general educational value of the material reprinted'
in this bulletin is self-evident. Its relevance to the _WSL'
y@l also be obvious to the reader. You will see that it
upholds the ideas on this question summarised -in the
document 'Building the WSL' (IB SO) - namely:
.
.
~The League focuses on the working class and on its
it1dustrial and political organisations. It tries to regulate
itself and all its members by the. needs of the:working class'
and the rhythms of working class life, insofar as these are'
compatible with its central revolutionary obje~ve.
$Tne League immerses itself in and aspires to lead the
direct action struggles ofthe class.
*The strategic goal of the League is to build a mass
working dass revoiutionaryparty.
.
$The League aims to recruit workers hut not to pander
to working class bad.-wardness. .
*Th.e League aims to recruit workers and to educate
them as all-round Marxist. cadres who play 3 full role in the
political deliberations afthe organisation. It tries to structure its internal life and its education methods to facilitate
this.
""The League is a party in which militants from 'all class
backgrounds are.tramed as revolutionary cadres.
:liThe' League is based on an ideological/political selection of its members, and has Ii minimum level of commitment and active mvo]vement as a condition of membership.
$Inside the League every member is equal to every
other member, and there are no privileges within the
League or within its leadership. though the organisation
may well make special provisions to facilitate the involvement of workers and though it may well demand the sort
of o:'ientation that Trotsky talked of in 1940 for its middle
class members -the party that takes these decisions is at
party of equals.
Like everything else in the organisation, the question of
workers and middle class people, full-timers and inteHectuats, has been badly snarled up and muddied over.
There are, I think, genuine political differences. As wen
as that. Smith and Jones have pretentions to personal
status which they try to justify by general ideas about the
role of workers in the revolutionary party.
Their pretentions to personal status lead them not only
to glorify themseives but also to denounce their 'enemies'.
But instead of honestly stating their own ideas, ~md
honestly and openly defending their pretentions and
claims for themselves, t,t,ey cover over the issue and
express it in terms of a) denunciations of intellectuals, and
b) lying misrepresentations of our attitude, position and
record.
On the basis of the facts of our quite long independent
history, it would seem that there is Ijttle room for doubt
about the atdtud~ of exWP-I-CI,.. people' t~. the working

class and to the working class movement, or about our
orientation to it, our willingness to.Jbuild trade union fractjons, our keenness to recruit industrial workers into the
League (or for that matter to send colonists into industry).
None of it is very spectacular and nobody claims that it
i~ (or was). But it is proof, for anybody who cares to hpther
\Jo/ith the facts, that we are 110 less interested in the workmg class than comrades Smith and Jones.
-.
'; So where are the differences and what are they? The·
r~al difference is about the party and its relation to the
'¥orking class.
. I~ you read the works of Cannon and Lenin it is perfectly
pI am that all the measures they advocated at various times
to orient to workers have as their goal to win workers to
the revolutionary organisation on its own terms. It is not to
a:!iapt the party's ideas, or its basic structure, so as to
accommodate one or many workers who'lack the commit.

ment, the political understanding, or for whtever reason
possibiity, to playa role within it.
None of this is to downgrade the working class or to be
hostile to workers in or around the organisation. Quite the
opposite. The revolutionary party is the bearer, for now
and until the working class itself comes deciSively on the
scene as a conscious revolutionary class, of the historic
mission of the working class. We are the bearer of a conception of the working class which is in such contrast to
the everyday reality of the working class under capitalism
(and even, frequently, of a working class in trade union
struggles) that cynics and sceptics say that we are just
romantics.
To defer to Smith and Jones now when they demand a
following for muddled, ill-developed politics on the basis
of a claim to represent 'worker leadership', would be to
compromise that historic task.
th~. practical
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'Th political' ·.diffetene s summed up
The following article ou tlines the main political differences, ali
I see them, between the EC majority and the Smith f"ction. :
The present movement towards a split does not derive
directly from these differences as such, but rather from the
Smith faction's inability to operate constructively and responsibly as a minority - their spirit of blind revolt against the
League.
"Every little difference may "ecome a big difference if it is
insisted on, if it is put in the foreground . . . Every little
difference may assume tremendous importance if it serves as a
starting point for a turn towards defInite mistaken views."
(Lenin)
But the inability to cooperate is itself a political, not just a
psychological question. And the polities are, or at least should
be, crucial for comrades in de~iding which side they take in
the split.
, It should not be necessary to say this, but - contrary to the
Smith faction's denunciations - the aim of the EC majority is
not to construct a monolithic organisation tolerating no
dissent! We do cherish ideological homogeneity - but such
homogeneity can only be properly achieved by discussion and
~onvincing people. Our political history has been one of lively
debate and controversy, and we have no wish to change that.
On the contrary: one advantage of ending the present factional
impasse is that we will be able to clear the debris of recriminations and bickering from the internal channels of the organisatiop, and open up some real political debate and discussion.

THE JOB OF MARXISTS
Our principle is: "Flexible and 'diplomatic' on ql!~stions of
organisation and tactics in relation to the labour movement
and oppressed groups, at the same time we make no concessions on questions of principle, defUlition, programme or political analysis, to them or to pseudo-Marxists and kitsch Trot$kyists" (IB 45).
. Two sorts of differences between us and the Smith group
follow from this.
, "No wonder [the Smith group] get angry and confused:
both when the majority criticise the most basic ideas of the
broad left, and when we try· to relate to that broad left
through dialogue rather than denunciations and self-procIamIltions, we appear to be slipping away from the bedrock essentials of revolutionary politics." (18 77)

ORIENTATION TO THE LABOUR MOVEMENT
Despite Qur insistence on ideological independence from
the broad left, we seek to minimise the organisational, stylis·
tic and technical obstacles to integrating ourselves into the
labour movement.
. The Smith faction, in contrast, is influenced much more by
'left public opinion', but places a high value on the fonnalities
of 'party proftle'. They have a recurrent tendency to revert,to
Healyite bedrock and to identify Trotskyism and Leninism
'with 'party'labels.
At the April 1983 conference there was also a difference
"Over a tendency by the Smith group to counterpose direct
action and work among the specially oppressed to work in the
.offlciallabour movement. if you tried t.o pin them down, the
practical dif~rences were not huge: nonetheless, the Smith
group chose to pose them as huge differences and thus to conciliate sectarian elements wi.thin the League, such as the RWL
faction.
The result of a victory of the Smith group perspective
would thus probably have been to blunder us into sectarian
self-isolation - and to reduce and cut down our politics to
syndicalist militancy plus arid self·proclamation.
We advocate an integrated approach. We see the job of
revolutionary Marxists as that of organising our 'party' in a'·

fIghf to transform the whole labour movement. To counter-,
pose trade union action and work in the wider labour move·
ment, given the realities of the British labour movement,
. means making trade union work semi-syndicalist (cutting off a
major political dimension) and reducing other work to municipalism and resolution-passing.
The un-integrated approach of the Smith group has some
apparently paradoxical results. In recent discussions we have
argued for a sharp critique of the local government left, and
for a clear statement th'at the role of socialists in local government is to use it as a forum to advance working clasS claims,
not to try to administer the 'local state' within.its given budget
limits, granting the most 'deserving' working class Claims and
opposing others.
' '"
The faction leaders have said nothing much on this issue,
but they have voted against our resolutions. Other prominent
faction members have argued against the critique of the local
government left, and have even argued for supporting some
rate rises, for possibly supporting rent rises, and for not auto·
,matically supporting council workers' demands.
One of them puts it most startlingly when he argues that
local government work is good preparation for socialism
because it can give us practice in runnlng big bureaucracies!
"Some of the problems, such as being a 'boss', being part of
a huge bureaucratic machine, are difficulties we have to solve
if we are going to get a socialist society. We should welcome
the opportunities [of local government involvement} to learn

.

It is clear here that an insistence on 'party proftle' and more
shrill denunciations of Labour leaders does not guarantee real
ideological irreconcilability with refonnism. On the contrary:
it is easy to fall into the belief that the most opportunist
practices are OK as long as they have the cover of the 'party
profIle' and the denunciations.
In my view there are few real differences on tnide union
and industrial work. The disputes in this area have been blown
up out of all proportion and/or largely invented on the basis of
the Smith group caricaturing our views - and their own!

WOMEN
We believe' that a non-sectarian orientation to the women's
movement can and should be combined with an orientation to
women workers in industrial direct action struggle, without
either being counterposed to the other. The Smith faction,
however. did counterpose "working class women in struggle"
to the other elements of our orientation. The result was to
drive them into an econornistic or: syndicalist attitude on
women's liberation.

CLASS POLITICS VS. 'ANTI·IMPERIALIST CAMP'
POLmCS

We fight imperialism ~ on a working class basis and with a
working class programme. Against colonial, semi-colonial, or
military domination, we advocate the self-determination of
nations, Against exploitation and pauperisation we advocate
class struggle and international socialist revolution.
What Trotsky wrote in· relation to the USSR applies more
generally.
"We are not a government party; we are the party of
irreconcilable opposition, not only in capitalist countries but
also in the USSR. Our tasks . . . we realise not through the
medium of bourgeois governments and not even through the
government of the USSR, but exclusviely through the education of the masses through agitation, through explaining to the
workers what they should defend and what they should overthrow ... We must fonnulate our slogans in such a way that
the workers see clearly just what we are defending ... and
against whom we are conducting a ruthless struggle .. :'
,
('In Defence of Marxism', p.21, 26).
On this basis we assessed the Falklands/Malvinas war as
reactionary on both sides. In Britain we argued, 'The enemy is
at home': but that did not mean endorsing the greed and ambi-

ti?-n~?f,!h~~Je~tinebourgeoisie.

Caltieri's mini-colonial adventure - the seizure of islands
400 miles off the Argentine coast, occupied by a distinct
people and in no way oppressing the Argentine people - had
nothing to do with the 'national liberation' or <defence' of
Argentina. It certainly had nothing to do with fighting the
exploitation of Argentine workers by the multinationals and
international batiks:
For the Arg~ntine workers, too, the main enemy was 'at
home'.'
..
The consequences of the war - strengthening of the Topes
and of militarism in Bri,tain, shattering of the military regime
in Argentina -confirm that for the workers on both sides, the
defeat of theiiown bourgeoisie was the better outcome. (Our
programni~ ,was the defeat of both bourgeoisies by class
action).
.
The Smi¢ group did see their fight against imperialism as
being "realised ilitough the medium of bourgeois governments". They argued that the Argentine bourgeoisie was in
some wayan oppressed class and in some way Uraur camp.
"We have to determine our position according to the basic
class camps ... the class camp into which Argentina fits in a
.
.
war against imperialis111" (~ 7, p.4).
They later made a,muffled statement to the effect that
'class ca~p' w~ rtotjhe best choice ohv.ords, but would not
repudiate the basic idea' of camps.
.
They said tlu~tJJw interests of the <anti-imperialist camp'
stood higller than
'of the: war,king class. '
.
"Whatever
iinplications of that for the Argentinian or
British prole'tariat, we have to' \lase our position . on. the
l."Tlplications" for the)Afer!iational struggle against imperialism
fust ... It is ,the balanceoi fotc~s which gives the struggle its
real importance .. .'~,OB.7;p,7,9.) .
This, de$l'it~ ,):he: c;9ril;r~de,s' u1i~oub~e.d good ~tentions, is
an international veislQn of'the 'anti-monopoly alliance' - support for small capical agairis't big'tapital.

the

those

AFGHANISTAN
The difference over Afghanistan is connect,ed to thls view
of the worlq as divided into 'camps'.
.....,
We support the withdrawal of Russian troops from Afghan.
istan (while alW opposing imperialist intervention and imperialist hypocrisy)..
The nationalised property relations of the USSR are not at
risk in the affair: defence of those property relations against
imperialism cannot be translated into defence of the
murderous Russian army against the resistance of almost the
entire Afghan people.
Is Russian occupation - despite the napalm bombing, the
maybe four rnUlionrefugees, and the military dictatorship nevertheless; a 'l~sser ,evil~i than the Victory of the backward·
looking;,i-eudalistic Afghaii i.ehets?· To support such a 'lesser
evil' is implicitly to say that Stalinism has a progressive role in
worldpootics. But, as Trotsky put it:
"Thus, we must rust and foremost establish that the
extension of the territory dominated by bureaucratic autocracy and parasitism, cloaked by 'socialist' measures, can aug~
menr;the prestige of the Kremlin, engender illusions concerning the possibility of replacing the proletarian revolution by
bureaucratic manoeuvres, and so on. This evil by far outweighs
the progressive content of Stalinist reforms in Poland ... We
were ~nd remain against seizures of new territories by the
Kremlin".
(In Defence of Marxism, p.23-4. And in Afghanistan there
are not even the 'socialist' measures ...)
"What characterises Bolshevism on the national question is
that in its attitude towards oppressed nations, even the most
backward, it conside J; em not only the object but also the
subject ~f "oHtics . . .
.
(What Next?, in 'The Struggle against Fascism in Germany).
We are for the liberation of the people of Afghanistan
from feudalistic backwardness - by their own self-liberating
struggle, nO,t by the bayonets of the reactionary Kremlin
bureaucracy, which will suppress any possibility of a real
working class movement in Afghanistan. We are for the selfdetermination of the people of Afghanistan. We cannot subordinate such principles to considerations of the world power

politics balance between the imperialist powers and the USSP
There was a series of bitter disputes over Poland. But it l~
not clear whether there is a real difference on Poland. We art
for the self-deterinination of Poland. Under no circumstanCGc
and not even on the pretext of 'defending nationali~ed property' could we support the Russian bureaucracy against th~
Polish people. The possibility of a free development of the
Polish working class is the hiW"ies"t principle here.

·.THEEEC
The EEC is a capitalist alliance; displaying all the vices and
irrationalities of capit~sm. We are against it. We are equally
against the alternative of 'independent' capitalist nation-stateli.
OUf alternative .to both is ilie fight for a socialist ',united
Europe (both east and west) - and, immediately, for intetnational working class unity and for solidarity with working
, ."
class movements in E~stern Eur6pe. .
This should include a fight for working class and demo·
cratic demands on an EEC scale, including' the demand for
control .pver the EEC bureaucracy by the EEe Parliament and
democratic reform of the lattei.
The Smith grQuP shares the conventional left position of
<Britain out'. But <against the EEC' is no more an.adequate
full policy here than 'agai,nst Britain' was over the SouL'1
Atlantic wlij',-or 'against imperialism' is over Mghanistan.

IRELAND
The Smith faction opposes us on the demand' "for" .ioeaJ
autonomy within a united Ireland for the Protestant majority
area. The essence of the dispute is however not so much
attitudes to' this specific demand; but the whole emphasis on ,
class politics and on a consistently democratic programn:ie
within the socialist programme.
The Smith group slots Ireland into its general world pic,turc
of imperialist and anti-imperialist camps, so that the Catholics.
are the anti-imperialist camp and the Protestants are in the
camp of imperialism. Spocific issues of class politics are then
swamped by this issue of anti-imperialism/imperialism (as
they see it).
.
'ORTHODOXY' AND 'REVISIONISM'

The Smith faction has freely denounced us as <revisiorust'. This
term (revisionist' has been so abused for decades that it is no'v
meaningless except as a sectarian catch-cry. But there is a
serious point here.
The Trotskyist movement for some 35 years has been sever·
ely disoriented, and also impoverished, beleaguereQ., primitive
and ignorant. A new 'orthodox Trotskyism' - with different
variants, 'Pabloite', 'anti-Pabloite', etc - has developed over
that period. It includes many valuable and important ide~G
from the Trotskyism of Trotsky, but has corrupted 0;bowdlerised others; like permanent revolution for example.
That is the movement we come from; we respect its
achievements despite all the confusion; we are aware of o"u
own ignorance ~d limitations; and we have to start from.
where we are. But ideologically our job is to revise tlult 'otthodoxy' - to educate ourselves, to try to redi~covel:,the uncor:, .'
rupted meaning of ~asic Marxist ideas, and to analyse tile' .'
important changes in the world over recent decades.
,',
To talk about defending 'orthodoxy' again'st -'revisionism',
in this situation is to go in the wrong direction. ~ ~nd to work" .
against developing ourselves.as an educated, intelligent organ-'
isation.
"
.
. '"
To ~ve disagreements on the theory of imperialism'f$ 01,')
thing, arid to he expected in any live movement. To have a
situation - as we have with the Smith faction - where any
attempt to discuss new developments like sub-impefiallirli~
the new international division of labour, or capitalist develop,
ment in Ireland, provokes pious horror and ignorant denund,
ation, is another.
At1l:i the bible.thumping is made more ridiculous by the fae
that the 'bible' which the Smith group thumps does not con·
tain the basic Marxist texts" but. tne corrupted conventional
versions of post-Trotsky pseudo-Trotskyism.
The <?utlook on imperialism which they defend; ,for
example, has nothing in corilmon with Lenin's,'bu'(ll"few ring,
ing phrases. It is. in fact detived ftompost;World;W:ir~2'ThJ.:C:

Worldist' theories of 'centre and periphery'. inose theories
have had a strong influence on general 'left public opinion' ~
the Smith groilp, in turn, absorbs the ideas in a crude fom1
from the 'left public opinion' round it.

WHICH 'ORTHODOXY?
Another problem is which strand of 'ortt'1.odox Trotskyism'
to relate to. There have been different orthodoxies.
We (ex-ICL) see our roots as being in the 'orthodox Trotskyism' of JameS' P. Cannon in the '40s and '50s. But the
base-line orthodoxy of Smith and Jones is the politics of Gerry
Healy and the International Committee after 1963, when they
parted ways with Cannon.
That 'orthodoxy' had many special defects of its own, in
addition to the general problems of post-war Trotskyism (all
of which it shared). Its basic ideas were that economic catastrophe was round the comer; that the working class was [orever on the boil, and held back only by a thin crust of leaders;
.and that the task was therefore to proclaim the 'alternative
leadership' loudly enough, stridently enough, and energetically
enough.
.' .
Specific politics wer~.utterly secondary in this hectic ~iew
of the world, and in fac::t Healy's politics were utterly
incoherent aitd often changed without any political accounting.
SMith and Jones have moved awa.y from that 'orthodoxy'
piecemeal, but mainly by way of adding bits and pieces from
other strands (e.g. the USFI strand), creating an unstable
hod~e-podge..

'TROtSKYIST PUBUC OPINION"
The Smith group, generally, is over-deferential to 'Trotsky-.
ist public opinion'. We have had a long-standing disagreemect
With the Smith group on the concept of the 'world Trotskyist
movement'; to our mind this concept substitutes vague lIMitori£a1 references for li'le political demarcations.
.
This dlsagreement seemed to be reduced to a smi'ili nuance
with the dodtimertt; 'The Crisis ofthe FI and our tl.l.sks', presented jointly to the February 1983 conference. But since then
the Smith groilp seems to have retreated.
Iii November 1983 one of their associates proposed t..'lat we
~() for fuston with the USF!; the Smith group leaders, while
not yet ready to vote for this, ilidicated that they were moving
in that direction.
.
Though weare entirely in favour of tactics to get a dialogue
With the rank and. me of the USFI, we believe that there is no
basis for a flision with the USFI.
We art bpefi to arty propo~ for broader uutiatives: but for
the present, as far as we can see, our chief international work
must be consolidating our existing contaets and winning hew
ones piecemeal. The opportunities a~e Umited.
.
The Smith faction is also formally committed (by the
Hunt youth {focument ~o the April 1983 conference, endor- .
sed by the faction platform in IB 59) to fusion of our youth
tendency wi$ Socialist Astian and the Lambertists.
.
We are 'in favoUr of revolutionary unity where possible:
moreover; the prae~ice ef some- of us over many years proves
it. But vague yearnings for unitY without an adeqUate political
basis. or ort.. the hasis of Shu ttmg our eyes to politics; are fie> use
to anyone.

THEPAun
Underlying and connecting all these differences - and also
explaining w'Jly apparently millot differences generate envenomed cortfllct .- i!l a difference on elUr conception of the
.
revolutionary p a r t y . .
"The revolUtionary party has as its central task to achieve
the political and organisational independence of the working
class. It needs the organisation independence of the working
class. It needs the organisational sinews of a body of socialists
organised for combat - all the way from the struggle on a
trade union level at the point of production through to organising an armed insurrection. But it is centrally, irreplaceably,

and uniquely, the carrier of a system of ideas, a world outlook,
a socialist programme, a method of analysing the world and
society which serves the interests of the working class".
(IB 50)
In contrast, lite Smith group started from the Healyite
concept of the party as rust and foremost a machine: an 'alternative leadership~ for which scientific rigour in politics is
secondary to machine-against-machine combat with the
bureaucracy.
When they ffioved away from HeaIyism, they did not fully
disCMd the basic idea of th~ party as an organisation machine,
but a) sutstituted a loose, semi-federal regime for the SLL/
WRP's dictatorial system; and b) substituted a 'worker' leadersilJn' (Smith/Jones) for the Heal'! autocracy.
The trouble fu that this 'worker leadership' is. supposed to
be a leader~p by v'trtLie of '1.'ho they are, rather than what
they a-gue poHtica!.1y or wha! they do in the organisation. Politics are worked out :1. t!. consensus basis, with the "worker
leadership' as ultim::.te arb~ter and b::.seline.
Such. a method allows political positions to be switched and
changed and smeared ove. without any rigorous accounting.
There are many examples of this L'1 the history of the Smith
faction insid~ tIle new V 3L, but also in t.he history of the old
VJSL. Ireland, for on;,;.
The WRP in the e~rly '70s had a crude line which included
much ::.nti-imperialih d;:~tcric, but loudly denounced the IRA
as 'terrorists' and m~de its main slogan for Ireland 'Kick the
Tories Qut'. (SLL supf;;rters in Deer.( had refused to defend
t..'le barricades in "59, sayi.r;z that they were instead going off
'to build a revolutionary leac:mhip in the tradeunlons'), The
old tVSL Lllitial!y C.is~ented from part3 of Lllis pollcy, but made'
its m~i.'1 positive proposal . . . work in the Northern ueland
Labour P~.rty, then alre:.dy a tiny Orange sect. (See 'The Battle
for Trotskyism'):
.
Tnen the cld ~"J"L ::.l.Ufte::l to a poiicy which made
"workers' defence squ!\ds" centraL And then to the current
Smith facti n poJ.:cy, ess 'nti?lly green nationalist and similar
to Socialist Action's.
Al,! these sl>Jft~ took place in response to pressures, without
any r:goro'Js polltic3.1 l!,::counLng.
At the time of th'3 ft.!'itoa we saw t.'1ese shifts as a confused
but essentiallj positive move towards a.n appreciation of the
Irish fI.ational quc3tion. 'Ih)y were that. What we did not fully
regis~.1r was they were alw examj::les of a method whi~h makes
it impo~siblc for the revolutionary organisation to do its job
of scientific analy"is md being the 'memory of the class\ .
The consensusj'\<JQrker leo darship' method also gives free
rein to subjectiVism; it leaves the organisation blown -thiS way
and that br the w.inds of 4'rroskyist public opinion' 'or left
public opinion gener;;l.!y; it G?- troys the orga¢sation as a
coherenfideological whole, ~nd means that it is kept together
prirnarily, or only, by the prestige of t.he leadership; <indo despite appearance.: a:.d l.bnagoe:,c pretences, it is not democratic.
The Smith faction argues L'ut the issue within the new WSL
~jnterna! dem~racy, ~s ?~SUfl.1ent i!. '!. frauii ·as well as 3_
dev!~e t9 eyade ~fid, sm~ar over the progran1~a~clisS1:les; aoih
logic and the actl!:.U h!story show that our ctincep~ioliof it
revolutionary party is not only more centralist but alSb yields
a more objec!ive and liiJeral democracy than theirs.
The real problem is elsewhere. The 'worker leadership'
were not able to integrate into a collective leadership: on
issues like Irehnd, the Fa1klanes/Malvinas. and the labour
Par"ty ,"tll.ey felt that they had to represent their 'constituency'.
It was not possible to have a real ideological dialogue in the
leadership, because t!13t would have meant Smith and Jones
i'.bandoning ulteir position as the pre-ordained ·wor.ker leaders',
ideological arbiters, and representatives of a 'con~tituency' and).l!stea~ Plltting trl.lst in .the outcome of rational argument.
Thus we four.d Smith and Jones"r ... g theli 'torlstituency' into a faction over the f'a.lk1ands ~vinas issue and then
over the Labour Party. Having done that, they have been
unable to accept being 2 minority - even a privileged and very
liberally treated minority. Their entire' concept of the revolutionary party is tied up with their own personal prestige and
status ;;.s the 'worker leadership'.
..
Consequefltly they fdt trapped in an organisation politic~
ally alien to them - ll.'lable to integrate, equally- unable to
subordinate themselves to the majority.

A ~yp~ca] ca~e of Qead-end factionalism

Disp te
OD the
T.U.C.
'DISPUTE on the roc' deab with an episode which was the turning
point for the organisation: afterw~ds the tempo towards split accelerated and became irreversible. Ironically, we had agreement on WSL
analysis and proposals-during the NGA dispute, and, as it happens, they
Were distinctive on the left. Nevertheless we had the most embittered
disputes, and the las! links of practical· cooperation between the two
groups in the WSL were ruptured.
Most of the factional agitation of the Thornett group in their last
months in the WSL was concerned with organisational details. Formally
the most political is-sue they raised was the role of the roc in the NGA
Warrington dispute.
.
Formally it was political. In fact it Was nakedly fuened by the
factional obsessions of Thorne!! and his ill-feeling against the mlijority
of the organisation's leadership. The 'dialogue of the deaf' quality of
the dispute was typical of the internal life of the organisation.
If it were onl)· a matter of nonsense like this on small committees it
would have been unple:l.S3nt but bearable. But the knocl:-on effects
from Tharnett's 9.gitation on the roc included the final withdraw~ of
the Thornett group's joint editor of the paper. It leli..to an accelerated
internal campaign spearheaded by misrepresentations of what we had
been saying on t.'1e· issue _. blatant lying accordirtg to the style and
technique of the SLL/WRP. It led, in February, to ThorneH's produc.
tion of a 6000 word long apologia and the demand for four pages of a
wwkly naper to print it - and, when he was offered 3000 words and
two pages thIS iri' turn led to an accelerated campaign denouncing the
'suppression' of the 'worker leadership',
This, together with the general pesslmh1ic prostration of the Thorneft gnnp in November/December and after, prepared the way for their
attempi in March - after the miners' strike had begun - to turn the
organis.ation towll!ds 1I two-mouth.long pre-special-conference discussion of such burning questions as this 'suppression' of the 'worker
leadership',
The episode shows things in the organisation moving from the just
tolerable to the intolerable, and on the eve of becoming impossible.
Thh document is a response to the SLL·style polemics by Alan Thornett and John Lister. The references to 'what we said about the ruc' art
less clearly labelled here than they were in the Internal Bulletin for
reasons of not mWcing things easy for witch·hunters in the Labour
Plilty.

Smitl) says in m 80 that~
,
··Carolan... argued that the role of the TUC tn the NGA
dispute was weak but progressive. I argued that it Wc.s
wholly negative and much worse than in the 1970·74
period.. ."
And Cunliffe in IB 78 denounces:
"ourfailure until after the 'Black Wednesday' betrayal
to offer any analysis of the TUC leaders in the NGA
dispute.. ."
.
Nowthe first thing that must be said is that Cunliffe and
Smith here present their accounts of a real dispute that did
take place in a sauce of shameless lies.
On November 30, 1 wrote the following description of
the ruC's behaviour:
"timid, fearful, cowardly, and in the drcum~ances
grossly inadequate... pusillanimous even by the TUC's
own standards.. , we cannot rely on the TUC leaders".
On December 7, stilt before 'Black Wednesday', we
published the following assessment:

"The union leaders are trying - successfully, so far,
this week - to take the issue off the streets and into the
negotiating chamber....• The. TUe had "helped the
disputl; not a hair's breadth or an iota. ,_ the rue wants to
use this dispute to strengthen their links with the Tories,
not allow itto disrupt them". .
And mote of the same. Not condemn the TUC? What do
Cunliffe and Smith want us to do - organise a posse to
go and stHngthem up outside Congress House?
Smith even writes that J saw the whole record of the
TUC on the NGA dispute as progressivef Look back at
what we wrote. After 'Black Wednesday' we caned Len
Murray 'KjngRat' and headlined: 'Fight back against
betrayal', HardlY the way you describe people who you
think are playing a progressive role...
It would be better to explore the real differences that do
exist. What are/were they?

On Novemher 29 the TUe employment committee
(EPOC) voted to give the NGA 'all support possible wit..hin
the Jaw'. On December 2 the TUe General Council unanimously approved this recommendation, but OIl the same
day the NGA (probably pressurlsed by rue leaders) called off its pickets in Warrington,
On December 10 the NGA National Council called for an
(unlawful) national print stoppage on December 14. On
December 12 EPOC voted 9
7 to adopt "a supportive
and sympathetic attitude to the entirely predictable official
decision" by the NGA to strike. Len Murray publicly
condemned this EPOC decision; the NGA on December 13
suspended its strike call; and on December 14 Murray got
the TUe General Council to overturn the EPOe decision.
I wrote an article on November'i'30, shortly before the

to

'f)ecember 2 General Council meeting. I took for granted
2nd said (see above) the general truths about the treachery of the rue bureaucracy which are part of our ABC. As
wen as that, 1 tried to assess concretely what was happening'at the top of the rue, what processes and interactions
were going on tl1ere in face of the implacable Tory attitude
towards their TUe collaborators.
To this task: I brought two ideas. A belief that I had to
· pay do'se attention to what the bonrgeQis press was reporting about divisions in the ruc, and assess it. And a gener'al theory of the Marxist movement, no less basic than the
thesis that tJle TUe leaders are a distinct and alien
bureaucracy ~ namely, t.hat when the bourgeoisie attacks
the labour movement at a fundamental level, so that the
interests of the labour 'l.:mreaucrac-j are threatened as wen
as the rank ano file's, t.~en the bureaucrats will at least
lnakie gestures towards fighting back. These gestures may
trigger a bigger rank and me explosion than they bargain
for, and that in turn may force them to go further than they
would choose to go.
For example, in July 19i2 the spontaneous strike in
response to the jailing of five dockers under the Industrial
'Relations Act - a movement which released the dockers
and fotced the iUe to dedare a one-day general strike was partly prepared for by 18 mondls of TUe agitation
against the Act, feeble though the official TDC policy was.
Sometimes the bureaucrats win not fight fundamental
attacks on the labour movement -·Germany. Sometimes
they wm - Spain. Even if they do, you can't trust them. If
these ideas are not true, then much of what Trotsky did in
the 19303. cnlHng for united fronts against fascism in
Germany and France, was fundamentally mistaken and
wrong in pri..'1dple.
The rue bureancraC'j is not one homo~ eneous mass,
always and invariable reactionary.
Now if you 10000k at the minutes of the fusion discussions,
'You Will. fmd me saying tha_t I often got the impression
from the old.WSL press mat they saw the bureaucfacy as
such a homogeneous group. i don't think. that Smith and
Jones have 1il coherent theory to tha.t effect, but they eer'tainly have an implicit p';)sition.

MAKiNG A-N ASSESSMENT
In the course of assessing the divisions in the TUe and'
EPOe I wrote a passage in the November 30 article which
made Ii. positive but deady qualified assessment of the
EPOC vote to support the NGA. 1 noted its weakness and
·inadequacy and lack of commitment to hard support fOt
the NGA. At the same time I noted that within their careful bureaucrats' jargon and the declaration of support:
"within the law". they were in fact, in the real world of
conflict and strife, declaring timid TUe support for the
NGA which was breaking the law,
· Much berter would have been a fun·blooded policy such
as we advocated. But I was assessing what was happening
lit the top of the TUe - that slow, conservative movement
representing 11 million workers, with its wretched tearler
ship who wouid more usual!y have been expected to rondemn t-he NGA than to give it even timid support.
1 thought something was happening at the top of the
TuC. According to Manist ABC notions about the dual
character of the bureaucracy. I expectOO at least some
flicker as the Tories seemed poised to destroy Ii trade
union for the finl'! time in over 150 years.
T'rte task was not just blindly and unintelligently to
repeat rote t1'uisms about the bureaucracy, but also to
assess what was new. what was growing and developi.'1g
and changing.
AN ERROR iN ASSESS~"T?
o

Bur after a minute's discussion with Cunliffe I agtee.d tt
cut the passage on the progressive aspects of the EPOC

decision. Working at top speed, you write things down and
then make a critical assessment and ask for other people's·
reactiOns. I was aware of the danger of being defocused
from the Immedlate issues of fighting against the ruc's
caB to stay within the law by a longer-term assessment of '
implkations of the EPOC stand. After a brief discussion
I agreed t,o 'play it safe' and delete the passage which
Cunliffe thought gave the rue too mUCh. I also agreed to
a headline, 'rue weak link in solidarity'.
. .
So when Cunliffe raises this, what point is he making?
For the sake of the argument suppose I made an error in .
the draft of the article. I agreed to change it. J was reasonable in responding to the point of view of the other editor,
and we published a jointly-agreed article.
Such changes after discussion among collaborators
occur
the time. Trying to asses~ something new, you
are always likely to make mistakes. I have not claimed that
I don't make mistakes, nor do I ask anyone to follow me
blindly or set me up as a prophet in competition to Smith.
So, even if my error were greater than it was, where is the
big deal?
~
The big deal is that Cunliffe had to deal \!It'ith th~ fact
of Smith's ponties on the TUe
- and his own
deference to Smith.

all

'NOT PART OF ADEVEl'()PINGSITUATION~
Moreover, I w~ not fundamentally mIstaken in the idea
that shifts aod processes were going on in the TUe.
The neXt EC meeting took place on December 11 after the NGA had caned off the picketing, 'but had also
(on December to) caned a one-day print strike for December 14.
Smith insisted that -it was all over wi.th the struggle.
(Cunliffe was not present). Smith put down iii resolution
that the NGNs decision was "a serious retreat which puts
ue whole struggle in jeopardy''. When the other BC
members indicated t.'lat they agreed, he added s. clause:
.. ... and we don't regard it as part of a developing
situation" .
The next day EPOC voted to adopt "a sympathetic and
supportive attitude" to the strike. Len Murray publicly
denounced EPOC, saying that it was putting the TUC in
,danger ,of legal action. The General Council on Wednesday 14th was persuaded by Murray to reverse me EPOe
decision. The TDe leadersh~p was o~enly and bitterly
split. We ourselves started agita(mg for a recall TUC.
Now we know very wen (and we wrote at the time) about
the feebleness of the EPOC 'Ieft-wingers" semi-support
for the NGA. But was it really •'not a developing
situation"?
And two months after be betrayed the NGA, 'King Rat'
Murray (my phrase!) called for workers to strike over
GCHQ despite the law.
What do the comrades say about that? Still no contradictions, no elements of the TUC being forced into a fight
despite itself, no 'developing situation'? They bluff and
twist and weasel like political charlatans.

SMITH'S ARGL'MENT ABoUT A 'SWP BINGE'
At the Ee on December 11 there was a dispute between
Smith and the rest of the EC over:
(i) V!thether or not to focus on denouncing the TU,C only;
and
(ii} whether to call on the tank and file to act apart from
the leaders.
A resolution was put by me to the EC which stated:
"in general we calIon the TUC to act as a leadership but
we do not do this in such a way as to imply waiting on
them, We call on the rank and me, on the shop stewards
etc. to act in solidarity, immediately, but we do not do
this in such a way as to imply that the official movement

and its ieadership are irrelevant. .. Concretely, now, we
explore the possibilities of getting Tank and rue solidarity
strikes t."1 support of the NGA one-day strike... " (on December 14).

. Smith denounced the arguments of this resdution as
"an SWP binge", and eventually refused to vote on it.
It was common ground to blame and denounce dIe rue,
but Smith wanted to focus on denundation much more,
even before the decisive betrayal on December 14.
He was in a minority. on that.
You should not denounce in the same shrill monotone,
whatever going on, or people will stop liStening - and
the effect on yourself will be to blunt or destroy your
ability to analyse concretely what is going on.
And our duty does not end with saying, £Blame the
leaders'. Trade union leaders have been selling out for
many decades - in Britain since around the turn of the
century. If it had been left to the trade union leaders, then
the struggles of the '50s, '60s and '70s would not have
happened. It is an irreplaceable part of our politics to call
on the rank and file to act - 'if the leaders won't lead, the
rank and
must' .
In words, this is common ground, and you would expect
Smith and Jones at ieast not to need us to ten them this.
Nevertheless in December Smith argued polemically for
exdusively denouncing the TUC. He said d1at our
insistence on caning on the rank and file to act independ·
el1tly was "an SWP binge". In fact, if you confine yourself
to denouncing TUC leaders as scabs whose trade for 80
years has been scabbing, ~11d don't calIon the rank and
file, you are left with passive propaganda.

is

me

'BACK TO HEALYlSM?

:

I'm not sure that I understand the whys and wherefores of
all this. Smith is certainly capable of analysing nuances
and recognising shh"ts in the bureaucracy if he pds his
mind roi!. '
There was an element of accident in it. Smit..ll is a subjective man who often announces "fundamenfal differences" to whatever we say and especially to what I say. It
was, { t.hink, also true that Ii general pessimism about t."le
prospects of rank and file action expressed. itself for Smith
incoherently in an opposition to calls oD'the rank and file
(which opposition then, by way of reflex factionalism and
the desire to generalise. became denunciation of our
supposed 'Oiffism').
But there is more than accident to it. And Smith is partly
right to relate it to the old disputes of the '60s.
He is wrong about Workers Fight and the supposed
SWP/IS L"l.t.4}uence on us. We :<e1aied to ihe rank and file
long before 'Woe joined IS. For enmple, I helped organise
the national movement against the Devlin plan on the
docks in the late '60s (I was on the national stnke-organising committee), and helped lead the strike in Manchester
agai.~st Devlin..
But it is Smith here who lapses back to the SLL trade
union politics of the '60s, which focused heavily on the
union leadership, and whose stock-in-trade on everything,
from the CP to the Labour Party to the trade union tops, to
other far-left groups, was propagandist denunciation
(frequently dishonest).

CONCLUSION
i want to express myself in measured and cool terms ItS
much as I can, but in am to write t.he truth as I see it,' then
only one word fits what Smith was saying and 'writing about the labour movement in the NGA dispute and soon
after. That word is not 'wrong', or 'mistaken', or 'badly
informed'. The word is smy.
in part its. origin is comrade Smith's petulance and subjectivism. He bitterly resented not being treated as the
giver of the law on these matters (and not only on these

matters, where he might be thought to know more than
most of us 011 the EC). He probably found that OUt resistance to his prostrate pessimism set up painful internal
conflicts and contradictions within himself, too.
His general posture towards us is that of hatred (I'm
still choosing my words carefully) and die-in-the·last·
ditch factionalism. Whatever 1 say, he has a strong per·
sona! urge to contradict and deny. That is a big part of the
explanation of such childishness as the amendment that
there was no longer any" developing situation" .
.
But such behaviour, such subjectivism, such consistent
self-righteous silliness, is possibly only because comrade
Smith is still very much in the grip of his Healyite basic
politics.
As in every field, these are now overlaid with ail sorts of
empirical adjustments made over the last decade. They
have not been replaced by any coherent alternative ideas.
Thus the utterly one-sided 19605 Heafyite Third-Periodstyle denunciation of the bureaucracy as a fixed, immovable ca.ste remains comrade Smith's faded but intact fall·
back set of ideas when the exigencies of his factioBal com. petition and his own subjectivism force l-Jm back o~ it.

WHAT THE DISPUTE TELLS US ABOUT THE :FACI10N
In terms of basic slogans and political line, throughout the
NGA dispute 'We had a clear position, substantially different from (and better than) that of any other far-left groups,
which was Qltsnlmoasly agreed. At most Smith's differences - rationally understood - were differences' of
nuance. It should have been an excellent opportunity to
recreate some unity in our ranks. In fact it led to the most
. hItter dhisions -- alongside an almost complete jack of
. practical cooperation on the dispute from Smith as industrial organiser of the WSL.
The dispute on the TUC sheds light on a number of
questions.
a} Every comrade can see dearly that V\ihat Smith anrl '1,
Cunliffe say about our line on the TUe is blatant lies. Read
wha! we wrote. 1bey arer. sba.meiess liars on this qJ!estion.
Don t trust them on anything else.
b} Cunliffe more or less explicitly demands that we
defex: to Smith on industrial affairs. What if the paper had
reflected the prostrate pessimism and demoralisation of
Smith last December? The leading committees, editors,
etc. must function according to reason and argument.
The organisation cannot afford a system of deference such
as Smith, Jones and Cunliffe want to set up.
e) As well as catching themselves out as liars, Smith,
Jones and Cunl~e show themselves cn this question one of those on which Smith and Jones have the best
claims to knowledge - to have acted as chariatat.s. Of
course everyone makes mistakes, says silly things when
irritated or hurt; etc. But serious people do not play games
like Smith and Cunliffe are playing on this question.
d} Finally: last December 3.Ild January the 'worker
leadership' took their stand in the organisation on a series
of ultra-pessimistic assessments and on a one-sided,
essentially non-Trotskyist, conception' of the bureaucracy.
Events since - the February 28 day of action and the
mittel's' strike - have decisively shattered what Liley saId
then. in factional recoil against us, about the industrial!
political situation. They were utterly wrong: and at some
points Smith, for reasons of his subjective approacllto
politics, was utterly silly. .
.
, Serious people would try. to learn some lessons' from
that. But Smith, Jones and Cunliffe haven't. Political
accounting? Not from this 'worket leadership' - ",ho
demand that we should defer to them politically and espe- ,....
dally where anything to do witt~- industz-y is concerned. "-1Under pre~s.ure of th~ir factionalism, they Ikove that.~y
are not pollttcaUy senou~or stable people.
>7
A
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The foUowiBg is the pon&sJ. Pfi*'utatioJl'we' ~ve ~e
(throqh Commi0 Smith} at
of the ~'1ilpM
meetbap.:
, . ..

..m

pomi.

With th~t ~n. we were· .
..--': - -...---This eficntlal pomt, t.h~t Carolan ~.nd Kinnell regard
and have always regliiXded tiS &lS ~n1r1sts. has been stilted

tha.t political starting

f~tu~~e fof_tJ..nythin::~.

,

First can I say ! am sPeaking for the 36 expelled comrades only bec'ili1Se these are the conditions you have . inJhis ~a:t ~L~..~~~~~ me~~ irl_t':is.J~~u1isioo-,_
imposed on us. w~ axe not an organised group, however.
Kinnellltas been p~ent at m~i; of tn...m 3jj~. he hM never
and I !Can only s~;a..l;: in a general sense for the whole 36. , challenged the 'pohrt - l-md~:r ~'l'nditklM -where he has
(We m!:e 36 e:K,t>e~ltt~d ;n1L~jm1'!iers pursuing our appeal).
chal!l'2nged everything h~ h;L'lI; weted to chaill:ense. He has
TI1e tendf:My ill th~ Wf,<::lli;;Siou. is to discuss the' situatron
said that no-one c&n sny w~l~ilie! tht:l'\C were gcod or bad
at tht! level of d<ei.ci1. ~actl;, how "las the constitution tom
intention.<;> in his he~ ~,t th~ t.ime {)f fusioo. 'But til.is is not
up 1:l.nd so on. That is #(,i!~IDjportant of course, but given a . the point. We are ~g aoom ms' political'characterisation .cf us and its imp:lic&tions;~m ~ has nev~ been'
short oontrlburo~1 dill 1;: it is necessary to elevate it to the
challenged.
level of politics - in iI;Ither words, what is the political
driving foree behmd the deta.Ued measures which' h,a'"e
This is 110t to say th!tt the·rOo'.lUl a whole 'VIfere a'-party to
been taken agaimJ,! mi, and the way they have been carried
that. Far from it. Tney W~ re"kt:n <!Blt1$l!~ c'ilfith the very
reasonable things that C"rolall ~d rflmu:H ~i'~.rled saying
out?
.
.
The first point i want to make on this•.and ftmdam'.mtal
about the old WSl. OIl<;e m'liiY bOO de~ded en th~ IJr'Oject
to it, is the chat~,ct~,tioocarolan and'Kinnell bad mthe
and began preps.rlng the ~~l;nd. But tiQ~ w&\ the'
old. WSL prior to fusion (and now sinCe it is un('.hVJ.~d). At
appro~eh of Carolan ~d K'intli...U, an-d they ultimately
is an i~tef.esting and import.ant qi.lestion and tbe 311swer to
detem"dned me litle nffue ~\.p.
it has ,~merged in the oourse of the discusst2n ~.r.'fnmd the
expdsions: we were then" and are now, sa)"S ~",'7,!n,
LESS5EcrA,.~
;fnon-Marxist". "Non~Mamst" - it.is a very important '
Th~e
was
a
completely
~ app~:ll from the old
definition. It means in other wom that we
~~~~
It is true that Kinnell says that we did not l'MI7,,<a fully . WSJ.. Rightly or w-roiUgly (and I tIDM rlg.tttly) we had a
hardened posiuo'lU and therefore th~ w~ Itt. posslbUity eomp~~tely positive @tiitlllQ.e t~the tutU.em wbich started
that. we could .b~ educated into Marxism by m..'in and . u(>'ID a de:oire to tsck1<; me damaging ffag-~@'JtlWion of the
Trotskyist movement m:ild mtJ.ke ~ ooll't,,-xnmon towards
Carollu'1, but we WeToll cmhists just the same.
~aw anomer
This posit.';v~ is ~ to any analysis of the principled regroupmw.t. 10 the 10.
present sire" ..U;.I1 faced by the poup. sin<:e it means that organisation. which we ~g~d~d ~ T~Q~. with which
the fusion, f-rom the lCI. side, wu eatf.nlly ~t and the basic requirements fur 8l fusi,i}n a~ to be
unprincipled. It means that t.~e stated position - by present. They did net hmvii: t;h(:! f'<ompUcarlOlll of mternaCarolan lUH.l. KbxneU ...... at the time of fuSion, that the o1d , tiona1 affiliations.",;,. .atthOYah hl bmds4,1:ht this can be seen
WSL was revolutionary Marxist was nothing mooe than a as a wholly negative fa.ct..(#~< Tiley seemed to have the same'
oon~sectarian app1.'OOcll. tn th~ labour m--~emeu! that we
cynical lie. Equally cynical were an the statements that
there were no fUndamental differences between us (except were trjini to ~iO:7. AE.il 00 top of this 'We could net see
that they were Manrlsts,and' we were centrists!). AU the 'any th£-orenca! diff-e~IOOS whicb shm1ld prove impossible
talk about "buUding the new group on the, strengt~,$ of to contain in a single or,g~tion.
Comrade;!! can pass j'Jd.~-ement on thi.t ~sessmentthat
both groups" w~re equally cynical tactical statements.
Think how sick WQ dishonest w.as an the talk about the we made. Cnrlte clearly w.e misjudged Carolan's and
"most important fusion of Trotskyist lfOups since 1944" Kinnell's attitude to the fusion and their clw'act...-risatioo
- a frision .with a eeDtriat group? Eveiyone knows that of us. But that was our basic approach {something else
you cannot.talk of a fusion with Ii centrist group in auy- which has never been, chaiteJAEed throughout aU this).
'We also misjudged the b.ull;! poDtical nat'i!re of the ICL
thing l~e the same way as you talk about f.wJiol! with.
revolutionary Marxists. With a ~ group, you don't· .internal regime Emil the role 0'1 its ~ leaders. We were
have a principled fusion but a ~ ~. They influenced (a,lthough not in.a.very coosc'~us way) by the
are a centrist roadblock to !eVolution. You may decide to tum the let had made towards a less ~"'tmiau approach
enter thein. split them. bre\lk them up or whatever - but . to the labo~.u: movement - although the polliiw' limite.YOl1'dori'~have a prin~l~d fusion with th~ on the bMis .tions of this. as we ar~ued at the April conference, are now
dear,
.
of udtawmg on the strengths qfboth gIDlJps".
We expected, how~r, that tms turn. away from sectar, .It
this ch~rad:ematfOn of the old "til Vo/hith li~.s:. iMism 'Would be re&cled ~ the ~ regime. We
'determined the attitude' of Carolan m KmneU to th~ , quickly found that it very deiWi~l:y wa., ~t: We found a
fusion. It could do ncthing else. The fusion therefore wa:i & m'lOOVlghly rigid a31d sectmi~ mtmlat f'egime bunt up
tactical manoeuvre towards a 'ce'D.w..st' group to gairi an . a.nd oOOnstrncted arot.V,nd two or 1hree people, and tailored
advantage attheir e~~~ It could be nothing else with :to 'build-a ~~pintheiro""Alima~._
. _._ .... ,'_ . ~_.._ ... :;

wew

.. '

w"

was-

anyone who' disagrees ~"l'tb.' them is by definition 'non·
We also found that this wu ~~rather than'
improved by the pressure of the fusion. As the fusioo, w~nt
Marxist' and,therefore 'absolutely useless'. .
'
on, they became more sectarian and more clearly b!lt'eauIt leads to national Trotskyism, since if everything in the
, crati.c centralist. The fmien. had therefore gone ~ead wit.'1
Trotskyist'movement outside of Britain is "absolutely
useless", where do yoo start? if the sole source of useful
a built-in self-destruct mech~:nism within it - the basic
theoretical knowledge amounts to -rNO people in one
political motivation and objectives of tbe leI. leaders.
The fu$ion. eyen given a. principled approach hy both .country, where do you.gu from there? The answer is'
'obviuus: nrstbuild a group in Britain. (Theoretically this'
sides, was a difficult project.
does riot rule out international work. but in practical terms
Major differences quickly etl1.erged - most f*..mdamenit does, since there is no drive for international work. It
tally on the nature of world imperialism and world Sialin~
ism in the post-war period. Had the fusion been genuine -, ends up' with a few diplomatic encounterS bWween
Carolan and Kinnell and the occasional leader of another
from both sides, however. this should not have been ;m
grOl1p)~,
,
insuperable problem. This would have required a dewl~·
Far from providing the starting point for the "theoret'meat; however, since it meant containing a. higher level of
icaI regeneration of the, Fourth International", this atti·,
political differences than existed within either previous
tude seriously distoi"ts any theoretical contribution that
group. But that is what the fusion was !ttl about - at least
Carolan and Kinnell might make. Any serious attempt to
what it would have been about had it been genuine. it was
tackle the theoretical degeneration of the Fourth Interwhat we thouaht it was an about.
.
It emerged soon after the 'fusion' what the tactics of'
national must at least draw upon the efforts and experi·
ences of the best elements within the \Vorld movement. It
Carolan, Kinnell and Hill would be. they 'would take
account of eQr views·{for a while, any-.:vay) on a range of
must be done as a part of the mam.'>treain debate within
, secondary issues. but they intended, progressively as time
the world movement as a whole. h certainlY cannot be
. went on. to esta.blish thek bllSic ~liti~ as the line oft.he , done whilst cut off from those'-debates amd whUstJsolated
group, and to ultimately make them (l9mpi0tely d~t.
to a national Trotskyist situation in Britain. How can a
N.ltbm~ short of this won1d be a(.-cept&ble to them.
progr..mme be re·elaborated and redeveloped for the
It is of course by no means the first time that the Workworking class of the world from st!ch a situation? Such a
thing is ridiculous.
'
ers Fight/let core members have been involved in this
kind of-intervention into wother gooup. It is Ii. method
The attitude further distorts the theoretical, positions
,which is very cenu'lil both to their method of party building , they develop, since they reject any oontribution made by
anyone considering themselves Trotskyist and are attracand to th~:kind. ofparly ~y ~t to~.
ted. instead to (at best) the more peripheral strands of the
FAcnONNOT P.M1T'i
m.ovement. It is a process which takes them even further
from the Trotskyist tradition.
.
Ess-entiaUy, the Workers Flint/tCL have -neve!: been a
This
has
been
the
basic,political
position
of
the
V{wers
party of any kind. or even a league. They have always
Fight/ICL and where it has been tating the group.
,
been a fa.ction or a tendency. They were ~ tendency before
.
These
expulsions,
however.
bring
something
new
into
\ve "fused". They were Ii faction durin~ the 'fl.:asion' and
it. \Vhat we ~,Witnessing now is a aectarlan degenera-'
they see themselves as a tendencY' in the future. hi other
non
of the ~tip which'comes out of the past attitu.des but
wonis. they want, and mtend to have, a highly centralised
going far, beyond it. This means that the group that
group, sterilised of aU sigWfi~t politick! differences; or
Carolan is going to establish after thesF expulsions are,
at least
political differences which me on anyorgancompleted is something more aeewbm, more overcen··
isational form or mount any kind of challenge to t.ile
tralised and undemocratic than has been established in
leadership.
11ili\i aq;t\tnde iii abooli!to(f!~Y b~e to ~tt pdtiOi! and fun- , the 'fused' group. A glimpse of this can be seen in
Carolan's proposal to 'reorganise' the Control Coriunis'damentally affects eferything they do - not least in, the
kind of regime they want in any group ~ey build. It comes , sion. Presumably it will not have the 'independen~' it is
supposed to have under the existing constitution of the
out as the kind of "one person management" they h&ve
WS!., and will be tailored to the requirements of life
£Ought fur in the 'fused' group. it ~e out in the differ·
,ences ov~r the constitution just before the <fusion' (which- inside a faction.
were mostly concerned with minority or' individual rights,
or the extent to which the orgtmisatiml should be vertically

any

.' rontr-"Ued).
It comes out in Carolan's view that leadership should be
It"is not difficUlt'to see wh&t that 'reiimiWill"be Uke;The
comprised of what he calls "professionals", By t.'lis he
justification for suspending the constitution af the WSL
does not mean comrades whO dedicate their lives to the " "in order to carry out these expulsions was that the continumovement as many conttades do - bUt: people who 21'e
anon of the old WF/ICL trad.~on $tanGs higher than the
paid for working full time for the group - people without 'constitution. It is an incredibly cynical ~ to do. Enter a,
jobs. It is amazing. it e~dud~ workers: by definition.
fusion on the basis of a democratic centralist constitution,
It is an attitude whicb Ufecis Mi: jtm the nature of the
knowing that you will only honour that constitution as long
group, but also thepoll~ It pn:~ as wen of coone. - as it serves your political ends. As soon as it doesn't,
Let's take the que§tion of the ~trnctionof the Fourth
suspend it and do, as you like. Since "tbe WF/ICL tradiInternational - quite an imprtant qttestion fur TrotskyHon"
the views of -Carolan- and KmneU, it means that

=

ists. Tnis attitude ,has led Carolan/Kinnell/Hill into a
any group theyfortn can1l0t have any kind of constttution
totally sectarian blind filley in relationship to the genera.l
which means a thing. As soon as -it conflicts with the,
Trotskvist movem.ent -" both in BnWn and internationrequirements cf their views, it win be pushed aside as fast
ally; .ryes they really are all absolmely useless" says
as the com..1itution ofthe WSL was pllShed aside.
Kinnell. was challen~d. The impli~ is pretty ob-.
Comrades Me being Persuaded to stay with the' 'ICL on
vions: the omy healthy T2otsky!st forees in the-world are ' the basis of the argument~ "Where do you stand on th~
in the leL - and in the IC1. there are only two people who
political questions?" (like where do you stand on Afghanprovide the theoretical P\lsiticns of the group - therefore
istan or the BEe, for example). They are being told to
the recotiStrnction of the Pi (or the theoretic--.d ,:regmtera·
decide their positions on the basis of these "pOlitical
tion) ls down to them. CiM'Ctlim and Kinnell lll'e going to
qu~stions" and Dot on the questioi1$ of regime or demoreconstruct the Trotsk}"i"l;~ m.ovement singleohtuuied. It is' criky or democra:i:ic centralism - wMch presumably are
as crude and sectArian as ~...t.
non~politica1questions.
It oomes directly out 01 the kind of 'purity' they wut:
Comrades pressurlsed in this way should thUik carefully;
, \Jitimlltely Carolan
andKinfiel1
M'e the only 'Mamsts'(abput it. Th~se "non"{lOlitiCal" questions arejn,fact.~me_
.
.- -,
.'
,"

of the m~st difficult political questions facing the Trotsi:>'-'
~t movement. How does democratic centralism operate in
small TrotsJtyist gt'Oup.s in today's conditions? (I think fur
example that it cannot simply be transposed from the
model of big parties to today's small groups). What kind
·of regime hi necessary if political differences of ;my consequence are going to be contained wit.hin !it single group?
What kind of regime is necessary to ~n!it merl1bers of
the worklng clWjs into it? How does such' a group tackle the
problems of the reconstruction of the Fourth International? How does it relate to the crisis-ridden PI as i~ is today?
If there is no answer to all these questions, then there is
not much value in having the same opinions Carolan on
Afghanistan.
'
In our opinion, the sectarian line of Carolan and Kinnell
on all. t.lt.ese issues excludes the possibility of them building anything serious, whatever views they project on anything ~lse. Carolan, in one of his ms, says. for example,
that "splits are the sm.all change of the Trotskyist. movement" . How sectarian can you get?
'
That can only be said by.someone who sees sectarian
interventions into other groups regarding themselves a
part of the Tr9tskyist tradition as a basic method of build,ing a group. The Sparls see it that way - t.int is their
method of •'party bullCing". (That· is not to say that splits

as

are always wrong; som.etimes they are necessary. But
splits conceived in the logic of Carolan's method are sectarian and discte~.itin$to the Tro~~~0'lement).

to th~ anti-eXpulsion vote at the iune'30 conferenCe,
you will get the answer).
.
Therefore, .faced with a majority of the membership
against them, Carolan and Kinnell went to: the NCwhere they did have a 'majority': or at least they did after'
l'l suitable amount of pressure had been put- on the necessa!:""} individuals.·
.
Once they had that mat0rlty the constitUtion oM:as 5US- .
pended along with an democratic rights and procedures
and we were expelled. Even NC members, who were
elected by conference, were expelled by the NC majority.
(This was a disputed point at fuSion and it i$ now obvious..
~why).
"
'l#,

and

Carolsn has s2id that the expulsions were a

u

neces-

sary", "Bolsherit" thing to_do. He andKinneU Qad,
'decided that the fusion wss at an end. Looking back, even
Healy did not suspend the constitution to expel us. Jie
went to conference first and got the constitution changed;
It is incredible that we now have members agreeing that it
was tight and necessary to suspend the constitution. Thus
the membership were riot allowed tq decide if the fusion
was at an end or not. A secret caucus took the decision as
to who would be expelled on the night before the expul~
sions.
"
It is even worse if you conro.det that the one predomUiant feeling that came from th~ ~~ty - a large IIIftiodty

of members -

at the three-stage oomerence was an

an~Qap.ut

sentiment - yet we were expelled without a
conference. The members are now faced with a fait accompli. They are now told: decide where yotl 5"tJmd on the
, basis of political positions. you hold. and tiCcept what we
I don't know if oomrades have assessed the reaction·ofhave done.
others to the W5L expulsions yet. There are different
This whole situation bas beencamed through with the
reactions. If you listen to the comments of those who
membership completely disenfranchised.
regard themselves as a part of the Trotskyist tradition"
There is no doubt that a split could have ~ avoided
they tell you, "we are not surpriSed - Carolan is at it . ~ and still could be- but it wo~d require a f'.mdamental
again." (It is not an u.n.natural reaction and is based on , .chan.ge of attitude byKinneU and Carolan to the old WSL •
side of the fusion and to the fusion itself. They would
some understanding of reality).
If you listen to the non~Trotskyist ~vists in the Labour
have to recogn.ise us as reV'olutiona..-y Marxist and have a
Party a~ll!. trade unions; however, you hear something
regime which' allowed both trad...tioos to exist in a demo- .
else. There they say, "The Trots are tearing themselv<e&
cratic atm()sphere. with politiea1 colil!lict of
but in
apart again" • This is something else. It is a reaction which
a comradely. democratic way. We put fbrwlh--d the docu-'
shows just how damagitUl this episode is t.o Trotskyism as
ment of the eight to try to achieve that; whether they are
a whole. It shows that these expulsions have made it much
capable of such a progre$Sive change is something eL~e.
more difficult for us m-anyone else to rebuild the TrotskyFinally, can I say. to the extent that I ~M speak fer the
ist movement. Not on1y win ,it. be harder to recruit people
36, tntf-t we will fight the secta.rl.m. d-::gernel:€iuon which has
to TriJtskyism as i result of thiS, but people will be bit to taken place as long r..:!l we Jose able to (ID so. This means·
Trotskyism as a result of it.
that we will appefu to oonference and Oittend My aggre·
Tnis is svmething else which !hould be borne ill mind
gates we are allowed to attend. After that if we are unsucwben Carolan says that "splits au the small change of the· cessful and the WSL membership fildog~ the decisions
and actions taken ott their behalf by the NC majority, we·
Trotskyist Movement"• As we have wd berore - if splits
are the small change, let's hope we never get on to the will be forced to recognise that what is left is bankrupt,
: main problems. .
.' "
' and form a new group.
This attitude should also be bom~ b1 mind by thooe in
the past-expulsion wst who 'accept the rationalisation
,R
Jill iii
I .
offered by Carolan and Kbttu.::lla spIlt was "mev·
THIS is.an excerpt from·the Thomett group's appeal document.
itabic" and "necessary'" i.1!ud that this was as good & way
There Me a nmnDer offaclw1l ~TOtS, small lt~ not so small. 35
as any to dQ it. For Carolan this is "sma:1l change" like an
people were expelled. not 36. We never said tHy were centrist.
the rest. We regard the crisis fu the WSL as disastrous and
nor made anything of the idea that they were 'oon-:Mmdst'.
damaging. Nor do we re~ard a spl..it &os lne\.itable _ cer.
The lCL's intentions at the 'time of fusion were %lot as described (we publis~ mmlItes of let committees to document
taUtly not without a decirioIl of the membership. The fact
this). The only mQVe in the new WSL to restrict the Executive
is that what the He did.. ~i:s amongst the worst of the
Committee to full-timers. came from Si1'-ith's ally Parsons, and
bureaucratic and sectar'i.1llil actions which have dogged. and
was opposed by most of lls. No-one proposed to 'reorganise' the
Control CommisSion. At the JunelJuly s:ouference there was a
discredited the Trotsr/ll91 movement fur many yearn,
However. once the ICL embarked (or the let leadermajority of well over 36for the expulsion. AndIOOU..
.
.shi!>) the fusion in u~e way they did. it was bound to be·
But the drift of the argument should be cl;';OU'. The ~t
da~ag:iTIg. but the outn..gooW» way it was carried out that fonows, 'Leninism and Sectarianism', iii pm of a reply to
'without a conference - mfkde it flat wCr!re.·
• the pro-Thomett faction that remained in the WS" until July, but
It is not a. mystet'Y. however, why Carolan 1)10 Kinnell
takes up the same basic 2raument.
refused to have a conference. It was not just that they have
A
·little Of no concern for the import of their actions on the
Trotskyisttradioon - bu.~ because; on the issue Of expu1~
'siclils, ~re WM bG ~%ibmty at all that ~ wooid wh:I a
· ~ty vote. None. It i~ &lllllple arithmetic for anyone who
· wants to ~o _~. {And.if anyone is still in doubt. just add 36

course,

wt
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THE NEAP..EST thing a. senously-argued section in the
DCF 'pl8,tfo:rm is the one which ar~es that we are sectarians. It tries to pull at number of things together,· to
explain our alleged s~m and to point to its alleged
roots in our attitude to the world Trotskyist movement.
Smith and his group have been saying things like this
for a long time now, but the primary representative of the .
view in the DO" platfo(m if; Paxsons. He wrote in his doou· .
merit for the February 1983 conference:
'~l wQuld sum up the approach of the document {of ~un
liffe; now Pariiiom;' ally and chief author of the DCF plat-..
formI} as nothmg more than 'Spartaclsm "'1th a human
face' .,. As far as I am ooll'.cemed [Cunliffe's document]
spits on the historj of the stnIggle of all the sections of
our world movement to build the Fl,
"My own approach is somewhat different. I look our
movement not with rose-tin.te~spectacles but frome. point
of view which starts ~·froro its weflh~ but from its
strengths.l em be as'sharp a critic as anyone if the need
arises but in my seneral approach to analysing the world
Trotskyist movement I believe that we have'to look for the

at

p'o"itive l;;"Onm.but::.otls, encotttage them, publlci.se them,
find ways of linking our work with them. $etk. to draw
them together...
'
..' "
..Surely the question we should be ~ ourselv:es is
this, 'Is there not a case for us to join the USFI?' Certainly
not on. a raid. certainly not with the view t.~~t we have all

the answ~rs. but recognising that..• we would have another golden opportunity to fuse our forces wi+..h theoost of
them - to share experiences, IeafD from each other,
strenathen each othef's practical work... H (m 32).

view

curreui or

In Kinnell's
there is not 2 single political
comrade outside the old 17ct-Workers Ftght tradition who
is word! even the time Of da.y. 'They lIN aU useless'. he
told our conf~ren.ce in February 1983 (helping to secUre
the defeat ofthe document he was supporting).
''In this neat, sectarian world of soUd hWelts and clear
whites, is it surprising that aU tho5le opposing Carolan and
·Kinnell 'Can be so easily consis--ned to the outer darkness of
·non-Marxism? After an, if'yOll are the only :Maoists, then
anyone who disagrees must be fA uOD-Marnist•.•
"It becomes the onerous W.M for a tiny handful of:
'Marxists' (basically CarolQ1l ~\nd Kim.i.eH), acoompanied
by a loyal band of fonowers. single-handedly to rebuild
the Trotskyist Fou..<"th n\tern~tj,ona! against the Opposition
of quite large 'useless' Jr"';:1pings. some of which have the
advantage of not being .:..·nfin~dto a single rountty... "
On one level this is just m-thought-out ~buset To say
that the chief interna.tion& currents.cf v¥ould·be Trotskyism are useless for revolutionary politics is a. very differ-·
ent matter from saying that all the members! of those currenis are useless~ Obviously they are not.
NO!' have we ever said that all other currents· are useless. We have said precisely which other currents we· - are
politica!ly indebted to - James P Cannon's SWP up to the
early '6{}s.ud to a lesser extent Lutte Ouvrlere - and for
what. That sort of acknowledgement is rather more useful
thl.U1 a general expression of self-identification with a big
warnl consensus of 'world Trotskyism'.
But the philistine derl..'lIion of the idea of being in "OPPosmon" to "quite large grouping!;" represents an importpolitics! strand in the DCF.
.

ant

To empha.'i:i~esth~ Hstrengtb.s", the "positive contribu',
nons", of groups Eke the U5Fl, the Moremsts, or the
REVOLUTIONARY POLmCS ANDnJET.RU'l'H
Lambertism is fine ~ wt muse features are actually the
dotninant elemetlot of ilie reclity. But the point is that you
What is wrong with the neF's whole approach is that it
can find out whether those are the dominant elements' downgrades Marxism, and displaces it away from the
.
only by honestly analysing'the reality as a whole. Parsons centre of out' politics.'
proceeds by assumiug m _vance that the 'good side'
Marxism is about science, about defining the truth abe:
must bestNssed. This t~ precisely frase-tinted spec- ·out reality so that webave the real knowledge needed to
change it. Revolutionaries must seek knowledge and feartach~s' - giving a favourable hue to the reality which comlessly face the implications. Trotsky put it well polemicises from your own p~nception$ and not the reality itself_
The chief' good side' of the USFI that Parsons cites in ing against the semi-revolutionary 1930$ French socialist
Ul32 is its ability Uto group So many comrades in so many leader Marceau Pi.vert:
different countries into one movement". That is indeed a
"Without plumbing the gist of progra.mm.atic differen:good side - all other things being equal. But all other ces, be repeats commonplaces on the 'impossibility' of any
. things are not equid. The grouping-together is oone 011 the one tendency 'claiming to incorporate in itself aU truth'.
basis of ideological blurring {the function of the mterna- Ergo? Live and let live. Aphorisms of this type cannot
tional leadership b~ing mainly to ~ what the nat- teach an advanced worker anything worthwhile; instead of
ional.sectio,lls do}, and of repeated serious capitulations courage and a sense of responsibility they can only instill
to Stalinism and petty bourgeois nationalism. Therefore indiffcl'cnee and weakness.•. Revolutionary ardour in the

the 'good side' is not: a good side at all.

.

FROM PARSONS TO mE DO?
.
The DCF takes Parsons'view.as its hnpliclt strming
point, and proceeds to argue:
"Kinn.en now dumps the whole membership of the old
WSL on the .same scrapheap as every other member of
every other tendency of the world Trotskyist DlO~~~~..

struggle for socialism is inseparable from intellectual'
ardour in the struggle for truth". ('Trotsky on France',
p_245)•
YIf\l. conld pamphrase the attitude of the clasSics of our
movementbypuaphrasmgMoses'sFirstCommandment;
,with the truth speaking instead of Jehov~~ I am the Lord
thy God. ThOu. shalt not have false gods before me. It
was Trotsky who brought the wotd ardour into it. You
,must 4S_s:'y and. analyse reality, however_bitter it D.18Y~.

Trotsky again, writing when the would-he·revolutionary·
part ofthe world labour movement was under the o::nnbmed dictatorship of the GPU gun and the big Stalinist 'lie: .
"To face reality squarely; not to seek the line of least

resistance; to call things by their right names; to speak tile
truth to the masses. no matter how bitter it may be...
these ate the rules of the Fourth International" CTransitional Programme').
Now of course such attitudes ean lead to narrow dogmatic intolerance - to Savanarolas, Robespierres, and Enver
Hoxhas. It can lead to the Spartacists, who, until recently
anyway, were relatively honest sectarians who fearlessly
·followed through the logic of certain ideas in CIDman's
version of Trotskyism.
But what is wrong with the DCF plaifbrm - and it is
very unashamedly expressed - is that it renounces in
advance (and denounces us for not renouncing in adv2..t1ce) .
the task of defining the state of the world would-be Trot·skyist movement. We dare not undertake that task - be- .
cause if we are too hottest it will isolate us...
The irreplaceable task of Marxism - keeping the world
under review - is replaced at the.:centre of OUi' concerns
with dlploaw:y. Or, as Marx put it:
"Ifrestramt shapes the character of inquiry it is a criterion for shying away from truth rather than from fak'ty. It
is Ii drag on every step 1take. With inquiry, restraint is the
prescribed fear of finding the result, a. means of keeping
one from the truth••. The essential form of mind is b~a
ueu and light, and you want to JUke ldwilWW its only
appropriate manifestation... The essence of mind . is
alway. truth itself, and what do you make its essence?
Restralnt.. ," ('Comments on the latest Prnssian Censorship Instruction').
Again. in his preface to 'Capital':
"Every opinion based on scientific criticism 1 welcome.
As to the prejudices of so.-called public opinion, to which I

haVe never made concessions,

now

as afuretime the

maxim Ql the great Florentine' [Dante} is mine: 'Follow
your course, and let the people talk' ."
. .But according to the DCF, the first question we are to ask
is not, what is the imth aoout the ideas and perfo-rmance
of this or that orgaJiisation which calls itself Trotskyist.
The first question is: what will be the consequences for our
·relations with X or Y if we think: things through and arrive
at conclusions?
That is both the spirit and the letter of what the OCF
say. They do not thmk ~ or try to ~ - honestly abont
the experiences and the- problems of the Trotskyist move, ment. Philistine fea..-s of isolation frighten and paralyse
them from thinking before they st&rt. .
T'aey know wliat our criticisms are of the USF! and the
other currents. and why those criticisms lead us to define

the USE as centrists and the Lambertists and Morenists
as worse. Cunliffe act'.lally wrote out the gist of those
criticisms in his document last year. The DCF do not now
attempt to refute those specific criticisms. or even to argue
specifically that the criticisms have been given exaggerated weight. No: they content themselves with the general
thought that there must be some good somewhere.
Trotsky said it wen and to the point ~bo!.lt this sort of
thing when he- said that without ardour for the truth you
could not have a revolutionary movement. He wu m.erely
echoing Lenin's idea that without re~'otu:tionary theory
there can be no revolutionary movement. Smith will
understand what both Trotsky and Lenin were 't1•.Hdng about when he learns to understand his own experience,
and specifically the whys and wherefores of· the sorry
break-up into small fragments of the old WSL.
INVER'l'ED SECTAlUANISM:

To the silly scf-eeChing

of Cunliffe. Parsons. Levy @d

Smith that oU!' attitude implies that we think there are amy

two MarXists in the world, there is not much to say.
.
The DCF'sthffiking here is a f'ortn 0f mverted sectarianism, psychologically anyway. 'They CaP.not oor.-reive of
people taking thek ideas seriously without narrow sectar..
ianism. vr'hen they topk their own ideas seriously, back in
the daYSI before they got demoralised and feU into broadchurch poRtics, they were narrowly and arrogiuitly. sectarian.

Now CunlhGfe. Levy, etc. have softened up and lost confidence in themselves and in the noo-Healyite politics
whkh suited the old WSL in the days wheJUt :batta bit of
vigour about i t . ,
They have r-eacted from taking their o-.vIl ideas seriously
in a sectarian way into the sort of demoralised ecumenism
most dearly expressed. by Parsons - there is a worl4
Trotskyist movement with lots of rich and varied traditions, nearly all differences are misunderstandings, and
one day it will all combine into one powerful movement, if
on1y all tbe sectlUians will stop worrying about politics.
This is not politically serious. it: is a phenomenon of
persona! and orgardsational dissolution on the part of the
old WSL hard core.
No movement can be bullfor sustained with such attitudes. Nothing solid can be built by people who mock and
sneer at the idea of setting ourselves up in opposition to
"quite large groupmgs" like the USB, ~ the DCF platfonndoes.
.
We have to try to be hone£t MaaLcts who think things·
through tearle-ssly, who train onrselves to think in t~s of
the bruw truth c-f the real world of class slavery in which
we live. so that we can create a clear revolunotllUj' organisation capable of coming to grips wit.h reality and chang~~

.

'YHE'WOmD nroTS-KnST MOl~j
. The centra! truth about the 'woda Trotskvist movement' .
for us is that it·~ in a smte of advanced political oorrupcion and ~y. The. measure of its tem1:ile state is to be
found in· the fact that the Iw8t of the big international
currents i§ the MMdelites - people with a troly dismal
record over the last 30 years.
Trotskyism is diVided up into a whole r~2e of political ,
mutations in which bits and pieces of historic dogmas and
aspirations ~~ im1<tJ.gamated 'With ottie:r'.md alien currents. from diff~>l::nt 50lrt80! Stlilinism. fbro'llgh Catholic·
nationalism in Itehuld, m Islat'.:Uc reaction b> Iran. We
cannot change mitt by pte'tt;uding it is tl.ot Si>. We m.ust not
fear_to defule tr.mgs as m~w ate oocallSe peupl~ won't like
us forn.
The only way to ~ the swamp of post-war <Trotskyism' is to face up 1:0 what it is and hM been, and wem to
l'enovatet.'le revolutionary commmti!!.t tradition. It may be
that we ourselves lack th~ ea:paciZy to iU':hMve much: but
if all we· manage to do;s to dernle the stIlte ofthings within,
the 'world Trotsk-rist moveme!lit' accuratelv. then so be it.
We mUst function as honest Mar:rists and do wh~ we can.
Honesty and rigorous thiriking Gees :tt~f imply sectarian
isolation or aloofness. T'ne history of the WFlIet tendency
shows that. On the EEC. for exam.ple, we hrtve been more
. or less alone in mounting an intefi":;;,ttQnalist refusal to go
along willi the little &.glandism. li has not stopped us
wor~g with prominent anti-Mal~keteers on isSues like·
Labour P~rt'l democracy. (And now the tide has begnn to·
tum our way on the EEe .issue: itself).
4

U4!Cl:DCFDS
Given the old WSL leaders' recm-d, it is uhderstandable
why Smith, Cucliffe, :Levy. etc., should adopt their attitude of ·philistine derision of our a.ttem.pts to think things
through like M1i.~sts and t.!) "say what is". It is· not so
clelai" why people.like Gunther, Olivrer and Arnb-uong put
their names to such rubbish.
~.
After ail, they have spent many years insisting that. the

various 'Trotskyist' 'groups were

e~t

on the EEC.

After all, it is ooly four years since the leI. was vi..rtually

alone among the 'orthod\)x Trot~kyist' groups of th~ whole
world in condemning the Rassian invasion of Afghanistan
and calling for withdr,awal of Russial1!itroops.
What's the t1iatter, comrades? Is it because you are
suffcrilig froill middle-Hged softening of the bllckbone and
brtlin that you put your names to this philistine jeering 'tlY
the inverted sectarians Cunliffe. Parsons and Sinith'! '
For our part we will continue to try to be Marxists, to
criticise the so-called Trotskyists and in general. to say
wl)ut is. We will seek dialogue with those with whom we
have differences and collaboration with them where that is
possible. We reject the defeatist attitude that we shoulcl
.relate to the bigger 'Trotskyist' currents as if they were
serious mass working class parties (like the Comintern) .
and not \vhat they in fact are -- weak propaganda groups
whose politics are heavily adulterated with alien petty
bourgeois and Stalinist content.

NEGATIVE CUlJTJ.sM
One final word about the attitude of the old-WSL' core
of the DCF leadership here.
There is somethin,_~ ridiculous in the combination of
their philistine jeering· - the argument that those who
dare to criticise the 'world Trotskyist movement' rigorousIv must think
they themselves are 'the only Marxists in
the world' -:- and th~ support for the pretcntions of Smith
a~ a political arbiter that they write iDlO their resolution for
conference (ill relation to Afghanistan).
In it certain sense the attitude of Levy and Cunliffe is a
sort. of iwga'tivc cultism. All their politkallivcs they have
practised deference to ·great men' - Healy or Thornett living in their shadows as organisational or !it'erary servants. The 'great men' demanded deference. had ascribed
status, made claims to pre-eminence by virtue of who they
were, and so on.
Cunliffe and Levy view what we say through the prism
of their own experientc, and slot us and our concerns into
the deferenti;!! politics pattern thaI has dominated their
political lives. To dare to criticise comrade Smith figar.
ously is to challenge comrade Smith and to Wrant to. replace
him a<; the centre of the system of deference.
That 's' how Smith sees it, too. That's how Smith saw
cvery political discussion in the organbation, and that's
\\ihy real political discussion with Smith was impossible.'
Under every 'political' discussion was the issue of how it
affected the status of Smith in the organisation.

THE HAUANCLUSIVE PARTY"
The entire political content of what they say on minorities within the organisation is anti-Bolshevik. They write:
"Nobody can seriously imagine a mass-based workers'
party with the ideological homogeneity of a small fadion" .
Hasn't the DCF ever heard of the bolshevik party? That
party, when it became a mass based party, had a. high
degree of homogeneity which did not exclude fuiI democratic rights for people \':1th differences within it. Hasn't
the DCF ever refleded on the idea that the building of a
revolutionary party is not a pl'Ocess of building an everwider coalition of ever-more-diverse tendencies, but a
constant struggle for political clarifiction and homogenisation? A party can become broader and richer in the nuinbel'S and the experience that it embraces, and shnultancmlsly more homogeneous ideologically.
Ana haven't the comrades pondered the experience of
. , . the old WSL'! That was an organisation which numerically never got beyond the stage of being a small faction;
yet ideologically it never attained the homogeneity of a
small faction. That. in nlY opinion, is one reason v,ihy it
feU apart.
The nCF cont1ates two very different things, losing the
e!>sential distinction that separates them. It collapses
the question of democracy within a democl'atic-centralist
M.uxist party -- the right of tendency and faction, the
neutrality of the party machine during internal political
disputes, etc - into the question of fhe relation of widely

different groups which cannot relate to each other within a
democratic-centralist framework. In doing so it confuses
both questions.
Implicitly they advocate not democracy, within a democ·ratic-centralist framework but the breaking~up of any
such democratic centralistframework so as to organise the
coexistence within one loose organisational framework of
disparate 'Trotskyist' groups incapable of bonding
together in a Bolshevik democratic centralist framework.
If Levy's re.peated talk about a new sort of party regime,
different from 'the sectarian Trotskyist tradition' means
anything, it is this. If hiS idea of the 'equality' of different
tendencies within the organisation - right and \"Tong.
majority and minority - is at all thought through. it is the
opposite of a Bolshevik fight for political precision ..

A COMBAT I)ARTY
In essence their solution to the existence of many 'Trotskyist' groups is to abandon the historical programme of
building a democratic centralist party, substituting for it
the antagonistic project of assembling a loose federation.
They pretend 01' believe that they are discussing the question of democratic centralist rules of functioning: in fact
'their concern for 'democracy' here is a means of packag"
ing and selling the proposal to scrap democratic centralism and substitute for it 'democratic' rules according
to which a loose federation would function. Under the
guise of attacking "a regime", t.hey attack the historical
project which is the raison d'etre of the WSL.
I believe that the DCF simply do not know what they arc
doing here. Nevertheless what they in fact revert to is the
idea - long discredited among revolutionary Marxists -_.
of the all-inclusive party.
The difference is of fundame'ntal importance. For there
arc limits to the degree of all-inclusivelles~ possible to
even the most democratic of democratic centralist parties.
Those limits arise out of one of the basic ideas of democratic centralism - that there is a central party line, w.hkh
guides what the party does. including what any minority
does. undel' a centralised regime. There has to be a party
line, control of what each member does bv the central
committees, sl~bordination of all minorities· to whatever
decisions are taken by the party as a whole. Otherwise yCHI
have a gaggle of socialists, not a combat party capable of
preparing and leading the socialist revolution.
Within this democratic centraiist model yu can get the
sort of relaxed liberal attitude to minority opinions that the
WF/ICL tendency had. There can be a .wide scope for
ar:cess to the public press for minorities. Howe,icr, the
limiting fact is that the tendency of all such public equality
of the organisatii)n and its minorities in t(le press must be
to undermine the possibility of a dear and unambiguous
expression of the party~8 position. Beyond a certain point
public freedom for' minorities would destroy the revolutionary centralism of the organisation.
To write into the constitution the right of mitlOrity
access to the press is explicitly to destroy' the democratic
centralist character of the party and to make it iJlto some
sort of federation. The history of our own WF-ICL tendency show'S that it is possible to contain wide political
differences provided that all those involved agree on and
stick to democratic centralist rules. Splits come, as with
the Smith group, when such agreed rules of functioning
cannot be established or break down .

CHANGE THE RULES
f)rganisations break down for all sorts of political
reasons, or because of persona] or other conflicts. That is
what actually happens, deplorable though it is. What the
nCF proposes: is to change the rules to avoid such splits
by abandoning democratic centralism - the organisation
of the paliy as a centralised single unit. Instead of provi·
~ions for differences that arise in the course of building the

Bolshevik-type combat party which aU modem history
shows to be irreplaceable for working class ~voluti6n,
they are in fact discussing a di..~erent type of organisation.
III fact the DCF's proposals would not avoid a split with,
the Smith group. Nothing in the world could reconcile the
Smith group to remaining very long within an organisation
whose politics they "fundamentally" repudiated on every
maior question, whose leadership is "worse than the trade
un:,on bureaucracy", and which no Trotskyist worldwide "will touch with a barge-pol~". All the DCF's proposals could provide for is a period of paralysis and gang
war - conferences everv three/four months! - before
the inevitable split. The -leaders of the DCF must know
that. Yet in their attempt to present a plausible 'case',
they take up pre-Bolshevik and anti·Bolshevik ideas of
organisation.
In their model you have no party line - or no party line
that is binding on anyone, least of all the leaders. The
organisation has as many public faces as there are groups
and tendencies within it. TI'1ere is inevitably a babble of
voices rather than a clear political line. Which voice is
loudest is determined by the public prestige of different
leaders. Instead of clear political distinctions and accoun~
ting, you get the politics blurred.
In fact, every such .party known to history - wh~er it
be Norman Thomas's Socialist Party USA, within which
the Trotskyists worked in the mid-'30s, or Tony eMf's
19605 L'lternational Socialists, within which Workers'
Fight worked - has been subjected to more or less
undemocratic rule by dominant groups or cliques. They
have not even preserved the aU-inclusive unity they said
was central to their organisation. ·Every time the rogic of
political struggle and the pressure of political events
intruded to break up these cosy worlds based on mcsiOIlS,
"Instead of 'all-inclusiveness' allowing maximum
growth. it prepares splits and disruptions. Only a politicQ.~y. coherent formation bound together by finn rules of
CY.'m(x"Tatic-centralist ftmctioninJ is capable of growing
into a .mass party based on !.lie Bolshevik model. On that
basis it is possible to have a liberal regime for mmorities
which agree to operate the democratic centralist constitution and to have. discussions. without disruption and
without irresponsibility towards the organisation's work
. in the class struggle.

We cannot demand - as the DCF do - that every
shade of opiriion in the organisation be considered just as
good Maujsts as anyone else: that would compromise the'
necessary struggle for political clarification. We simply
establish p. frame-Non of majority discipline.
At a certain point of, difference, if it comes- to that,
organisational relations will break down snd a separation
will cofAe about - because the minority finds the political
subordination intolerable, because itS ideas reflect or'
begin to make it vulnerable to other clf;ss' or~ group·
pressure, etc,
We cannot find a formula to prevent all splits and
divisions; but a relatively broad range of coexistence is
possible in a democratic. centralist framework such as we
have, provided that:
.
1. The political positions are worked out and defined
clearly and honestly as possible.
2. There is bonest working of the rules fur coexistence.
Conference decisions are binding, and :minorities continue
to argue for their ideas within the framework of being a
loyal and constructive minority.
Because they rejected (1) ..;;.. going for consensus and
woolly Ideologlea! averaging-out - , and also rejected
(2), the old WSL leadership ended up expelling the Spartacists for theit' politics. The advocates of an aU·indusive
party expelled.colonists formally not for being colonists
,but for their politics.
. The DCF pose a false alternative: either a catch-all
party in which every faction are just as good Marxist..s as
everyone else, or a. narrow-minded set.'1, What we need is
a party which guarantees broad democratic rights on the
basis of a constant fight for scientific precision in politics
and common discipline in action.
.
As history shows, the cosy liberalism of the DCF's
conception is not consistently democratic. It turns nasty at
points of high political tension.

as

RANGE OF DIFFERENCES

an,

The Smith GrOup are devotees· of·
all-inclusive '
We follow Tr0t5tr
: and Cannon m categonci1ly rejecting such a nonon.
On the otberhand we want maximum internal freedom
and recognise it as a fact of life that wide and comprehensive political differences arise on a common basis. We
let the functioning of the organisation determine the range
of differences. So long as they can continue to ftmcli.on
together on the basis of defined majorities and minorities,
and agreed democratic centralist rules of functioning
people with a very wide range of political differences c~
• work together in a Trotskyist party.
For example, eleven years ago a segment
Workers
Fight developed for a brief whUe what were very close to
e~pliclt. syndicalist l101;itics. There were open and frank
discUSSiOns. People tried for sharp definitions and selfdefinitions. It all remained essentially friendly and constructive; without factions or splits.
"
.
The I?C~ are quite ri~ltt tha~ for an organisation to rule'
out a specific range of ideas 1$ a dangerous, destructive
and self-st~~sing busin7ss. But it is they. not we, who
declare that: Non-MarXlsts don't belong in a revolution~
ary party" .
. .
.
We believe that a doctrinal definition of what is Marxist
and what is not cannot regulate the range of differences
~ontained wijhin a party. This should be left to regulate
.1tself spontaneously within a demo<.Tatic-centralist organ- .
isational framework.

organisation~l1y'broke~.backe~ p~.

of
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MOCRITIC
S LV ·101 TO TBI
Gil DIAL COIFLICT
·IRBLlID
1. The Protestant community in Northern Ireland is a: distint:t community with its own history. culture and psychology. If it e!isted in its own distinct territory ,it would have
all the features M'anists recognise as making up 11 nation.
It does not'have 11 distinct territory - there is a major
Catholic community even within the Protestant heart~
lands. Therefore it is not a nation.
L'1 any case, because the Protestant and Catholic communities in the North of Ireland are so intertvl'i.ne(!" there
can be no question offuli ProtestHnt self·dete!!ninatio'1'.
Our slogan ,for Ireland is: self'determination for the
people of 'ireland as a whole, But within that we. need a
democratk policy for the minority question.

WORKERS' UNITY
2. There can I)~ no ~;;odal1st revolution it'! Ireland 'without
the unity of large sections of the C!.£tholic 'and Protestant
workers. There can be rl() democratic solution in Irelandthat is, no solution offermg the be~t, dearest conditions
for the free development of the class struggle - without
democratic relations between t,"Ie majority (Catholic) and
minority (Protestant) community,
3. We therefore support the maximum democratic
rights for the Protestant miuority within a united heland
co:mpatible \\'itn the rights of the majority.
4. As & general prInciple Marxists favour regional or
provindai autonomy for markedly distinct areas within a
state, together \vith the most decentralised possible local
gO'Jernment.
"In so far as national peace is in any way possible in a
capitalist sodetybased on expioitation, profit-making and
strife, it is attainahle- only under a consistently and
thoroughly democratic repUblican system of government
. . . the constitution of which contains a fundamental
law that prohibits any privileges whatsoever to anyone
nation ilnd any encroachment whatsoever upon the rights
ofa national mitlorit)'.
"This particularly calls fer "'ide regional autoDoxny and
fully democratic local government, with the boundaries of
the self-governing and autonomous regions determined' by
the local inhabitants themselves on the basis of their economic and social conditions, national make>up of the
population, etc." (1913 Resolution of the Bolshevik Party
Central Committee).
3. This principle applies to the mainly-Protestant areas
within a united Ireland.
Within Ireland OUt slogan for the Protestant community

James ConnoUy

is maximum autonomy and local self-government of that
community's 0\\-11 affairs compatible with the democratic
rights of the majority of the Irish people.

A UNiTED lRELA..ND
6. Such a proposal for Ii united, independent Ireland,
with within it a measure of self-government for regions.
and within those regions maximum local autonomy for
towns, districts, etc., can offer both majority and minority
the maximum of democratic guarantees' possible \\1thout
infringing on the rights of the other community.
The Catholic majority of Ireland would have the rights of
a majority within all-Ireland politics. Catholic minorities
in mainly Protestant regions would have the protection
of local government (town/district) autonomy, plus the

constitutional guarantel,':s (courts. bills of rights. appeai
procedures. inspectorates, penalties against sectarian
practices) of the federal government. Likewise Protestant
minorities in mainly-Catholic regions. The co:n~entrated
Protestant minority in the North East would have the safeguard of regional institutions.
So far as formal demacratic constitutional provisions can
ever guarantee anything, this proposal would protect the
rights of both Catholic majority and Protestant minority,
while allowing neither'to oppress the other.

FEDERATION!
7. The precise details of such an arrangement will be
worked out by those who will live within such structures.
A federation of two regions - the four heavily-Protestant counties. and the other 28 - with local autonomy
within each region, e.g. for the Belfast Catholics, is one
possibility. The parts of the federation would have roughly
the same relation to each other and to the federal (aU·
Ireland) government as the states in the USA have to each
other and to the US federal government.
8. Short of military conquest or driving out the Protestants, there is no other conceivable form of bourgeois
united Ireland than one that ailows such autonomy. Bourgeois green nationalism and its pett'f-bourgeois spin-offs
can never unite the Irish people. The sectarian catholic
nature of the Southern State has reinforced Partition and
the communal divisions.
_ 9. The proposal for local ~utonomy is a democratic
proposal - it is part of our transitional programme for
Ireland.
"The Fourth International does not discard the pro~
gramme of the old 'minimal' demands to the degree to
which these have preserved at least pa..rt of their vital
forcefulness. Indefafigably, it defends, the democraticrights and social conquests of the workers. But it carries
on this work within the framework of t,.1>e correct actual,
that is, revolutionary perspective .•." (The Transitional
Programme).
We reject the sectarian fear of advocating reforms. and
democratic demands lest they undermine the prospect of
revolution. Our method is that of the Transitional Programme, as above.
To advocate demo..."tatic demands in no way confines us
to a perspective of reform. Reform demands within the
revolutionary programme are weapons for the mobilisation ofthe masses, including (as in this case) the reconciliation of divisions within the working class.
OUf programme for ueland is, workers' revolution.
That requires the unity of the working class North and
South, Protestant and Catholic, and the building of an
aH-lte1and revolutionary party than can combine the
struggle against British imperialism and for the unity of
Ireland with an ail-Ireland working class struggle for
socialism. Reforms and demooratic demands are not connterposed to the workers' revoludon: on the contrary, they
are an irrepJaceabk part of the work of leading the working class towards it,
, 10. From the point of view of both Irish Republicanism
arid working class politics, the choice to be made about the
Northern Ireland Protestant population is either to
accept its existence and its right to existence or else to try
to drive it out or suppress it by force - to 'undo the con·
quest'. As Jong as 200 years ago, secular and demOl.'Taoe:
Irish RepUblicanism adopted the former polky, and Wolfe
.
Tone expressed it thus:
"To unite the whole people of Ireland. to abolish the
memory of all past dissension, and to substitute the
common name of Irishmen in place of the denominations
Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter ... "
This is the irreducible bask principle of secular Irish
nationalism and Republicanism, and also, of COl1rs~, II
basic principle of Irish socialism. Anything less is L"'levitabiy a lapse into Irish nationalism. into sectionalism,

communalism, 'Catholic nationalism' • ano revanChism.
11. The WSL rejects the politics of Green nationalism,
which proposes to replace the present oppressed half-an:mion Catholic minority in the North with an oppressed
one-millinn Protestant minority it) a united Ireland.
:if ~, united keland bore an resemblance to the existing
26 County state, then the Protestants wou'id be an
oppressed minority from the beginning.
Lenin's principle; ·'A struggle against the privileges
and violence of tbe oppressing nation and no toleration of
the striving for privileges on the part of the oppressed
nat~on" should guide us also on the relation between
communities and groups within ~ nation,

'MILITANT' AND THE l.R.S.P.
12. We reject the combination of trade·unionist
minimaIism and ma:ximalist socialist propaganda
ourveyed by the Militant tendency. Revolutionaries need
~ programme adequate to answer all the !;uJIitical questions posed to the working class, and in the first place the
question of national liberation and unification.
We reject the mirror-image variant of the same
approach purveyed most clearly by the lRSP, who also
make maximalist sodalist propaganda but pla.ce the armed
struggle where Militant places the trade .u~ion strug.gle.
While Militant fails to relate to the political quesnons
central to Northern Ireland political Hfe, the IRS? does not
- and b)' its very nature cannot - relate to the working
,
class as it actually is.
The WSl. supports the struggle of the oppressel1
Catholic minority in Northern Ireland, and their right to
''''''age armed struggle. At the same time we advocate
'Workers' unity on the basis of class interests and as the
prerequisite for a new lte1and: a thoroug~ly ~emocratic
Ireland with maximum autonomy for the mmonty, not the
green-nationalist Ireland now on offer.
1.'1 the event of a working class upsurge in the South
which couid appeal to the Northern Ireland Protestant
workers on a class socialist basis. the consistently democtatic element in our programme would in no way limit us

or hold us 'back. On the cm:l'trary, l.'1:s advoc,llcy by IrevolutiOlmry socialists and RepubHcans would help prepare the
Wlty for Ii sCiCialist solution, ill so fat as it was su.ccessful in
pb.cll:t1ng Protestant feats of bein.g mcorpGt.l!ted lIS a min.ority mto a state like the e:risti:ng gree1t-ll,,·:omJi,t,

-C~.tholi~>sectaria1126Cmmti<t~s.

] 3~ "~:1t::r~ is a radi~cal difference .~e.1WeE:K1 s~ur pr~}p~~s~~1
for teglOnal and lOCllII autonomy, wltmn a Uil!teJ keJa'Jl,
'tlod the proposal of a s<:;parate, Parthiortist, N,wthet:n
ireland state, whether independent or tuIed OJ" Vies\"

mim;ter.
Thr.; 'right t.j self·deterrnmatio)lJi' of t"w .Protestant
communhy would not m..ke sense. There is no territcry
naturaHy suited tf} tht; e1tetdse of such 'self,detel1'niuhtkm', Any' Protestant state'\'vouJd entrap Jlne oppress a
large Catholic minority, as the Six Counties has done fot
60 yeats. tonere.tel)', now, 'Prote::>tlmt sdf-determination'
.would n:tean restoration of Stonnont (t.he Northern irehtnd

~boJi5hed in 1972) and/or repartition. It would
not be a democratk :.mlmicm, dearing the path for class
struggle, but ll. sectarian l',olution. bitt.er1y divisive for the

p:triiament

")<J{;rkn)g Cf~lSS~

14. FeOdilHsm cannot mean letting the Protestants go
on :;s u:m"l, disctirnlnat1ng sodany against Catholics. In·
,yj far :h ~':uch discrimin",tion is a matter of Ioeell (or k'1 a
i',,'<1e,ai ir:~ 'and, regional) govemmept patronage, etc., it
0/'1 ::n,dd l:;e ~Yltlav'led ~
,~S. F0~, uJ democratic constitutional provisions can
never in f;:Jct guar.antee anything if the conflicts cf real
soc;.,; forces dictate otherwise.

11,e essential purpose of the proposals above is not as
.addl e to th~, po'wers-that·be, but as part of $. socialist
progi.'lifllJ"';; around which Irish socialists and Republicans
could "".ssemb1e a real united working class force, c~.pable
of being a teal material guarantee against aU sectarian
discrimination .

•
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1. Four and a half year.s after the invasion, the results i)f
the Russian occupation have to be tabulated as follows:
a) The USSR pas 100,000 troops in Afghanistan. and yet
has only a very unstable control of the main cities such as
Kabul. Guerrilla activities take place regularly even in
Kabul, where Russian soldiers are regularly attacked and
last autumn the USSR's own 'embassy' was attacked.
b) Almost the entire countryside is beyond the control of
the invaders, who are an army of occupation which moves
in unsafe milital)' convoys and by air.
c) The lPh years of Russian occupation have seen the
progressive disintegration of the Mghan state machine,
especially of the arm}' .
d) The vast majority oftne population is in bitter opposition to the invaders and large Ilutnbers are in :arms against
them. The USSR army uses the methods of the US in
Vietnam and of Hitler's army in Europe to beat down the
people. Villages are napalmed, crops destroyed, tOV.11S
bombed out of existence in 'reprisal' .
e) Close to three million refugees have fled to Pakis"an
and over one miHioD to Iran.
f) Large areas ofthe economy are devastated,
g) Afghanista.n has not been assimilated to the USSR
systen1, yet serious steps have been taken t.o integrate its economy in So dependent relationship ~1th the
USSR. The USSR is engaged in extensive mining lH.Hi
.surveying operations for a wide range of tninenils, fuduQ'
ing uranium.

ll1E 1978 COUP
2. The April coup of 1978 placed in power a regime
based essentially on the army. 1t had the followmg notable
features:
'
, a) The ruling party. the People's Democratic Party
(PDP), had a large base in the army and had won political
hegemony over the decisive sections of the officer corps.
The links beh\-'een the PDP and the officer corps were
very dose. This arose from the dose relationship of the
Afghan state apparatus. to the USSR and its rr..ilitarybureaucratic caste. Since the mid-'5Os the USSR had
equipped the armed forces and trained their officers.
The officers had developed ideas about their tr'Jssion to
develop and modernise Mghanlstan in the face of the
feebleness of the Afghan bourgeoisie accc,rding to a
pattern familiar in many underdeveloped countries, but
with the pecUliarity that the client status of Afghsnistan
vis-a-vis the USSR inclined them to look to t.'le bUfe"acrat·
ised workers' state as a model of tl developed society.
111eir view of their Own future was as an elite, like the
USSR bureaucracy, on the basis of a serious social transformation.'
.
, b) Because of the absence of 6 m!iss base for the PDP
outside the armed forces. the 'revolution' unfolded as an
attempt at reform from above, 5tamped throughout and
Hmited in every respect by its miHtary-bureaucnl.tic
orig~ns 81ld the limitations ofthe PDP.
'
The 20-month history ofthe PDP-army regime, until the
Russian invasion of December 19i9 put an end to it 2nd

,
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replaced it, was marked by the narrow base ofthe regime
and the attempt to use the anned forces as the instrument
of a ~ocia! transformation which proved obnmdou, for
varying reasons, to the big majority ofthe population.
Despite its unusually close links 'with tI)e bureaucracy of
t.he degenerated workers' state, the regime never got
beyond the stage of being ~ military-bureaucratic s~te
capitalist regime iittempting to carry through the bourgeois programme of land reform. e·ducation reform, and
some easing of the en!>iavement of women.
lts methods in relation to the Afghan masses were never
other than milital)< bureaucratic; the bombing and strafing
of villages, indudi11g the use of napalm, from the first
weeks ofthe regime, and the figure of 400,000 mainly non
combata'nt refugees by the end 0(1979, graphicaHy sum
up the military-bureaucratic regime's relationship with
the Afghan masses.
c) The opposition to 1i'1e PDP regime consisted of
bnacwners, antagonised by the regime, L~e priests, many
of them landlords; usurOllS capitalists and the masses of
pessants.
f.," c'hese were tied together and hierarchical, s;odal and
pel .al ties maintained, under the slogan 'Defence of
iSla!: _

',the '.i~er1y reactionary character of the opposition is
dearly expre.,sed it! its common bitter antagonism to any
educationalo. sodal g,ch'ance, or alieviation of the condition of womerL

I

Outside Afghanistan m.tny forces assisted. Pakistan
gave facilities for training. drilling and raising money
through the opium trade. Various Muslim powers gave
money and guns. Chi.'1a gave guns and training instructions. Probably the CIA was involved - though not to the
degree that Russia said.
d} It Th difficult to get accurate information about the
degree of support the PDP·Anny regime did have. Some
demonstrations were staged. Nevertheless the knOV,'Jl
course of the Muslim revolt, the difficulty of the PDPArm) regime in standing up to it, and the incapacity of the
regime to ntlly even significant, let alone decisive, masses
of the popu!&t~on ir. support of reforming decrees that
should ngve benefited miHions, provide us with a clear
proof of the feeblenes.s of whatever support the PDP had
-outside the army.
It does net even seem to have been able to muster a
fraction of the support from urban petty-bourgeois apd
plebian fOi'f;eS achieved by Jaco'bin formations in 18th
century Emope, ...lthough the conflicts in Afgh anistan

have many points of comparison with those between sl!ch
Jacobin regimes and peasant opposition.
e) Socia!ists in l-tfgh-acistan would have had to, give
critic..! support to specific measures of the state capitalist
-regime, but b no sense could they have supported tbe
regime as such, 1t would hs.ve been necessary to maintain
class mdependence; to £im at dismantling and destroying
tIle :it~te spparatus; to criticise and expose the brutal
military-bureaucratic methods of the regime as both
counter-productive it! relation to the reforms and expressive of the class ;;:haucter of the regime. Sodaiist,,-. would
have faced the tepression of the one-party PDP·Army

'
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Socialists would have directed their fir~ against the
- reaction, and in that sense only would have 'supported'
the PDP-Army regime, while maintaining political and if
possible military independence from it and striving to
overthrow it.
i

. WHY RUSSlAlNVADED
3. Afghanistan had for 25 yeats been a client state of the
bureaucracy and from 1978 had drawn very dose to the
USSR. which dramatically increased the number of its
'advisers', military and civilian.
As the regime increasingly showed ineptitude and fell
apart. the Russians were drawn in to substitute for the
PDP and the disintegrating army. Months before the
December 1979 invasion the air force was being run by the
USSR. The logical finale was the invasion, which marked
the end of the Army-PDP experiment artd opened a new
chapter.
Russia invaded:
·.Because of lack of confidence in the 'leftism' and
intransigence of the Amin regime and its obvious incapacity to stabilise Afghanistan.
"Because defeat of the PDP-A."'mY regime would have
piaced in power a' hostile regime on its borders (though
this should not be exaggera.ted: the invasion has done just
t.'lat in the case of Pakistan. which has since been rearmed
and reinforced by imperialism).
<tBecause to allow defeat of its dient could undermine
its relations with other cli~nt states like Ethiopia.
"'Because - and this is probably the fundamental L."ting
- the disarray and weakness of i....nperlaHsm follO'l.vi.ng its
defe~t in Indochina and the then recent collapse of Iran as
.3. military power seemed to allow the possibiity of the
Ru sian bureaucraCy expanding its ar-eaof control -..vith
impunity, and in a strategically Lrnportant area.
Funner expansion through Baluchistan to the sea may
well be in the minds of the Russian btireCUlcracy. :m the
'405 it seized and plundered territory in Eastern Europe
and Manchuria, with the consent of imperialism. Tne
USSR is not imperialist in the sense of being based on
monopoly capitalism. with its inherent drive to expand and
divide up the world -. but the bureaucracy does seek' to
gain and plunder new territories when it can. As Trotsky
indicated nearly half a century ago: "The driving force
behii1d the Moscow bureauc1:acy is indubitably t.fle tendency to expand its power, its prestige, its revenues. This
is the element of 'imperialism' in the widest senst< of tJle
word which was a property in the past of ali monarchies,
oligarchies, ruling castes, medieval estates and classes."
The foreign porky of b~e USSR today is that of a relatively stable 'bureaucratk degenerated workers' state.
Since Wodd War 2 it has increasi.ngly been the co-equal of
i..-nperialism in terms of military power, in a world where
the H bomb has led the rulers of jmveriatismand the
bureaucracy 50 far to ,cule 0\..'1 full scale war a.s a means of
trying each other's strength. In that period the bureaucracy has been the twin pillar of world counter-revolution,
the other being American imperialism.
.
It has taken opportunities to expand its area of control,
as after World War 2. Competition with imperiaJism has
led it to support a number of 3.utcnomous, mainly Stalinist-led. third worM ani-itnperialist movements of a relatively progressive character.
In underdeveloped countries; the USSR's p.)st-Ck.ober
Revolution, non-capitalist social system has allow.ed the
Krel'rJin bureaucracy the possibility of relating to revolutionary movements in a seemingly positive way. Its ovvT1
so-.::-ial structure has allowed it to seem in line VI--lth the antiimperialist and even anti·~apita1ist objectives of the
tevolutionaries.
It has 'evoked' revolutionary movements in i.teas such
!is Eastern Europe - and almost immediately. or simun-

taneously, strangled them, imposing a repressive totalitarian regime as the social instrument of the rule of a parasitic bureaucratic caste. on top of the revolutionary transformatiQn it has carned through or helped through.
Anhe same time. the bureaucracy's limited rapprochement with imperialism has meant that Communist Parties
under its control in the advanced countries have betrayed
the revolutionary movements of the Italian, Belgian•
Freilch and other working classes repeatedly. And the
2"",fui example of the USSR and its sateUites, presented as
socialism by the reactionaries. has beerl a major dead
weight on the struggle of the world working class for the
socialist revolution.
.
It has repeatedly shown itself to be capable of being
'revolutionary' against imperialism and capitalism; but
always it has been simultaneously counter·revolutiona"ry against the working class. striving to set up its
own type of bureaucratic regime. Where it has aided revolutions. as in Cuba. it has at the same time shaped and
moulded the resulting regime to its own totalitarian
p~ttern.

In a large part of the world - the USSR itself and Eastthe USSR bureaucracy is the fu~t.1ine or
second-line direct enemy of working class socialism.
For all these reasons, the bureaucracy, taken as a whole·
in its relation to world politics, has been a fundamentally
reactionary and anti-revolutionary force.

ern Europe -

ASSIMlLAT!ON?
4. In Afghanistan;to have any hope of creating a triendIy regime. the Russians would have had to carry through
the land reforms and other reforms. They have the
strength, induding the miHtaryresources and the physical
power, that the PDP-Army regime did not have. and
therefore could carry through these changes.
But in fact one of the first things that the post-invasion
USSR-puppet government led by Babrak Karmal did was
to slow down and then abandon the program.me of land

refon-n"
The indications are that the USSR intends to stay in
Afghanistan. The implications. of this must be eventually
- if they can conquer the peoples of .Afghanistan - the
full asshrJlation of Afghanistan to the collectivised
bureaucratic system ofthe USSR.

IS ASSIMILATIO~ PROGRESSIVE?
S. In the overall context. such a transformation, paid for
at such cost, cannot be progressive. Trotsky argued:
"The occupation of eastern Poiand by the Red Army (in
1939-40) is to be sure a 'lesser evil' 10 compRtison with the
occupation of the same territory by Nazi troops. but this
lesser evil was obtained because Hitler was assured uf
achieving a greater eviL If somebody sets, or helps set a
house on fire, and afterward saves five out of ten of the
occupants of the house in order to convert them into his
own semi-slaves. that is to be sure a lesser evil than to
have burnt the entire ten. But it is dubious t.'ltat this firebug merits a medal for the rescue . . _" The argument
agaLl1st 'lesser-evilism' applies equally to Afghanistan
too.
As Trotskv indicated:
•'l1.e primary political criterion for us is not the transformation of property relations in this or that area, however important these may be in themselves, but rather the
change in the consciousness and organisation of the world
proletarait, the raising of their capacity for defending
former conquests and accomplishing new ones. From this
one. and the only decisive standpoint. the politics of Moscow. taken as a whole, completely retains its reactionary
character and remains the chief obstacle on the road to
worid revolution".
And again:

.'The statification of the means of production is, as we
said. ,a progressive measure. But its progressiveness is"
rela.tive; its specific weight depends on the sum-total of all
other factors. Thus. we must first and foremost establish
that the extension of the territory dominated by bureaucratic autocracy and parasitism, cloak",~ by 'scciali'Jt'
measures. can augment the prestige of the Kremlin,
engender illusions concerning the possibility of rep!acing
the socialist revolution with manoeuvres and so on. The'
evil far outweighs the progressive content of Stalinist
reforms in Poland. In order that nationalised property in
the occupied areas. as well as in the USSR. become a basis
for genuinely progressive, that is to say socialist develop- "
ment, it is necessary to overthrow the Moscow bureau'. t
cracy .. , We do not entrust the Kremlin with any historic'
mission. We were and remain against seizures of new
territories by the Kremlin."
We call for the withdrawal of troops because of their
:overall reactionary role, in terms of political pulverisation
of Afghanistan, strengthening the Ru.ssian bureaucracy,
and reactionary effects in wodd politics (reinforcement of
Stalinism and cold war forpes). We ar~ue for the mobilis-'
arion of progressive forces in Afghanistan independently
of and against the Russian a.rtlly,'

THE RESISTANCE

Imperialism wiH not settle with the bu...-eaucraeY.' the
proletariat will. 'And imperialism or bourgeois democracy'
are not progr'3ssive altematives t{) Stalinism in the USSR
and similar states. That is the fundamental meaning of the
defence 01 the USSR for Marxists.
As Tl"OlX.~ pomted out:
_
"OUf tasks, a..~ong them 'the 'defen<:e of the USSR*, we
alise not t}l..1'OUgll the medium of bourgeois gove11lments ,
a::.d not even through the goverD1!lent of the USSR, but
exclusively throngh the education of the m.a....~s thrqugh
agitation, through explaining to the workers 'what they
should defend and what they should over+':tmiw. Such a,
'defence' cannot give immediate, miraculous results. But '
we do not even pretend to be miiacle workers. As things'
stand. we are a revolutionary minority. Our work must be ..
directed so that the workers on whom we have influence" ,
should cotTectly appraise events. net permit themselves to
be caught unawares, and pt:epare the general sentiment of
their own class for the revolutionary solution of the tasks
facing us" .

0

,

"We must formulate our slogans in such a way that the
workers see dearly just what we are defending in the
USSR (planned economy and state property), and against
whom we are conducting it ruthless struggle (the parasitic
bure~ucracyand its Comintern".
We defend the USSR on the basis of proletarian politics'
independent from the bureaucra.cy and its policies. and we
distinguish bet-,veen conflicts flowing .f:iom the bureauCl'acy, representing its interests and psyehology, and conflicts in whkh the basic 'iuestion of the existence of the
USSR as against imperialism is posed.
-'In every case the Four'dl International will know how to
distinguish where and when the Red Army is acting solely
as an instrument of the &napartist reaction, and where it
def~nds the social hasis of the USSR". {Trotsky}.

6) The opposition to the Russian occupation includes aU
the forces rallied against the PDP·A.tmy regime, plus sjgnificant sections of the PDP and Army themselves.
, Some sections of this opposition claim to have relatively
enliv.htened bourgeois-liberal programme. T',m~re is no
solid evidence. however. that the core of it is other t.ftan a
reactionarej Islamic 'force in terms of its social progCinllne
a.nd ideology.
The opposition. however. cannot be assessed as simply
CONCLUSION
an ideological current. It is almost an entire population in
arms against an oppressive invader. The rights of the
8) From the a.bove our line and'tasks foDow. "
people of Afghanistan canno' depend on m~idoological
We are opposed to the imperialist outcry. ImPerialism
views expressed hy their lead~ng political-military forces.
can
have no rights in Afghanistan, nor any right to attempt
Imperialist and other fureign support for tflerebels also
to drive the Russians out.
continues. But this too-cannot be taken as a decisive consideration, The great majority of the population of Afghan- . The USSR bureaucracy shOUld wl~&aw its a.."'my. The
anti-imperialist. and anti-.eapitaJist pmletarian revolution
istan cannot be dismiss·ed' simply a.s' catspaws of
can
neither be served nor expsl1ded by such a.A'1 ad1ance by
imperialism.
a social force that is the enemy of the revolution. even.if
the result oUhe advance i~ the assh".lillatioil of Afghanistan
into the social sYstem of the USSR.
EXPORT OF <REVOLUTION'
As Trotskyists. we defend the basic property system in
the USSR. and, we clse maintahl out political indepen7) In gener3.1.' revolutionaries have ,never' favoured
dence from, the burea.ucracy. We reject afry impfication
'export of revolution' by nillitary .adventures. This would
that t" e bureaucracy. since it can seize territories IWd
be so with a healthy workers' state. and especially in the
peoples and incorporate them to the social system of the
epoch where nuclear wat could annihilate civilisation if not
degenerated workers' state, is thereby expanding the
'humanity.
revolution. We reject the implied po.~itfun of many wou1d~
Avoidance of wai. sho~ of surrender to imperialism,
be Trotskyists that power-bloc -politics and me foreign
would have to be part of proletarian re....olutiona..""Y policy.
policy of the USSR bureaucracy can replace or supplement
We oppose peaceful coexistence. wbich essentially . tne class str>.:<ggie.
means the subordiJlation of the str~gles of t.h.e workers
and masses to deals between the USSR and imperialism.
wherever the USSR can control events. But opposition to
peacefUl coexistence is not a demand to the alien and antiproletarian Kremlin bureaucracy to start World War 3 to
further the revolution.
The consequences of the Afghan invasion, in intensify~
ing the cold war and giving credence to the imperialists'
claims in the eyes,of filMy in the labour moveme~~. are
unconditionally reactionary consequences, the respOnsibility fo1' which rests ,with the Russian bureauC'Cw:'j in the
.. _.. "'.....
first in~tance .
. Our attitude in the cold war is of course detennmed not
by secondary considerations, or by the events in Afghanistan as such', but by the fundamental antagonism between
the USSR and imperialism. In th~ we are unconditionally
for the defence of the basic property relations of theUSSR.
,
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1. MAnlSM AND WA.R

J

A Mandst tititude to 'G.W!M: mUst start

from

m1 ~~Sament of ~'hieh

classes

a~-' w~gmg the liar Wild for what
obj0ct.ivetll. On the bui!! of that USlessment
we detenmlls om lilua, not ~ supel'Vioon of

the biatorie ~~~M bu.t. u militant advoe·
'aoos of ~aa ~luggl~..
. .'
,.

'VVh:e:re a WiU"" even unoor bowgoois
loodezos!'Jp} i~ about an i~ue like ~lf-deter~
mlli..•:~.k:, f~j(" :'n oppre$sed l1mltion - an
i!;sue ~lhkb is ~ neeeesmy Dart of the
'liberation stru~ of t.he' working cliis8 the workmg t~ should supp<o!t· the .war
whi?e r~Jn~ming complete mdependence

capiUiliam, witho~lt which it :m impossible
to abolish nat~oi1alowPi'essiot\ Me
mequality of rights ~, .
2. OUR ENEMY is AT HOME

BriWt1 t S war over the F8lklandsl
Malvmu V!as des.ig:n~. only to pre
~r4~ a relic of empii'e and shore up the '
prest.Jge of British impe~. A defeatist
stand t4>wards Britain'a war was therefOi.'f
the no. 1 ea.mpwgning priority fur Marxists
In Britain.
.
.
'·-Inst..ead of wisting the Tories in theu·
cri~is by ~patriotic' support for the gove7:l..
ment. the Britigh labour movement should
have used the C11Sis to ~n Thatchel'~i
overthrow in the interests of the working
C~$~ md given all material mld political
:support to the ft...rgemine worke1i~ in the
~tmggle for, democratic and tmde union
righ~ and for ..,the. establls.hm!aut of a·
genu~ely mti"hnpe~ workers' govem
ment in Arren~inl,.
w~r~pudia"imy lsgitim~ of 'Srlti8h
territoml e~ in the FaU.dL·"ui~ Olf ffm.y
,1egiUl\r'~ in ~lated Br~h claims to
, resources in A!r';r&,.~a.,
'
ft

and the fight to overthrow the 'b-::nU'goomie.
"''here ~~ under ooW'goo~ '~ership
are about no such progressive ~u...~" classstruggle politics demand a defeli~ ~ee
- i.e. denunciation of the Wm' 1 OO!ltm:u~ti.,n.
of the class st~~Ie for tn.e 9vert~ of ~e
~ourgeoisie·wbi~e clearly are~:pt!ng ~~t ""t~
,will make defeat more Uk,ely in th~ wax ~
Where a war between oourgeoi~ies hae
no progresBive oontent on either side ~ we
, must fight for the defeWtt of both ~id.es - j,e.
against the war md for the defeat of both.
,.bQurgeoi5ieg by working c~"J ~""tion.
In all' cases we fight for working c~s
fratemisatiQIl, We do not disrupt the interunity ofthe wodtbil~el~: setting
:, ,3. A-ltGEN'nNA'S W Ali AlMS
one natiol1~j ~on to' .ughter another,
Bt.~ the pret4lE'& on which the A:gantirie
casually or Qut of d.eference to the right of
junta embark£-.d upon the mv~ion of
the bourgeoisie to role as it likes. "Wllere a
the Falklands/Malvinas wu equally',
war h~ a pr-opasive content, we. fight for
contrived. In ~g its adion, the junta
working class unit·y on the basw of supp:)n
acted &.-ot 3g--.m$ 'imperialism. but' in it
for the progressive denumds of the .pro~
populil!!t ploy designed to divert and unite
gressive side, . '
'
, '
tha Argentine muses behind the Generals'
A& the 1920 Theses of the Commtem on
own repressive rule.
,
the N3tional and ColonW Qi.18stion t a ba5ic
In doing so. the Argentine dictator§
dbeument of oW' movement, put it: .'., ~ the
tnmpled. upon the rights of the .Falkland
entire policy of the ComIrHlnL~futemaoonal
h'"lnabit..ants, who in themselves oppress
on the national and colonial question. !IUj~t
mid tb:rsi1ten n~ne and ~howd hi-va the
be'o~SEKrpnmmly'dri'ooo~gtfiiethar the
right to dedde their o?!u mtW"e Such ~cti.on
proletariat and worlti1ng clu~e6 of aJl~icl ,~trJng ..~, build ~u~':~i>eri~ilt
nations and oounuie~ for the oommon ra"lO~
~onSCl.ousness m the lu'gentme l"/Ql'king
iutionary str1.1ggle for the ove~"'Ow of the . clt\eils, bu.t l'ather :rought· to gf:.mf.>~-ate
landowners and the oour~oim~. For only
C1UUil'ir'it'JJsm ~'ld ~national unity'. We did ,ot
'such unit-ed iiC'twnwill.ensure victory over ,~,~~pt:)rt th5, . action,' and' called for the
a

natk,naf
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,
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'pro;.imperialist' against their right to self·
determination is to introduce inappropriate
political 'categories and criteria,different
from those which properly apply ~ The Falkland Islanders 'are British. That is what
detenmnes their, attitudes, not any proimperialist 'lliews they may have. The WSL
is not in favour of the subjugation of a
population because it has SUCh, views, or
because' of theiT OritdlS. The ethiflc tidying~
up of the globe IS no part of the international
socialist revolution.
,Support" for the FaJ.klanders' -- rights
plainly does not necessarily mean any
support for military action to enforce those
rights. Tn the actual situa~on, 'iIlrith Britain
an imperialist power, we rejected and
opposed the British military aetion~ We look
to the intell1aiional working class t and
especially the Argentine labour movement,
to secure the Falkianders' rights.
Such a consistent democratic poliey is the
only basis for intemati~ll~'1l working"'Class
unity ~ and specifically for the unity of the
British and Argentine working class (which
had to be our central concern) in· this
dispute.

withdraw~'ot Argentine troops.

In its seizure of the Falklands/Malvinas,
designed to boost its position at home and
in the region, the Argentine regime miscal~
cuiated about the British reaction, and. the
US response to the British reaction.
This ~alculation could not however
make the seizure. or the war to maintain the
seizure, progressive.
Gained's invasi9n did-not liberate anyone
fr9m colonialism or imperialism. It did not
lessen the burden of imperialist exploit-'
stion, or improve the conditions for the fight
a.gainst it, for 8 s41g1e Argentine woI"J{er. It
embroiled the Argentine people in a war,
in which they could hope to win nothing of
significance, a disastrous war in a false and
reactionary cause. .
4. REAcnONARY ON BOTH SIDES

On both sides therefore' the war' was
reactionary. The job 01 Marxists in both
Britain and Argentina wu to oppose
the war, to counterpose intem~tional'
working-class unity, and to continue the
class struggle for the overthrow of both the
Tories and the military regime. '
5. SELF-DETERMINATION FOB. Fp...LIG.ANDERS

Support for the 'right of the Falk1imd
'IBIs.."1ders - a distinct historical.
ethlrlc, linguistic ecOno~e
geographk community "00 miles from k'gent
ma - to detetmrl.ne their own future is
wOlUeti.c for ~. I£nini8ts in the. given
conditions. where that cilmmunity exploited
no other community t threatened no other
community, and was not used as. or likely to
be used as, a base for, imperialist 'control of
another community.'
'.
..
The FaUdanders' right to self-determination cannot be invalidr:ated by a desire by
them to adhere to the now-imperialist state
that spawned the FaJklands community.
That desire to adhere to Britain would
invalidate their right to self-determination
only if adherence had direct imper..alist/
colonimlist consequences for Argentina or
some other country ~ whose right to resist
those consequences would (because of t.heir
siZe etc.) outweigh the righu ()f the islaDd~
ers. Only then would the· 'pro.:.imperialist'
views of the islanders lead t.c them playing .
an imperialist role'. Nothing like that w:as
actually involved. The agency for imperitJ.·
ist domination in }.u-gentma is the Argentine
state, not' the islands or any base on the ,
islands.
_'_,,_..i_
To'~ ;; definition of the islan~~rs as
f

and

Q

,.

..

, The WSL conducted itself ~ an internationalist ~d revolutions.ry 'prolawiaJ.l organisation dur...ng the British/
Argentine war. W'e raised Sf 'Variant of the
famous slogan' of Liebmeeht and Luxemburg &The enemy is at home' • and called on
the
dus to aclivelyhinder the
British ruling dass's p~ut~~n of the ~ar
by industrial action. We conducted inter~ nationalist
working cms propaganda
,against the soeial..elmuvinist, Labow
leaders, while attempting to maintain II
dialogue with the pacifistic Labour. J,B{t
{that is t with those in the working dass whO
listen to the Left leaders} ~ the'~.:u~stion~_
, -"It is 00 necess&j part of proletarim inter·
'nationalist opposition to the war of an
imperialist government to side with, then
opponents. Our response to th~ fact that it '
was for the' British niling'class a war fol
authority and prestige was
defeatiSm;
positive support for Al'gentina could, fOI
communists 9, only be gn)u.n~ed III positive
wormg.-clat:!s reasonsfolf ~mch support~
Marxists reje<;t' ': the ,primitive rebels
approach that puts a plus ev~rywhere thad
the oo~gooisie puts a minus. We must
judge ~vents from an independent working
class viewpoint.
'
f

woikiiig

our'
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. VI e.aide ,With· our ruling<lass enemies
m p~.Jcular conflicts if the stT';Jggle s~:rve5
O~i' politics - e.g. in' a nationm liher~tiun
strug·gle. even under the leeJ,dership of at
ChiID~g

I{ai Shek.
'.
But in no way could the polley of the
Argentine proletariat be deduced as a mere
negative imprint of the policy of the British
bourgeoisie.
The tendency justifies the pro-Argentine
position with the view that "a victory [for
Argentina] would quite likely Mean the
downfall of Thatcher ... [And] the British
.have a far more important intematim'1al
role ithp"n Arg'entinal as a primary carrier
and protector of imperialism. This means
that the nature of the British regime is 8
questioH of immediate int,emationsl import;~
ance ... " (second tendency document.
p.16); conversely, "[Argentine] withdrawal
.' .. would ~result in another Tory govemment
with a massil e maioritv .. _ it would be an
· event of world si~ificance... " (first tend~
ency document, WSR2 p.29).
The idea here that Argentine workers'
policy should be decided by what is worst
for the British bourgeoisie -~ that the
British revolution has priority, and the
Argentine revolution should be subordinat~
ed to it - is British nationalist a."!1d. ut"edy
l_'
d
. .
t o ore reJ,eCI.et1 as a ua,sls tor . etemunmg
proletarian politics in Ai"gentin~.
.A'

\....,.

'I. AltGEN1lNA IS NOT A SEM!$COLom

.

::

.

-

.lIagentirur is far luore developed than
most non ~U:l.1perialim cmllltries; it is
a n..d ly bourgc"'OMs state; 8.nd it possesses,
poHticl?~l independence. It ~lso occupies So
SUbOl'diriflte rank ,vithm .the 'imperialist
world eCl::mom~. This subordination, how~
ever t in no way gives. any progressive
cha\:r~der00 the Argentme bo~gooisie.
The Argen.tine ~)urgooisie is nota.
progl'essive force, but the major agency for .
imperialist domh'1ation of the ).."rgentille
workinlZ dass and fu""1 8,ssistant for imperialist d{~nim.ation throughout Latin America,
It has tnoreO~ler its own predatory
ambitions. For the Argentine workh:lg class
it is 'the main enemy at home'. Quite apart
from its foreign COll11ections, it is tbe class
that directh" exploits ~hem,
'Ve [>eject; as wI-Marxist assessments of
· Argelltin8.'s situation :such as this:
. ..Argentina is. €!C';')lu:nnicaUy, militarily
and politically domiI~ated by imperialism ~
not by its 0\'1/11 natic.m.ai bourgeoisie - btlt in
particulaT by the US imperialists. The whole
·basis of -its :E..>-Conomy· is subject to the inter~
national market over which Argentina has

'. no

influence.

. dorninan<;e"

let

alone . control

(second tendency

and

.documen~.

page 2}.
'Ve reject th-e countel-position' of .the
. Argeritme bourgeoisie to imperialism. and
... measuring of J\!,genti~~ Bsituation by
compariscm"with a situation where-thecountry . would escape the intem~tional
.'market (which in a capitalist w6rld it can
never do).
Every country is more or less dommated
by the world economy. No country ha~
control over it - now not even the US
(~olossus which was supreme after World
War 2. This situation cannot be .chan.gad
by war between th-e weaker bourgeoisies
and the stronger. Not such.. wars. but the
international workers' revolution>. can
change it. '.
.'
The communist answer to colonial, semi~
colonial. and military domin~tion is national
liberation struggle: to th(' :i.lomh"iation of
the weaker by the strong in the world
r&1srket (as to the domi"'llltion of the weak by'
the strong. and the. plaupensation of
p~U'ticulat regions, within capitalist ·nations) .
our answer is the proletarian revolution.
\Ve reject the notion of an anti ~hnperi~st
. un~t-Bd front for Argentina (8. version of the
bloc <;:~f c1.~sses central to .Menshevism and
I

then Sta"li1!ism. motivat.ed on the groulrtds

that the Argentine. bourgeoisie is an
oppressed class in relation to h1:lperiiiJimn I.
VI e reject th.e notion that the Argentine
bourgeoisie C8..ll play liJ.ny progressive role
'either, 'within Argentma. where it is our
, mortal class enemy, or fAgaIDst imperialism;

into which it is completely integt1!f!ted.

.

s. MIUlARY BASES1
In the WM over the (maJl'be strategically
important. Falkland Islands there w~s
no conflict over military bases Oil'
possible future military bases of a character
to give socialists t,ne option or.the duty to
favour one of the con~estants.
.
Argentina and Britain are in the same
imperialist camp. Britain· was literally
withul months of SlCrappu,<g the naval
ap panltus that made the re·irrv8.sion. of the
Falklands possible (But oecause oftI'1e
internal crisis in Argentina the junta could
not wait"
On th>e other handy the Argentine junta
.had been negotiating with the USA, South
Africa, and Britain to set up a South Atlantic'
Treaty Organisation to police the region (as
Argentinah.elped to police EI Salvador by
sending troops). The expert commentato~s
are .largely agreed that this would have led'
f

to US bases on the Falklands.
That is, had Argentina got hold of the
~alkJ~d.s w!thout falling out with US
unpenalism, It would have speeded up the
~o~k b.f replacin~ ~he d.ecrepit and mili~arily
mSlgmficant Bntish lmperialist th esenc'f"
-with a military presence of the clomir:ullu
imperialist Power.
.
. The Falklands are maybe strategic£'Hy
Important; but ~eitber side in the war would
have taken them away from imperialism.
Argentina is part of the imperialist system;
-its war with Britain did not place it outside
that system.
_
..

Better Argentine claims on Antarctica
from the .Falklands would most likely have
led to US exploitation of the Antarctic. Ylith
Argentina as a conduit. That is the concrete
meaning of the subordinate' position of
Argentina "isva:vis the US and imperialism.
Conversely, one of the major reasOns why
B. itain had_ been trying to give the Falk~
lands to Argentina is that a stable political
settlement is a precon~tion for the'viability
of the big investments n~ess8ry for the
capitalist exploitation of the area's
resources.
The exploitation would have to be joint
exploitation, on one set of terms or another.
The· war was not about· whether the
9.FORTRESS}~KLANDS
resources should belong to imperialism or
0
condemn the Fortress Falklands
n~.
.
policy and call for Britisnmilitary withdrawal.
The Argentine bourgeoisie is not counter~
. But we deny that the present British militmy
posed to imperialism, And imperialism
baSH tht;re retrospectively justifies Galtieli's
cannot be identified solely with· Britain
war. Itls conceivable that the British forees
ca..Tffiot
(conversely,
anti-imperialism
on .the ~alk1ands ~(mld. be used against revonecessarily be ident.i.~ied with llIl antilutIon In South Pt...menC8. It is much more
British stance), The Briti :,-Argentine war
cnrtain that the Argentine army will be used
was
a war within the network of imperialism
against any revolutionary movements of the
.
Argentine working cla.ss; that at the time of . and its clients.
The ArgentL'le regime went to war. not
the. war ~t was ~:lping to prop up the milit&.ryfor anti-imperialist reasons, but to strengthfPglme m BolivIa.; and that its forces have
~n
its political position at home. They did
boen used against revolutiona..;0~ in Central
not
wait to win the ~~alkla..~ds by negotiation
America.
. because of their do-mestic crisis. And thus
10. THE THEORY OF 'ENCLAVES'
:.hey aborted the process of reaching agreement with Britain. .
..
WE reject the not~on. (,point 5 of the-- Sep~
tt~rnbl'r 1982 reg,JiutJOn) that imperialisrn
12. 'WOmJ.) BALANCE OF FORCES'
Y.t"sts on a "system (lX enclaves .•• in strategic
p laces round tht~ glohe. t,
-The Argentine working dass should
Mi~rcantih~ capit-alist 'imperialism'. in the
never sub-ordinat.e its own class
16th-18th centuries. did indeed in many
struggle to estm1&tes of' the 'inter·
phiCPS fHst on a system of enclaves. Modem
national balance of forces' between differ·
capitalist imperialism in China in the early
ent bourgeoisies. The view that "whatevet
p art of the 20th century also utilised such a
the implications of that for the Argentinian
s:vstt~m.
or British proletariat, we t- ·ve to ba.se OUt
But - today, imperialism operates overposition on the implications for the interwhdmingly through economic mechanisms
national ct.ruggle against i.'I'llperi:alism first'
(hackt ~d up. of course. sometimes, by military
{second tendency document, p.7i, is antiint(~rv(~ntion). R~sidual mini-colonies like the
Marxist.
.
.
Falklands - and various other tiny British,
~~e a~sesgment according ,to willcl
Frnnch and Spanish colonies - have no str~t
BritIsh VIctory was a major blow fo.
{' k role for irnperislism. They are essentially
imperialism is incomplete. The Bntisl
anachronistic loose ends of the period of
b~urgeoisi~ ~ertainly ~v~a8 .~trengtbened b1
European settler expansion over the globe.
VIctOry politically anti .L~ .;;8 prestige. Bu
thes~ gains may well prove shallow ant
11. NATURAL RESOURCES
temporary.. {indeed.. the continued c1as~
There is no sense in which the C0l1flict
'struggle has already prvved them· shallQ;
had an economic antivimperialist
and ten,tporary), 1P~d the British bourgeoisi
dimension .. British property in Argent;
has gamed nothing material - like ne'
ina, not to speak of the property of other
military strength.-new spheres of intluencE
irnpelialist powers, was left alone_ during
or new possessions.
the war. The Argentine state did not even
The Argentine regime t on the other hand
.propose to take the Falkland ~ Islands
has certainly b.een weakened by defea.t. Thi
~ompany from Coalite,
-
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result is

~

b;....

q;ainst

il~... ~>edalist

£nd

capitalist' control in Latin Aa-nerica.'
Workers in each country can act as internationalists only by fighting their own
bourgeoisies .. not by acting as makeweights
for international bloc politics. For Argentine'
socialists to support their ru!ers' predatory
war on the basis of the estimate that the
British bourgeoisie's predatory war waR
- worse, would violate that princ~ple.
13. CLASS POLmcS VS. BLOC roun:cs

war with ,Blitah'1 for ["s;;1ession of the Falkland Islands.

14. THE REGIME
. AND IMPERIALISM
.
We' reject th~ notion (implicit in' point If
of the September 1982 resolution and explidt
elsewhere) that military dictatorships in the .
Third World are simply the creatures of
imperialism: they are Btrengtll'ened when
h:nperhilism is strengthened, weakened when,
imperialism is weakened,
Military dictatorships are as common.in

Third \Vorld countries which are relatively
We emphatically reject the notion
alienated from the big capitalist powers that the socialx'st working dass C~Jl
Libya, Algeria t Ghana, Ethiopia, Syria, etc orientate in world wlitks, and particularly in relation to conflicts ,1m1ong
as in those closely linked to the big capitalist
politically independent capita.list states like . powers (Chile, El Salvador,.Nigeria, etc).
The political regime is fundamentally a
Britain and Argentina,-by constructing a
product
of intemal class relations. frequentview of the world in tenns of two camps,
ly
of
course,
imperialist powers do intervene
modelled on the division of the world
prop
up
or
install diet~torships wh~n th~t,
between the degenerated and deformeci
suits
their
purpose.
But dictatonal regunes m
:workers' states and the capitalist states:
tho
Third
World
are
quite capable of pursWllg
We have to determine our position accord- ,
policies hostile to the big capitalist powers
, ing to the basic class camps. not on conjunwithout thereby beeoming progressive. or
ctural events .. , the class camp into which
unleashing
a progressive ·prcc6ss Iran is aArgentina fits in a war flgainst Lmperialclear
example.
ism .. ,·· (second tendency document, p.4).
Between the' USSR and similar states,
. 1S. THE POImCS OF WISHFUL'I'IDNIQNG
and the capitalist st-ates, there is a basic
historical class distinction, despite the
Support for Argentina's chauvinist
savage anti working c1~ss rule of~the totalwar could not be iustified on the
itarian bureaucratic elites.' No such gap
hasis that it could be the first stage, in
exists between capitalist states.
a development t.owards militant antiThe bourgeois foreign policy of the rulers
imperialist struggle. NQr could the war be
of Argentina, even when it is expressed in
defined as anti-irnpel'ielist by reading an
acts' of war, ClLll in no sense change their
assessment backwards fron"!. th~ i~l;t'n1.U"io of
e' •
. •. .
t
class cW'up" Even should the bcurgeoisl~ of
a hoped-lor
~tH.mpen!~J.!£''::'c' .• _rC'~0f~men .
stk:h $J stste be in iilliance with 1;;.; he.althy
The scenanos l~... k ti>s L'::., rL'tk: a real
W(h'_, ~~"S' state, thtl3 task of overthrowing the
national liber ·tE~:)n c :~t<:nt t:;:l the war. A
bOl.ugeoisie woui,:~ he the central task of the
Marxist policy l.jl.~st be based on the realpmletf· riat i~ the capitalist state - a task . ities of the actual WJl..!', :lot on hypothetical
ne:ve~ to he subor-dbated to international
spe~ulations or wis~M t11mkillg about
dip!or-..l atic, military. or halance-.of-forces.
strate~tC ou:tcome3.
considerations.
Argent:"'''1c workers he:I il.D interest L.'fl the
. - This was a central' t-eachmg of' ihearmed occi.2pati(n of the F"Jk'l&lda against
Cornmunist L:tf.erna:ional and it was not
the wishes of the populati~F:; they should
.formally rEo~pucJf:;k'rl even by the Stalinists
have pursued the class struggle regardless
until 1935. 'i'her.eafter the notion that
of the effects of 5u:h struggle on their
bourgeois forces Yvhich allied with the USSR
rulers' abiiity t.(\ maL"'1tain the- occupation;
thereby crosE/,en the historic class divide
and
it was none of their concern to protect
and joined the earnp of progress was the
the
ArgentiT'e'
bourg,,'}ois s~ate !igaIDst the
.ideological basis of Stalinism to legitimise
humiliation
It.
would ~'Ufier from being
pe,Hdes of class b~trayal and, popular
unable
to
rnamtai:n
the occup~~ion. These
~~~.
.
points
should
have
been the basis of
We reject as 'I.!n·Marxist, and brand Ii..;.
Marxist
policy
in
Argent~:na.
"
'international popular frontism', the vie'N
The' tactical .ways 'of" expre~sing' this
that the Argentine bourgeoisie and their
principled
position could of course be yery
state became part of the 'class camp' of
flexible (fol1o~ing the method according to
the international working dass because of
which Trotskyistsdeye~<?pe~,,~~e 'proletaI'*
their conflict with Britain or during their
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ian military policy' as a tactical expression
ofthe defeatist policy in World War 2) ..
. It would be the job of Marxists in Argentina to seek· to develop the genuL"1e anti.
imperialist. elements in the confused
:nationalist reaction of Argentine workers,
i with
demands such as arming ,of t,he
'workers . expropriation of imperialist
property, and seizure of the factoriGs. WnHt,
making their O~-'T.l views
the war dear.
·they should have sought to develop common
cl~ss a.etions with workers who confusedly
saw Argentina's war as 'anti.imperialist'
but wanted t-o· go further in lLntiimperialism.

(From their pamphlet, 'Malouines, fes rev.olutionnairo's at la guerre't p.9. See the same.
source for the demand for army recruiting ..
.I
offices). .
,"
:,]
PQlitica Obrera - the second would.I>e
. .~
,Trotskyist; organisation in Argentina :- was
I
Jmom restrained t but also suppo~ the mini~
'colonial
war and called for an, 'anti-imperialist '
I
unite front' (supposed' to include workers
and
the middle class', but not the big
.~
bourgeoisie).
,
I
The SWP-USA applauded the speech of
Argentine foreign, minister Costa Mendes to the Non-Aligned Conference t and reprinted
it.
.
The Mandel and Lambertist CUlTentB 'were
more
circumspect {the French arid West
Hi. A CHANGE OF LINE?
German Mandelite organisations indeed
A change in our fundamental atti.
initially took an intematjonlili~~position),but
tude to the war could 'only be justistill sided with Galtieri t s war. The whole
fied by a change in the fundamental
USFI press, bot~ Sl'\t'"P-USA m-sd Mandelite,
political content of the war - i.e. so that it
carried an article on Argentina IS relation with
was no longer a war r.jStricted to the Falk. .imperialism which reproduced the crudest,
lands/MalviI1as issue. 'If Britain's objectives
notions of middle-class nationalist ,'Third
had shifted so that the war became fundaVVorldism' ('Argentina - a semi--colonial
mentally one about 811 attempt by Britain
economy' by Will Reissner, Intercontinental
to make Argentina Ii colony or a ;'~mi
Press, May 31982),
colony, then Marxists should have sideo.
A similar position to that we took during
.with Argentina's national inder endence
the war was taken - for varying reasons _ .
But that did not happen. It was always 'et)"
(L ly by sonie groups separate from the Trounlikely that it would happen.
skvist mainstream: Lutte Ouvriere, the SWP
1j
(Bri<:ain;
EL."ld the RWP Sri Lanka; and by the
,j
17. TROTSKYISM AND THE WAR '.~
nOil~'!'rotskyistf but important, VVorters'
Party of Brazil.
1
The great maj Uity of would-be Trotskyists,
This
sheds fu..~er lizht on the
'j w011d~'Aid(~ 00(,': a: .~gentine nationalist politically degenerat~ eonmj•.Jll of would-be
J oos;tion on the conflict..
TrotskYism, and the need for ideo:ogica!
j
T.-de Moren;st3 ~ the biggest would-be regeneration.
1 Trots:..~:·~st crgamsation in j~..rgentina itself The roots of the problem go 'back to the
called for na'.ional unit:;-. in ;;he war, and de- political crisis which BOOk .the 'n.'C': kyist
man(k~d that the tracle anions set up recruit- movement in the late 1.°408,
hlg offices for Galt-jed' a;,my.
In that period the Trotskyi...,t m vement
They themselves Strmm8.t"'ise their position declined drastically. (The French section: for
as follows: "To be /:. imperltilism~ let us strike example, wl-Jch was central suffered an
in a united way. The war must be won, 'The
: ost complete halt in activityt in 'Sl1mIm sr
socialists, who at no memallt have hidden and 1948. and by 1952 was only 150 mong, probwill not hide their irreducible opposition to ably less than one-tenth of its :eak nUmbers).
the military and bc",,%s' regime, are the At the same time gigantic loevolutionary
fnrvent a.dvocates of the participation in the events unfolded a world ~ 8.
framowork elf this n. tional a.nti~imperialist
Striving to understnad tfu_, f e leaders of
mobilis cion of all se{:..ors, in or out of urn- the movement essentidly lost faith. in the
form, wo:r~~rs or bosses, on only one conw
centralit. of Trotskyism and th.e wcd~i1.:lg class
tion: that they should be to defeat the aggres· ,to revolutionary politics. In the aitermsth of
sor and to mob'lise the people for that end. TUo's surprise 'break' With &~lin ~nd popul~
l That is 'why the socialists call on 'he COT 1 jist measures, designed to ralli mess support
the CNT (the unions), the ~.1uItipa...'"tida.ria 'against any Kremlin moves to oppose hbn
: (the bourgHois opposition.l, all political parties', and in the midst of the drive to power byt
; and all sectors who are in agreement to reso~ I Mao's Stalinist forces in China, Pablo and the
; lutely confront th? ag~esS()rs, to push for- Fourth International leaders increasingly
ward all the mobllisatlons and actlOns pos~ looked to some 'objective process t which
sible so that the ~l$e~tinep~ple can. strik~ ,wouin repeat such political developments and
with one fist and smash the aggreesor
take them ;further.
J
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The outbI'l~ak of the K~rean war and the The. notion that eOmbraced·, Galtieri as in OW'
conviction that World War 3 VIM imminent 'class, camI;' ",as an extrapolation from a
lent fuel to his fire, and the S(~h~'nfl'>ot-tire· --.. c~wstattltude to -the Stalinist. bloc - an
'jVarQRevo!ution' which would aut.:lt!Hrl;ically att1.tude complete~, ~.en to TrotskiiSQl, ~d
bne up th~ .forces of Stalinism in the 'c~p' of.' . hlCh. appears 'Ylthin would-be Trotskyi~m,
the revolutIOn made its appearance.
~sa dJrect reflectIOn of the pressure of Stalin~
, The inde~endent role of the working·c1~:s~, ~sm oJ! the w~ak ~d mainly pe~y~bourgeo.is
a;nd Trotskyists was submerged in aconcep-·. .wcwu-be ~l'OtSk)"1St movement.
.
. C:ellltt:a1 to the problems of post-war .Trottlon. ,!f global 'class camps' in which the.
Stalimst ?ureaucracy, petty bourgeois ie~de:tig' sk.:f3 sm IS t.,l,.e r~fusal to register in any sta,ble
and sectlOlul of reformism weM included· in' •way the fflct ,~ .attested to by repeated experthe 'pr?letar,hm' class camp, in ~hich the, .iEjnce in China,_ Vietnam, etc - thatstaHnist
Tro~skyists .. 'merely
became,respeclfu! forc.es.can be _~th revolutionary against:
ad VIsors ana camp followers. .
.
capItalism and SImultaneously counter-revoSome 'lTotSkyists . took on, the role, of lutionary against the working class. Stalinism
blustering den_ouncers of the 'bad laRders.; of" :h~ always counter-revolutionary against the
t~e 'Rovolution"hlstead of advisers. But th.ei~wo~ki~g qlas~,·. it;clumng in the process in
VIew of the camps and the iSSUes remained
which capItalism IS overthrown to be replaced
the same..
noto by workers' power but by bureaucratic
The two sides of tailist \)bjectivism' and' dictatOrship on the basis of collectivisoo
sectarian arbitrariness into wmch Trotskyism
px:operty and the repression· of the working
was thus decomposed were present·· in
class.
..
various combinations, in all the cudents·· The campists.·operate with a concept of
after 1948-50,
.
revolution in which; such key facts 8.8 the
For all the "mwnstream' currents 'world' burmlucratic counter':'revdution within every
P?utics is fu.'1damenially not so much'a story
~t.alinj~tDled, anti-capjt:iili~.t ~evolution .are
01 class struggle as a story of the struggle of
Ignored, t~eated as mere,det811s. or demed .
. two forces - Imperialism and 'Revolution', '_ .-' The ·Revolution' they em -race is nameless
deeml~d to operate behind and beneath .class
and classless, defined ne atively by what it is
rriovmnent~. WWl~ Mar:D stB seek to' alyse' agai~st more than positively by what it is.
events as rl:lt~ractions of class fc~ce:5, they'
This ~amework led most of th~ would-be
analyse them tundamentally as inte~"'a ,Jons of
Trut~kY1sts to se~ the South Atlantic war as a
~periali~m and 'Revolution". Imperialism,
c::stllct - how~v~:r refra~d and ~~rte? .lor them. 1S not~a ~.(ye;em, but a homogeneous
between Impenalism and Re ". ;'ttlt!(\!i • Smce
for'-;,J; 'Revoh:s.tion' ~s not an eventre.> but " Galtieri was ~ghting British im eria.li.-:lm,

:n

0'

.

continuous pr(}CelS~.
"'t,
~
Th.ey are, of caUl'Sf:';. concerned for working

c1e!?s action. They,. ,::,e such action as a
desira~le feature of t12 Revolutiou t even 'an
essentllu featt"ae for the process ,to be fully,
healthy. But for t.ne.m [.he (same) revolutioDQ
~ proc8.ss goes on t • '~:drlng_ class action or
no WOl"....Jug class act:H~fi The difference
between revoiutiong is not is clus difference'
but ll! diffe1"cn.ce bet'ween m.ore or less healthy
and df.?!....eloped manifestations of the smn.e
process,
Tills n;amewoi'':: j~ comnionto them all: it
was common. f·,t example, to those who
appluude(.i the V'etnmnese Communist Part~r
as good leaders of the Revolution and those
who denounced the Vietnamese Communist
Party as trying to sell out to US impenalism:.
Becau.s(~ of their common view of the camps
and the issues. none of them ,could· conceive
that the VCP was mWdng a revolution, but not
oUr revolution.
- "
There is here a mistaken view of the stalinist states and the Stalinist-led i'8volutions 1
and of' the relation of the Stalinist ..;amp to'
imperialism tand to the workers' revolution.

and since Imperialism WM S6(o;,n as one homogen~us forc~, ~herefore GJJtieri's war Vias
agmnst bnpe~ali8 ., and must be a distorted,
~der~ev~loped' f?:rm. of R~v.clu~on - even
If Galtl~n was a: ofld ~ seU~'Ut,leade:r of the
Reyolu~on .. __ .
\~~':::";
.Thus the oonc:r~e~class fort.. :: '-"" ',,1'a obsc:ured and most ot the wopld...~. 'fiotEkylsts
tied themselves t.o a crude. 'ThirdWorldist'
vier.¥ of imperia..Usm andantiei¢peri~Sm.
This view increash'?gly .,bsC1.ues ·1t~afitygive:n
the- increasing differentiation hi :·ilie' TiUz'd
World, with the emergence there ot major
industrial powers, Capital-e:...-po~e::tSt and
regional big powers. and the increasing fri(:~
tion between the big imperialist powers. '
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APPENDIX: THE THORNETT GROUP'S DEBUT

====================================

The Thornett group handed out a
bulletin - 'Victory to the miners:
bulletin of the Socialist Group'
, - on August 26 at the Socialist
Organiser summer school. The
bulletin was dated August ~ 16:
'Socialist Group' is the name
taken by the Thornett group, hav~
ing absorbed the former Democratio Centralist Faction.

-----"-------------------"""!
Excerpt frot!) 'Bulletin of the Socialist

f

2!~~no.1'

.

"Up to now there is littlG doubt tha+' the
tactic of the NUM in keeping the LT~Q7
General Council out of the situation has
been Correct. But several factors have
now changed. The TUC oonference is not the
General Council, there is a good chance of
winning militant resolutions in support of
the miners at the conference itself. On
A .tsecond edition' of the
top of that the strategic problems of the
bulletin - quaintly numbered as
strike have changed. The war of attrition
2, a separate bulletin - was dispolicy - you give us the money and we will
tributed at the first day of the
stay out and win - has become more diffiTUG congress. It w~s a short~ned
cult with the successful use of the Tebbit
and slightly updated version of
laws in South Wales. The loss of the money
no.1.
paralyses the union •••
No.1 was four sides of A4.
"All this focuses attention o.nto the
pages were filled by one artTUC conference. And it should be rememberic~e: 'TUC support the miners:
ed that there will only be .£.~ TUC confercall a general strike:' The rest
ence in the course of this strike. If no
was a list of names and addresses
positive action is taken from this conferenof miners' support groups (1 page),
ce then there will be no realistic possibiland a short article on the support
ity.of forcing the TUC to act. Once the
groups (~ page).
General Council has a conference decision
whi~h avoids strike action that will be the
A POLITICAL SNAPSHOT
end of it •••
tlvJould the call be answered if it
As one item in a regular
newspaper, the main article migh~~
were made? Well possibly not by the whole
be tolerable; one-sided and
trade union movement, but certainly by a
very large section of it, probably up to
flab~Y1 but it could be counterbalanoed by other ooverage. But
a half. That would be more taan enough to
it was the first, and so far the
paralyse everything 'r'hich mattered, create
a massive and immediate government crisis
only, statement by the Thornett
and threaten the fall of the government in
group on the miners' strike, and,
a very short period of time, ••
indeed, their first political
"Some people argue that the problem
statement on any olass-struggle
issue since their polemic on the
with a general strike would be that it
NGA last Deoember (see elsewhere
would end up in the hands of the General
Council and be sold out .. That is a possibilin this magazine).
ility. It is a possibility in any general
As suoh it shows up and
strike at any time. But it is not so easy.
illustrates the utter political
A general strike has a dynamic of its own
limpness and confusion of the
and i t is difficult to see how the governThornett group.
ment would survive it.
In fact, you get a good
"The alternative is not very good. To
, snapshot' profile of the Thorndig in for .a lengthy strike after the TUC
ett group's politics by looking
conference under more diffioult oonditions
at their bulletin together with
and hoping that the isolation can be broken
a leaflet they also distributed
by other sections fighting for their own
at the Socialist Organiser
olaims.
school. The leaflet made the
"The de:fBat of the N1JlYI ••• is now a
idiotic claim that Socialist
major strategic objective for the governOrganiser "like the Communist
j ment ••• There is therefore going to be no
Party" is interested only in
retreat by the government. They have to be
fund-raising for the miners and
confronted with a force whioh can remove
"has carried nothing on building
i them••• "
L
for strike action" (their
"

2t

I
I
I
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emphasis). The only evidenoe cited for this claim is a reference, wi thout further explanation, to no.186 of Socialis~ Organiser ...;. which,carries
prominent argument ,for.?- general s~rike, and dei'ailed reporting on efforts'
by local groups to promote industrial action (and, of course, raise funds).
Just the usual wild denunoiations, - at a level which makes it impossi ble to engage any rational disoussion - plus a lack of serious ideas of
their own: that's the Thornett group ~umm~d up.
And what does it say about them that they put out such a leaflet to
an audience where everyone would know that the denunciat'ions were ridiculous? It says that they are demoralised to the point that the writer of
the leaflet just churned it out wi~hout thinking about it was saying; and
the others didn't care, ~dn't know, or didn't ,read it very carefully.
TUC CONGRESS .STRIKE CALL -

ORN~HINQ

The gist of the bulletin is that ~he TUC Congress should have called
an indefinite general strike. There is a good deal of philosophising in
the article over the meaning of y.\:'tt'iQJ1.S ,.moves, in the miners..'" dispute" but
there is nothing else inth~ way of proposals.
Now we agree that the TUC oongress should have called a general
, ,strike. But for socialists to make that their only proposal was foolish
for a number of reasons.
",. ,

1. It was almost certain that the, TUC congress wouldntt call an indefini te general strike, or even
on'e-day general strike. The NUN it self was
not calling for a general strike·.'·
'

a:

"

,

So then what? Abandon ~ll:hope? The bulletin certainly ,didn't seeln
to have ~ hope of, anythin'g. For,obvi~us reasons they h~d l,ittle hope
that the TUCwould heed their advioe. And if, .or when, the TUC, congress
failed to call 00 indefinite general., st'rike?, Thel;mlldin says:, liThe
alternative is ,not very "good~:•• , There is going ~:obe no retreat by the
government,"~

2. It is simply not true that everything hung, or hangs, on TUG ,
aotion" It is not even true thsrt,TUG, aptian depended on the Congress.

a

The miners could win
limited victory without wider strike action.
They did it in 1972, and their strike was a test case for a whole govern~
ment strategy then, too.,
Wider strike action does not necessarily depend on a TUC initiative.
History has many examples of;~ass s~rike waves developing from the rank
and file - in France 'in1968,~ for, example, or in Britain in July 1972.
And it is not even true that: "If no positive action is taken from
this conference then there will be no realistic possibility of forcing the
TUG to acV'.
TUC

AN])

RANK AND FILE

The TUC will act when,· and only when, they are squeezed' to screaming
point by pressure from the.Tories and the bosses on one side~ and rank
and file rebellion on the other. It would be good if the squeeze had come
on Just at the time of the TUG congress. But it did not have to happen .
like that.
.
,

.

3. Even if a general strike had been called by the TUG congress, its
success or failure 'would be deter'mined by the ability of the rank and f:ile·
to organise to take' i tout of the hands of the top TUC leaders. So' even
if the ohanoes of TUC action had been much better, we would have had to
couple our call for it with a:oall for rank and file aotion.

4. To look at the variouspossibiHties in between an indefinite
general strike oalled by the TuC congress on one hand; and'the miners plugging away alone to almost oertain defeat on the other,. is not just pedantry
45

or idle speculation. TO'fade out these possibilitiss is ..1£ ~ .2.£i ~ !,ole
of rank and file ;inHiative •. It fs thus to reduce your politics to literary
~~ary: ~ds' on. the leaders' plus't presumably, "exposures" of them
when they fail to c o m p l y - . '
That was the metho;dofthe Healy i te SLL in the late 1960s. At each sta:ee
it would formulate a demand on the leadership, then centre everything round
slogans, demonstrations, rallies, and journalistic polemic for that demand.
Then the leadership would fail to deliver, and we would be told that it "stood
exposed", thus establishing the need to "build the alternative leadership"
(i.e. the SL1)~ Thus th,e real processes of QJ.o.s s struggle would be reduced
to noises off, or illustrative episodes,'for t~is drama of oonfrontation between "leg, derships".
.
The Thornett group is here r~t:urning to ·its Healyite bedrock of ,literary politics. But where the old SLL:pursued such .politics w.i th verve and fire,
. the Thornett group mumbles and muses.
"IN THE HANIJS OF THE GENERALCOUNGIL"
---------'---------_
...........,..-

The Thornett group bulletin ri1ises ttthe problem with a general strike" ,
"that it would end up in the hands of the General Council and be sold out".
But its answer isnoariswer: "That is a possibility••• But it is not so easy.
A general strike has a dYnamic of its own and it is difficult to see how
the government-would survivei t".; .
Unfortunately it is only too·~asy.to "see" how the government could survive a general strike sold out by the General Council (as in Britain, 1926)
or even a partially victorious general strike' in which the government was
f'orced' to : retreat butth~ iirade Uhion lead-ership blocked any further advance
(as in France, 1968). T~e qnly rea], answer 'is to organis e independent ly of
the TUC General Council i~ for example through joint committees of miners and
other workers taking industrial action. The generai strike's '''dynamic of
its own" can aohieve nothing except through the conscious activity of
militants.
"GENERAL STRIKE TO KICK THE TORIES OUT"?

The bulletin fails to say what objectives it proposes for a general
strike. It implies something like the slogan 'General 'Strike t6 kick the
Tories out', whi~h the Thornett group have favoured in the past. It refers
repeatedly to the government "falling" as a result of the general strikei it
insists that nothing can be won. unless the government does "fall"; and it
makes no refe;e;~o any other possibilities. In particular., it makes no
reference to any revolutionary implicationsdt' possi bilHies afa general
strike"
This line is bad in two respectso First, it poses an unreal ultimatum
to the miners: overthrow the government, or you have no chance of'. saving
jobs. Topple the Tories, or be fated to endure everything ~heywish to impose
on you.
Second, it would actually t~nd to help limit the potential development
of a general strike once underway. The one thing that most certainly would
not happen in a general strike is the government "falling". It might' hand.
~r to some emergency administration: for any better outcome the working
class would have to create its own government capable of replaoing it. The
vague notion of the government just "falling" in a general stI.'ike, and the
ambiguous slogan "general strike to kick the Tories out", COUld, only - during
a fully-dev~loped general strike - help the bourgeoisie to have the option
of defusing the strike by calling elections (as in France in 1968).
The truth is that a general strike can be motivated and initiated on limited, immediate demands such as the miners'; but once underway it tends
by its own logic to escalate its demands, and Mar~ists should try to explain
and prepare fer that.
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A CLOSER EXAMllJSTION
. Some of these points bear a closer examination. The bulletin, l~ke muuch
similar literature, can 'be read on two levels - on the level of the superficial
impact made by the emotional content and resonance of key words, and on the
level of how the actual detailed sequence of ideas stands up to sharp 'scrutiny.
ALL IS LOST?
For anybody who reads the bulletin carefully, and accepts it seriously
and literally, the bulletinp~eaches pessimism and defeatism. It says - more
or less with the old Healyitecontent of 1970-4, but in a subdued and dispirited
manner - that all is lost unless the government is brought down. Not 0nly must
theTUC call a general strike, but the general strike must bring down the
government before there is any hope for the miners. "There is therefore going
to be no retreat by the government. They have to be confronted with a force
which can remove them".
As if gQvernments always achieve their objectives, and always get their
own vIay, unless "brought down"! As if Heath won the 1972 miners' strike, and
Sal~ley Gate was a dream of Arthur Soargill's:
What does it mean to say ,that all is lost unless the TUC congress calls
.a general strike, and Unless that general strike "removes" the government in a situation vmere the TUC oongress was very unlikely to do that? It means
telling any miner who reads what you write, thinks about-it, and having
thought about it agrees with you, that the whole struggle is next to hopeless.
1rJe have seen elsewhere in this magazine just how massively Thornett
exaggerated the implications and ramifications of the betrayal and defeat
of the NGA in Decerrtber 1983. Here, in this bulletin, we have the self-same
ideas and attitudes transmuted and ohanged in their expression by the tremendous events in the class struggle over the last six months. But they are
still recognisably the same. Thornett has forgotten nothing - and he seems
incapable of learning anyt~ing.
'. 'THE QUESTION OF PO'fJER'

Readers of the Healyi te press in the early 1970s will reoognise the.
pattern of thought on the question of bringing down the government, even
though' in tone and manner the Healyites' vehemence has been replaced by a
plodding pessimism and half-despair, trying to ~eep its spirits up with fantasies and hopes for an immediate semi-magical solution.
For the Healyites, too, there was always t4e need to bring int~ every
issue "the question of 'pOl'l/'er', the 'need to 'bring down the government'. They
insisted, for example, that the rent strikes of 1972 were pointless because
only a general strike to kick the Tories out could achieve anything. They
scornfully declared that only the soft-headed could hope to win any concessions
from the Tories as long as they remained in office.
In today's conditions, when the working class is still rousing itself,
in an uneven movement, from years of defeat and the depression that results
from those miserable years, to'insist that the only way the miners can win is
if the government is brought down is to preach demoralisation and defeatism~
A big mobilisation to bring down the government necessarily presupposes that
the labour movement has already travelled a very long way from where we are
now. It is not impossible. But to say that all is lost unless such a mobi~isa
tion happens on a predetermined date (at TUG' congress) is to tell miners who
have been on strike six months that their oauSe is utterly hopeless. It is
to undermine their self-reliance and resilience from the 'left'.
If ··the voice of the Thornett grQup were nbt so weak and inaudible, it
would be a dead weight on the miners' militancy. If we can be certain that
the pessimistic implications do not in fact matter or count for aqything,
it is because the Thornett group does not matter or count for anything.
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THE RESPONStBILITY OF SOCIALISTS
As we've seen, "ehe Thornett group's line of general slrike or bleak defeat
is not necessarily an accurate assessment of the real alterna~ives. There are
many stages' and gradations between the full. confrontation we would like and
a hopeless battle. The actual outcome of the ~JC congress was not what we
wanted - it was way short of the TUG coming up to its proper responsibilities
but, despite the probable intentions of the main TUG leaders, it can give a
limited boost to the miners and increase the possibilities of working class
solidarity.
But suppose the Thornett bulletin's line ,were based on a more or less
accurate assessment of real alternatives."" When the "miners are still fi..ghting,
heroically, would it be the job of socialists to prnclaim such assessments
dogmatically, as Thorriett does, in the complacent voice of a 'great man of'
muoh experience' donating his accumulated wisdom, so to speak, to the strike
f1md? No, it would not 1
Even if a general strike were the only possibility of any victory, it
could not be developed by giving an ultimatum to the movement: general strike,
or you're wast~g your timel Mi~h a mobilisation on the scale of the miners'
strike there are all sorts of possibilities - the two dockers' strikes; the
two near approaches to rail strikesi the cUrrent ballot of the pit deputies,
who if t~ey strike will stop ~ll the pits in the country; even the very
limited TUG moves ••• The job of sociaiists is to help develop those
possibilities.
", '
When the miners, who k~ow thei! own situati~n, choose to fight on
heroically; when thousands of women never before mobilised are throwing their
full weight into t;he strike; vihen ,pickets engage in epic battles with the
" police like that at Orgreave; when the press and other media and the politicians (including, scandalously, Labour politicians) do everything they can
to weaken the resolve of the miners - then the' job of socialists is not to
pontificate, but to do everything they can to $ustain and encourage the
movement.
~
When the demoralising propaganda comes, as the Thornett group's does,
frqm people who have-plainly not thought out what they are saying and what
its implications are, then it is doubly to be deplored and condemned.'
HAND IT OVER TO THE TUG?
The bulletin alsJ contains an unintended, but very definite, linking
of arms with the TUC right wing.
The TUC right wing have used the argument, 'You can 't win without us!,
to try to blackmail their way into control of the miners' strike. And they
are scarcely concealing an intention to end it as soon as possible, even on
the Coal Board's terms. The one thing the NUM leaders cannot agree to do~
unless they want to scuttle the strike, is to give over control of it to
the TUC'- to :King Rat' Murray's chosen successor and his friends.
Yet the Thornett group bulletin states: "Up to now there is little doubt
that the tactic of the NUM in keeping the Gene~l-Council out of the situation' has been correct" (emphasis added)., "But several factors have nOvi
changed. The TUC conference is not th~ General Council, there is a good chance
o,f winning militant resolutions in support of the miners at the conference
itself • •,."
And more. "On top of that the strategic problems of the strike have
changed. The war of attrition policy - you give us the money and we will
stay out and win - has become more difficult with"'the successful use of
'the Tebbit laws in South vfales. The loss of the money paralyses the union ••• "
So? The conclusion is not fully spelled out, but it seems to be, and
must be that the NUM policy of keeping the strike out of the hands
of the TUC General Council is not now correct. The train of thought is that
10~ically
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on the present terrain of the strike (l~~ 'war of attrition') the strike is
lost, and therefore nothing more can be lost by risking a TUC sell-out.
,

.

,

TUC CONTROL AND THE CALL FOR A GENERAL STRIKE
'------The Thornett group bulletin is utterly muddle:l on the question of the
relation between TUC control and the call f0r" a gen~1'al str-ike.
It is right and proper to cali for the TUC General Council to organise
a general strike. There is no necessary corollary that it involved putting
the TUC in charge of the strike. The N1M can and should make all these
appeals and demands on the TUC and still keep the TUC far away from any control, of the miners' strike. In a general strike the NUM can and should
contest the leadership with the TUC General Council.
Not only has the NUM been right to keep the TUC at arms' length "up to
it is a life or death question, make or break'for the strike, that
it continues to do so, even dUring a general strike.

nowil~

It is wr"ong, and can be harmful, to tell militant miners that there is
a choice to be made between ca~ling for a general strike and keepingihe
treacherous hands of the TUC General Council far away from the levers of
control of their strike. There is 'no such choice; mili'tant miners must do
both, and it is imperative that, general strike or no general strike, they
continue to distrust the TUG.

The militant miner who accept Thornett's picture of the alternatives
would have to reject the c all for a general strike - for he would know thp.t
TUe control would be used to sell the miners Dut, probably before any general
strike had even started.
'
All this may be dismissed, indulgently or impatiently, as just waffle
by people who don't quite know what they want to say - and that it surely
is. But it is not accidenta~ waffle. It sums up both their demoralisation
and their underlying thoug~ts very well. These also are muddled, confused
and contradictory, but with~clearly recognisable hard shapes visible within
Thornett's cotton-wooi thought and language.,
SAVED BY ABRACADABRA?
It was perfectly clear when the Thornettgroup published their bulletin
that the TUe was very, very unlikely to call a general strike from the
Congress on September 3. The best hope ihe Thornett group seem to have had
was that a general strike resolution would somehow emerge from the NUN,
magically S1,.Jeep the Congress, and then ilprobably upio a half" the trade
unionists would go on strike.
But that would be enough. A sell-out by the leadership liis a possi bili ty in any general strike at any time", but this time the action ilwould be
more than enough to ••• threaten the fali of the government in a very short
period of time ••• A general strike has a dynamic of its own and it is difficult to see how the government would survive it".
But. as we saw above, many previous general strikes - all of which had
this "dynamie of their ownil - have been sold out and survived by governments.
Or is it j~st vld-fashioned 'Trotskyist vanguardism' to say that?
A third of a century after Pablo and Mandel disoovered it, Thornett
has arrived at the notion that the established leadership, pushed on by the
'dynamic' of historical processes, 'can no longer betray' - or at ~east that
any betrayal would not have much effect.
There is a big element of 'abracadabra' politics here (as indeed there
was with Pablo and Mandel in the early 1950s). The basic picture painted is
very grim, if not hopeless: but then the problem is fantastically or
magically resolved, and the underlying pessimism overcompensated for and
denied by the 'Pabloite' 'method of constructing a hollow and spurious
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optimistic scenario.
One minute the miners are isolated and facing increasi~gly hopeless
odds. l~othing has come out of the meeting between the NUM and the left
union leaders ••• " The right wing 1L.'1ion leaders are openly hostile. The government is immovable. The next minute, those same union leaders have voted for'
an indefinite general st~ike, and even with a partial response, the pre.
viously immovable government "falls" "in a very short period of time". Weary
pessimism is wondrously transformed into fairy-story optimism. 'With one
bound' Thornett 'is free'.
.
The 'P~bloism' here is in no way'in contradiction to the Healyite strand
in Thornett's arguments. The Healyite line of the early 1910s had its element
of abracadabra, too. While it insisted sternly that no concessions could
ever in any way be wrung out of the Tory government, it was rosily qptimistic
about what a subsequent Labour government would do.
"Once the working class has b~en mobilised in a general strike to foroe
the Tor.ies to resign", declared th~.SLL's paper, "it will be able to deal
with the traitors inside the Labour Party and the trade unions. It will have
the strength to force socialist policies on a Labour Government returned
by direct olass action ••• With such polioies foroed on it by the strength
of the working class, a Labour government oould not be the sa~e as previous
Labour governments".
The Labour government "returned by direct class action" in 1914 showed
the worth of suoh predictions. Yes, the Labour leaders could still betray,
even after the working class had displayed tremendous strengtht
.
The Thornett group's variant is simply to replace the Healyites' prediction of the Labour leaders' "inability to betray" in a future. government
'
wi th a prediotion of the TUC leaders' llinability to betray" in the general
strike"
GORMLEYI~~

The combination of bleak pessimism for the here and now with an appeal
to semi-magioal great events which will resolve everything has a long history.
Baok in 1973, the right-wing NUM president Joe Gormley got up at the
NUM oonference and oalled for a general strike. His purpose was to persuade
miners not to go it alone in a clash with government polioy. Only a general
strike could beat the Tories, he said, and therefore the NUM should not
try. It was a olassic case of transparently fake 'leftism!.
.
Lambeth council leader Ted Knight used to the same teohnique in 1919~
to justify rate rises and eventual cuts. The counoils can't stand up to the
government, he said: only the big battalions of the labour movement could
do that. He oalled for a general strike in January 19~ • And if the unions
failed to deli vel' at the st ated time - the oouncil would have to raise the
rates.
Sooialist OrganiseI' wrote at. the time: Knight's "statement hinges the
whole cuts fight on a general strike by oouncil workers in January 1981.
The unvoiced let~out clause is that if the unions do not meet this arbitrary
~line, then the Labour councils will go ahead, include puts and rate rises
in next spring's budget - and olaim they have no alternative:" (SO 27.9.80).
And so it proved. The Thornett group's intentions are different, of
course. They want tae miners to win. What links them to Knight and Gormley
is their pessimism, whioh makes it impossible for them to believe in victory
without a near-miracle at the TUC Congress, and their hollow Healyite
.
ooncept s .whioh lead them to f0011S on 'the question of power' in the addled
form of 'bringing down the Tories'.
.
Plainly they didn't believe that the TUC oongress would oall a general
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strike. But they were trapped by old Healyite formulas, and attracted also
to those formulas by the need to deny and overoompensate for their prostrate
pessimism. The result is that anyone who listens to them seriously will get
preoisely the message that Gormley and Knight aimed to put over. It is only
when he breaks an eight-months abstention from comment on the world around
him that you realise just how golden Alan Thornett's silenoe is.
CONCLUSION
The general conclusion from all this is the same as the message about
the Thornett group that will be found in the rest of the material about them
in this magazine. These comrades are utterly confused and disoriented politically. They are incapable of analysi:n~ the world around them. They are hung
up on old Healyite formulas~ They are incapable of working out the implio~
tions of what they are saying. They oannot distance themselves from their
feelings enough to ,think objeotively. They are demoralised. At the same time
they are moved by 'a blind revolt, against those who "oppressed" them by
arguing against them, intheWSL. The result is an inooherent jumble.
Thornett and Jones are, as ,we have seen, the 'worker leadership'. But
that is all that defines them politically, in essence - a description,
primarily a self-description.' They are, therefore they are.
To build a worthwhile ~rganisation it is necessary to be able to function: in the first plaoe, and irreplaoeably, to to be able to think more or
less straight. The 'Socialist Group' bulletin is the latest example to show
that the Thornett group just cannot do that.
You cannot build a Marxist organisation around such a grouping as
Thornett has now put together - poSffiively a personal fan olub, and negatively
a few people who for reasons all their own revolted against the ultra-liberal
democratic-oentralist regime in the new WSL and chose to discard whatever
efforts they had made to think as Marxists in favour of Thornett's watereddown Healyism.
~

T. Carolan
lVI. Kinnell
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